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Scope of the Study

The panel's evaluation encompassed review of tne criteria used in the
United States, as well as those used in foreign countries witn highly
developed port technology, and the consensus standards of inter-
national organizations; the analytical techniques used to determine
depths and allowances; and the factors of greatest importance in
channel design, such as the physical environment, ship characteristics,
sedimentation, and interactive effects. The study addressed only thle

technical adequacy of depth criteria: the environmental implications
of dredging and the disposal of dredged materials, as well as the

economics of dredging and dredging cycles--although important to
decisions about dredging--were specifically excluded.,

i4ethods of the Study

In advance of undertaking its investigation, the panel searched the

literature addressing the depths of navigational channels. The
abstracts written and collected in the course of this search are

reproduced in Appendix A.
Witn information provided by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

about the dimensions of nine major channels of the United States, the
panel tested the adequacy of existing channels for representative
ships, using a simple computer model of ship behavior in restricted
waters (a brief summary of the results is given in Chapter 4; the
computer model is described in Appendix D).

To compare the criteria of the United States with those of other
countries and international groups, the panel requested and received
detailed information from the responsible ministries of Canada and
Japan, from the Permanent International Association of Navigation
Congresses (PIANC), and from the International Association of Ports
and Harbors (IAPH).

The panel net three times--in Houston, Texas, Norfolk, Virginia,
and San Diego, California--conducting site visits and hearing briefings
in connection with its meetings from the U.S. Coast Guard,
representatives of the district offices of the U.S. Army Corps of

4 Engineers, ship pilots, and others witn an interest in the design of

navigational channels for oceangoing ships. In its meetings, the
panel reviewed working papers prepared by members, the pertinent
literature, the materials provided to the panel, and the results of

the computer model. The conclusions and recommendations presented in
Chapter 5 represent the panel's consensus.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

At the request of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Panel on
Criteria for Dredged Depths of Navigational Channels of the marine

Board appraised the criteria used in the United States to design the

depths of dredged navigational channels and to specify overdredged

depths.

Rules of Thumb

The criteria used by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers are

empirical--rules of thumb. For design depth, or underkeel clearance,

the rule is to select the design ship, add its draft + squat* (3 ft) +

rolling and pitching allowance (estimate) + clearance (2 ft for soft
channel bottoms; 3 ft for rocky or hard bottoms). The Corps' criteria

reuommend model tests and site evaluations. Nevertheless, tne
references cited for assistance in determining squat and other
characteristics of the design ship (aside from consultation with snip

4 owners and local pilots) are at least 20 years old, some more than 30.
Selection of the design ship is critical. While tne regulations

*Sinkage of a ship in motion

E-1
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E-2

indicate that the choice of design ship(s) should be made for safety
of the largest expected ships, for economy, and for accoimmodation of
projected trends, completing the process required for federal
navigational projects takes 15 years to 25 years. So long a process
does not allow for changes in ship design or technology.

The criteria for overdredged depths (for ensuring tnat specified
dimensions are achieved and for advance maintenance dredging to reduce
dredging intervals) have evolved from experience in the district
offices of the Corps. Recently promulgated criteria update these
historical rules of thumb or formulas and suggest more frequent
surveys of channel dimensions. In most districts, surveys are no more
frequent than semiannual.

Navigation

Data necessary for an adequate criterion of underkeel clearance are
sparse, but model tests, full-scale trials, and computer simulations
have increased understanding of ship behavior in open and confined
channels and in the entrance channel to a port or harbor from the open
ocean. Generally, vertical excursions may be large in the unprotected
waters of a harbor entrance; squat is much increased by decreasing
water depth and in maneuvers such as turning, passing, and
overtaking. Squat in narrow channels is greater than that in open or
wider channels. While channel width has been snown to be more
important than depth in providing for ship controllability, the
improvement depends on sufficient underkeel clearance. Although small
depths of water under the keel tend to dampen snip movements, tne
possible effects of resonance among the complex variables preclude a
general rule. As ship speed influences squat and maneuverability, the
speed assumed for channel design is the minimum at which effective
steering is possible.

The results of experiments and models, and the several
relationships they suggest, offer useful means for evaluating the
adequacy of existing channels. The panel used them in a simple
computer analysis of nine major dredged channels* of the three coasts
of the United States. The panel's choices of design snips and ship
speeds for each channel were based on moderate assumptions, but the
underkeel clearances in these channels were shown to be inadequate.
Ships of greater draft are using the channels, and any increase in
speed over those assumed will result in greater squat, further
reducing underkeel clearances, and increasing the probability of
grounding or striking bottom. The panel emphasizes that these results

*Calcasieu River (inner and outer channels), Lower Columbia River,
Delaware River, Mobile Harbor, Norfolk Harbor, Oakland Harbor, San
Francisco Bay, Thimble Shoal, and Galveston Channel

6L
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are more indicative than definitive. A thorough, site-specific
understanding of a channel and its environment is necessary for a
complete assessment of a channel's adequacy.

Sedimentation

Data for control of sedimentation and shoaling by dredging are also
site-specific. Essentially, two mechanisms of sediment movement may
affect navigational channels in harbors and estuaries: interior and
exterior. Interior mechanisms deliver sediment to a harbor from
freshwater inlanO sources; exterior processes carry coastal sediment

into a channel or harbor. Dredging may significantly alter existing
relationships. While there are probably an optimum overdredged depch
and an optimum dredging interval for the average conditions of

channels, they may not be constant, owing to the flux of the
variables. A major storm can undo all calculations. Examples studiec
by the panel indicate that the criteria for the dredged depths of
harbor entrance channels (and perhaps for other channels as well) are
dominated by the uncertainties of deposition and the irregular time
constraints imposed by financial and institutional arrangements--not
by the maneuvering requirements of ships.

"Nautical Depth" Concept

The results of research in the Netherlands preceding and following
construction of the very deep draft channels and harbors of
Europoort/Rotterdam could be applied to silty channels in the United

*; States. Ascertaining the channel bottom is difficult when fine
suspended sediments are in motion or settling. Dutch experience
indicates that while the maneuvering characteristics of a ship change,

* it can navigate through suspended sediments to specific gravity of 1.2
("fluid mud"). This "nautical depth" concept depends on frequent
surveys for navigational safety. Density meters are used in weekly
surveys in the Netherlands to determine the areas to be dredged (where
specific gravity exceeds 1.2 above design depth), in connection with a
conventional bottom-contouring echo sounder.

Overdredged Depths

Although the rules of thumb for overdredged depths to achieve the
specified dimensions of a channel have evolved and become fixed, they
are within the order of accuracy of various dredging processes. For
some locations, they may need to be adjusted, and more accurate pre-
and post-dredging surveys may need to be conducted.

I
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Criteria of International organizations,

Other Maritime Countries, Shippers

Criteria for chanel depths developed by international organizations

and those used in otner maritime contrits nave been estaulisned in
concert with the evolving body of data, testL, and experience. Tnose
of the Permanent International Association o Navigation Congresses

(PIANC) nave found application in tiie ports and naroors of many
maritime nations and are included by reference in the standards of tne

International Association of Ports and Hirbors (IAPH). PIANC criteria
are for gross underkeel clearances in confined channels of

approximately 15 percent of ship draft (the i-Igure found to allow for

vertical excursions), plus additional depths to allow for sounding

accuracy, for sedimentation between two dredging intervals, and for

dredging inaccuracies. Tnis last rigure varies from country to

country: those makln 3 an allowance for dredging inaccuracies specify

amounts close to tne allowances used in tne United States, but some

countries allow none.

A statistical metnod htas been developed by snipping interests

that combines the values and uncertainties of all the factors Known to
be most important to tne required underkeel clearance of snips to

produce an acneotaby small probability of grounding. owing to tne

scarcity of data, ttie uncertaic iAs for some factors are large, out
these can be update i as informatin becomes ava iable. This

statisticli motod nas been used to specify tne design deptns of at

least one port (Zeeorugge, Belgium, under construction).

,onciusions anJ Recommendations

In light of its revlews arid appraisals, tne panel concludes tnat the

physicsI envirrcumLenit and 2haracteristics of each port are unique and

that criteria for charnel deptn, as well as the specification of

overdredged depths, must be site-specific. Nevertneiess, general

criteria preyie a useu first approximation for design and practice,
and basic Standmrds of adequacy. The generai criteria are old and

need to be upiited, but tileit inadequacy is determined more by
institutional onstrair ts thar b , their , ntent. The very long time

between initlal stuiLos olnd comple-tio)n of tl1k approva'_ process in the

United States for major navig-ti onal projects far exceeds the
half-life of tAe worLd f Loet. Coannel improvements of the future will

almost certainly be for t* ! iips of the past. mnediate steps need
tc be taken to reduce the time between identification of pnysical and
ther constraints iagiist major dredging pro3ects and tle time work

can begin.
The panel recognizes t-hat dept li cannot be considered in isolation

from other dimensions and features ot channels, of snips, and of ships
in the channel but notes that underkeeL clarauces in the channels of

i__
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the United States are less than those of other countries, and much
less than those recommended by international organizations. They may
be as little as 2.5 percent of ship draft. Moreover, practices in the
United States tend to rely on historical data to determine dredging
frequency, rather than frequent channel surveys.

The panel suggests that

o The recommendations of PIANC be substituted for the general
criteria now used in the United States for channel depths (and other
dimensions)--these recommendations reflect the results of recent

research and represent international consensus;
o Specific design criteria for particular cnannels be based on

the results of comprehensive and detailed site studies;

o Frequent surveys be made in known, nign-shoaling areas;
o The nautical depth concept be adopted for silty channels of

the United States; and
o Better information about operational practices and the

hydrodynamic behavior of ships be collected and incorporated in
channel design.

IA
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INTRODUCTION

As elaborated in succeeding chapters of this report, several
considerations affect decisions about the depths of dredged

navigational channels. These can be separated into two general
categories, the requirements of navigation (principally the underkeel
clearance required in a variety of physical conditions) and those of

achieving and maintaining dredged depths, but in actuality, they must
be considered together. As noted by Kray (1973), "This is to provide

for smooth operation and to avoid costly accidents for inadequately
designed channels and maneuvering areas, and an excessive cost of

constructing and maintaining the overdesigned navigational facilities."
Table 1 indicates the scope of concerns for navigation and

maintenance in the channels of deep-draft ports and harbors--those 30
ft or more in depth.* The costs of dredging to maintain channel
depths and the tonnages of trade accommodated by these channels are
obviously considerable.

*The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers defines deep-draft navigational

projects as those 14 ft or more in depth. The concern of this study
is the navigational channels of the major coastal ports and
harbors--the 85 ports and harbors reached by navigational channels 30
ft or more in depth.

1-I
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Table 1 Costs to maintain channels and harbors of major ports in the United
States by dredging, and 1978 trade, by tonnage'

Annual Averagea
Port Depth Maintenance Cost 1978 Tonnagea

(in feet) (in thousands)

Alaska
Anchorage Harbor 35 $1,453.6 2,226,200

Alabama
Mobile Harbor 40 5,303.2 17,336,800

California
Humboldt Harbor & Bay 35 1,243.9 1,435,900
Stockton 30 979.8 2,277,600
Suisun Bay Channel 30 147.4 1,164,800
San Pablo Bay 35 503.1 7,082,600
Oakland Harbor 35 1,143.3 6,232,500
Richmond Harbor 35 1,182.1 15,902,900
San Francisco Harbor 40 39.1 50,401,500
Los Angeles-Long Beach 45 144.0 60,780,900

Harbor
San Diego Harbor 35 0 2,360,200

Connecticut
Bridgeport Harbor 35 224.8 3,732,600
New Haven Harbor 35 566.9 11,323,200
New London Harbor 33 7.8 2,550,600

Delaware
IWW Delaware to 32 10,322.9 10,226,200
Wilmington Harbor 35 1,851.0 2,162,100
New Castle 35 1,202.2 8,278,200
Delaware City 35 516.5 3,556,400

Florida
Charlotte Harbor 32 1,322.5 1,067,300
Canaveral Harbor 36 2,438.7 2,341,500
Panama City Harbor 32 210.0 282,900
Port St. Joe Harbor 35 167.8 326,200
Pensacola Harbor 33 633.6 1,538,600
Palm Beach Harbor 33 209.9 728,600
Jacksonville Harbor 38 3,098.7 13,119,400
Key West Harbor 30 25.7 202,600
Tampa Harbor 36 2,309.4 46,866,400
Miami Harbor 38 20.3 3,098,900
Port Everglades Harbor 42 83.7 11,929,300

GeorgiaI'Brunswick Harbor 30 3,490.5 1,259,000
Savannah Harbor 38 10,429.8 10,633,400

6LI
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Annual Average a
Port Depth Maintenance Cost 1978 Tonnage

(in feet) (in thousands)

Hawaii
Port Allen Harbor 35 63.7 89,300

Nawiliwili Harbor 35 535.3 765,900
Kahului Harbor 35 671.2 1,922,100
Hilo Harbor 35 352.2 1,272,700
Honolulu Harbor 45 167.7 7,740,500

Louisiana
Calcasieu River & Pass 40 7,336.1 13,563,000
New Orleans 40 16,661.9 77,231,400
Baton Rouge 40 18,297.5 123,937,800

Maine
Portland Harbor 35 613.4 21,984,800

Maryland
Baltimore Harbor 42 2,477.6 37,074,600

& Channel

Massachusetts
Cape Cod Canal 32 4,096.6 12,226,600
Fall River Harbor 35 133.2 4,642,300
Boston Harbor 40 181.1 24,700

Mississippi
Gulfport Harbor 30 1,899.2 950,000

Pascagoula Harbor 38 2,485.5 18,258,200

New Hampshire
Portsmouth Harbor 35 140.7 3,293,300

New Jersey
Camden 30 264.6 1,787,400
Gloucester 35 245.4 1,690,000

Paulsboro 40 2,522.9 17,372,800

New York
Hudson River, Albany 32 1,907.5 10,440,500
New York-New Jersey 45 12,905.7 119,317,600

North Carolina
Morehead City Harbor 40 1,969.6 2,069,400

Wilmington Harbor 38 3,041.6 7,422,800

Oregon
Yaquina Bay & Harbor 32 1,379.2 668,500
Coos Bay 45 3,652.3 5,218,900
Pottland 40 12,567.1 16,524,952

Astoria 40 881.7 1,159,300

_,
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Annual Average a
Port Depth Maintenance Cost 1978 Tonnage

(in feet) (in thousands)

Pennsylvania
Penn Manor 40 1,376.6 4,041,200
Philadelphia 40 6,702.0 37,067,600
Chester 35 4.1 28,100
Marcus Hook 40 3,446.4 23,731,900

Puerto Rico
Mayaguez Harbor 30 106.7 335,300
Ponce Harbor 30 77.7 911,400
San Juan Harbor 48 852.9 10,147,800

South Carolina
Charleston Harbor 35 5,816.9 9,548,800

Texas
Brazos Island Harbor 36 3,116.6 1,162,900
Matagorda Ship Channel 38 2,610.3 3,963,200
Freeport Harbor 36 3,590.8 18,657,400
Galveston Harbor 40 1,638.8 7,004,300

& Channel
Corpus Christi 45 6,202.1 46,244,500
Sabine Ports 40 7,981.8 69,740,900
Houston 40 8,312.5 81,221,825
Texas City 40 1,954.1 23,627,800

Virginia
Norfolk Harbor 45 2,801.7 25,286,900
Newport News 45 932.0 5,740,900

Washington
*Grays Harbor & 30 4,668.4 2,664,000

Chehalis River
Vancouver 40 1,185.5 1,558,800
Kalama 40 199.6 262,500
Longview 40 4,645.5 6,108,500
Everett Harbor & 30 457.0 2,167,900

Snohomish River
Bellingham Harbor 30 140.8 891,000
Seattle Harbor 34 376.5 11,357,500
Ediz Hook-Port Angeles 30 19.3 2,774,700
Tacoma Harbor 35 44.5 9,667,300

Aa Rounded to the nearest hundred tons

*SOURCE: From U.S. Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works (1981),

Report to Accompany S. 1692, National Harbors Improvement and Main-j tenance Act of 1981, 97th Congress, 1st Session, pp. 29-32.
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Thus, economic considerations (specifically excluded from the
panel's analysis) dictate that the depth and other dimensions of a
channel be minimal, but consistent with the safe passage of ships
calling at the port or harbor. These ships, over the past decade and
a half, have been increasingly larger. Some examples of common ship
types and their design data are given in Table 2.

The hydrodynamic forces and effects experienced by these vessels
in navigational channels differ markedly from those experienced in the
open ocean. The draft and attitude of a vessel change continuously
while it is under way in a navigational channel, owing to the combined
effects of natural and ship-generated forces and the dimensions and
layout of the channel. Vertical excursions present the danger that
the vessel may ground or strike bottom. Ships are rarely reinforced
in the areas most likely to be scratched or breached by grounding or
striking bottom, nor is such reinforcement feasible, owing to the
enormous forces that develop in such an accident. Thus, these
casualties present risks from the leaking of hazardous or polluting
cargoes. Damage to the ship, loss of cargo, and containment and
cleanup operations can be expensive: the breaching of the tanker
Tamano inbound to Portland, Maine, in 1972 cost more than $2 million
in vessel damages and pollution mitigation.

The designed configuration of a navigational channel, according
to the National Waterways Study (1980), "influences the probability of
vessel casualties." In considering strategies to enhance the safety
of domestic waterways, the report states: "the only single action
which by itself could reduce accidents is the structural improvement
of the waterways."

Depth is an important component of the designed configuration of
a navigational channel. In the interest of providing the technical
basis for design and maintenance of dredged navigational channels, the
panel undertook an evaluation of the criteria used to determine
channel depths in the United States. The panel reviewed

0 Criteria used in the United States for channel depths;
o Considerations important to the evaluation of channel depths;
o Voluntary consensus standards developed by international

organizations; and
o Criteria used in other maritime nations withl highly

developed port technology.

It also assessed the adequacy of the criteria used in the United
States.

r ; The results of the panel's review and appraisal are briefly
summarized in succeeding chapters of this report: Chapter 2 discusses
regulatory and institutional issues. Chapter 3 deals with
considerations important to determining channel depth (ship movements
and sedimentation). Chapter 4 addresses the adequacy of criteria for
dredged depths of navigational channels and compares those of the
United States and other countries, international organizations, and
shippers. Chapter 5 sets out the panel's conclusions and

recommendations. Abstracts compiled by the panel in a preliminary

search of the literature constitute Appendix A.
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Table 2 Coamon ship types and their design data

Cargo Capacity Length Beam Draft
Type Name (dt, unless noted) (ft) (ft) (ft)

Ferry STATEN ISLAND 2,721 310 70 12

Tugboat JALBAR 1,010 126 36 17

Bulk ALTNES 4,550 301 49 21

Tanker NARINDUS 10,000 470 60 23

Submarine FRANK CABLE 23,000 643 85 25
Tender

Tanker EXXON GALVESTON 27,240 552 95 29

Dry Cargo ANFITRITI 16,952 468 69 31

Containership EUROLINER 40,800 798 100 32

RO-RO BOOGABELLA 31,500 749 105 35

Barge Carrier YELIUS TUCHIK 36,382 874 115 36

Navy Tanker HUDSON 37,276 672 89 36

LNG Carrier EL PASO SOUTHERN 126,000m
3  

846 135 37

Refined Product BALDBUTTE 244bb1 665 84 37
Tanker

Tanker ESSO PORTLAND 50,084 645 120 37

Crane Ship SARITA 42,000 677 121 37

Barge Carrier ALMERIA LYKES 38,410 876 106 39

Dry Cargo AMERICAN TRADER 29,749 820 100 41

Containership KORRIGAN 57,200 947 43

Ore/Bulk/Oil ULTRASEA 83,437 893 106 46

Bulk WORLD DULCE 133,361 570 142 52

Bulk SAMRAT ASHOK 72,600 856 58 a

Ore SHINRYU MARU 88,800 959 59

Tanker SAN DIEGO 188,500 952 166 59

Ore/Bulk/Oil RHETORIC 77,000 996 60

Ore/Oil BRAZILIAN WEALTH 141,800 1099 72

Bulk/Oil LAUREL WREATH 72,300 940 72

Tanker ESSO PACIFIC 508,000 1280 233 83

a Not accomodated by dredged channel. of the United States

*1J
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REGULATORY AND INSTITUTIONAL CON4SIDERATIONS

Background

The legislative and regulatory structure governing dredged
navigational channels reflects a Ion history. A summary volume of
regulations states that "since colonial times, harbors and channels
have played an important role in the nation's settlement, commercial
and industrial growth, and system of defense" (U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, 1981a). As the provision of dredged navigational channels
has been taken to be a federal responsibility of both military and
commercial importance, primary responsibility for the design and
maintenance* of these works has been taken by tne U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.

In recent decades, other national interests have increased in
public importance, notably those of protecting the marine and coastal
environment and preserving oceanic resources. (A summary of

*Until 1978, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers also performed

improvement and maintenance dredging with its own fleet of dredges,
and by contract with private industry. In 1978, following the
Industry Capability Program and a congressional act (P.L. 95-269), the
Corps initiated a Minimum Dredge Fleet for purposes of national
security or defense, preserving sufficient work to keep the fleet
operational, and allowed private industry to bid on all other dredging
work.

2-1
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environmental protection laws requiring compliance in navigational
projects is given in Appendix C.) Among the environmental questions
raised about dredging are the immediate and long-term effects of the
activity, the location of onshore or offshore disposal sites for
dredged materials of different types, and the handling and disposal of
dredged materials containing toxic or hazardous substances, such as

Kepone, oil, and heavy metals.
A lengthy 20-step process for gaining approval and public funds

to these and other interests and objectives, illustrated in Figure 1.
Congress exercises control of the process at several stages, beginning

with initiation (Congress must request a feasibility study), and
including three to four separate congressional acts of authorization
and appropriation of funds. The district office (in which a
navigational project is located) of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

examines several engineering options, as well as their costs and

benefits, and prepares reports, including environmental impact
statements, for various levels of internal and external approval.
Public hearings are convened, and the review or concurrence (or both)
of the affected organizations, units of government, and other federal

agencies is sought. Progress to step 16, congressional authorization,
takes about 6 years (and each year's activities depend on
congressional appropriations), after which several years may elapse

before the funds for advance engineering and design are appropriated.
The median time to complete the process was 15.2 years in the
mid-1970s. This was for 36 projects that were completed (many were
not) and for which the initial survey reports were submitted in tfle

late 1950s and early 1960s (Heiberg, 1981). The complexity of the
process and the number of decision makers have since increased. It is
estimated (no major improvements to navigational channels have been
approved since 1976) that the process would take 20 years to 25 years

to complete today.
The Corps recently proposed accelerating the pace of this process

* (but without reform or abbreviation, which requires congressional
action) by assembling "fast-track teams" that would conduct concurrent
studies and reviews, and (subject to congressional approval) by

dropping work on projects that have not been recommended for further
development (or have languished many years) and concentrating on those

that have been recommended for pursual (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
1982a). The proposal aims to reduce the time spent by the Corps in
completing required studies and reviews from 12 years to 7 years.

While it is possible for ports or private interests to undertake

navigational projects that will be funded by sources other than the

federal government, a permit is required from the district engineer of
the Corps, who coordinates responses to the application from other

agencies and affected groups. A period of public notice and comment
is required. An environmental impact statement is also required, as
well as a public hearing. Memoranda of understanding between the
Corps and five other federal agencies state that decisions will be
made on these applications within 90 days of the public notice. The
Corps has also initiated a "pull" in place of "push" system for
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internal decision making to allow as many decisions as possible to be
made at lower levels, where local knowledge has been accumulated and
more timely decisions can be made, and to allow higher levels of the
Corps to "pull" up for consideration only the decisions that must be
made at that level.

These recent-.changes are only now being exercised. As few major
deepening projects have been undertaken in the United States since
World War II, and only one planned for nonfederal funding,* tne
principal criteria used in this country to determine the depths of
navigational channels are those of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
The criteria consist of guidelines published by the Corps for the use
of district offices, and the practices of the districts established by
research or experience. A brief summary is given in the succeeding
section.

Criteria Used in the United States
to Determine Channel Depth

The Engineer Regulation "Deep Draft Navigation Project Design" (U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, 1981b) states for determi~ning the deptns of
channels:

The channel depth must be adequate for the design
vessel draft, squat, trim, sinkage due to fresh water
conditions, location of salt water intakes on ship,
wave action and appropriate under keel clearance.
Minimum under keel clearance should be two feet for

. F soft channel bottoms and three feet for hard channel
bottoms. Squat is calculated for expected vessel
speeds and passing conditions for two way traffic
channels. Salt water intakes on vessels must be five
feet or more above soft channel bottoms. This
clearance is needed to prevent silt from being pulled
into the vessel condenser. Additional channel depth
may be provided by advanced maintenance dredging based
on the economics of dredging intervals and the need to
assure appropriate under keel clearance between
dredging periods.

The references cited are the Engineer Manual, Tidal Hydraulics,
published in 1965, "Evaluation of Present State of Knowledge of
Factors Affecting Tidal Hydraulics and Related Phenomena," also
published in 1965, and "Effects of Depth on Dredging Frequency,"
published in 1978 (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1965a,b; Trawle and
Boyd, 1978).

Turning to the cited Engineer Manual,** two sets of criteria are
specified for determining channel depth: one for navigation, another
for ease of maintenance. These are briefly summarized here. The
factors considered by the panel in evaluating them are addressed inp detail in succeeding sections.

*Galveston, Texas

i If *Pertinent sections are reproduced in Appendix B
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Navigation

For navigation, channel depth is generally considered to be determined
"by the in-motion draft of the design vessel, the density of water,

wave characteristics, the tidal characteristics, the characteristics
of the bottom, and the economics of greater depth as a factor to
reducing power requirements for the propulsion of the design vessel."

Data for most of these factors are sparse and uncertain. Thle
Enginee3r Manual recommends site-specific data gathering and
consultation with ship owners and local pilots but acknowledges that
for calculation of such factors as squat, for example, "dependence
will have to be placed on estimates." The references cited for
calculations and considerations in estimating squat and other
important characteristics of the design ship are at least 20 years
old, some more than 30. These have not been updated. The rules of
thumb given by the Engineer Manual for underkeel clearance are draft +

squat (3 ft) + rolling and pitching allowance (estimate) + clearance
(2 ft or 3 ft).

While the criteria for underkeel clearance have not been updated,

it is interesting to note that the more recent Engineer Regulation now
requires consultations with pilots and the concurrence of the U.S.

Coast Guard in channel dimensions and other aspects pertinent to the

safe use of the proposed channel, both in the preliminary and in the
final design stages. The Engineer Regulation also calls for
site-specific evaluation of physical environmental factors, including

gathering of baseline data and model studies, and recommends the use
A of "(pjertinent textbooks, research reports, or expertise from other

agencies."
The choice of the design snip(s), as pointed out in the Engineer

Manual, is a crucial one, and this is clarified by the Engineer
Reglulation as "selected from comprehensive planning studies of the
various types and sizes of vessels expected to transit the
channel ... over the economic life of the project...." Usually the
largest vessel of the major commodity movers, it "is selected by

evaluating tradeoffs of delay cost incurred by larger vessels and cost
of increased channel dimensions. The maximum size vessel and least
maneuverable vessel in the fleet must be able to make a safe transit

[taking into account special conditions that may be imposed--for
example, speed limits, use of high tides for additional water depth,
one-way traffic, tug assistance] ."

There are regulatory and institutional concerns beyond those of
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: those of port authorities and the
U.S. Coast Guard, for example, about the consequences of groundings.
These may result in the "special conditions that may be imposed."
While many vessels can strike a soft channel bottom or ground without
harm, all groundings must be reported to the U.S. Coast Guard under

the Port and Waterways Safety Act of 1972, and a fine may De levied
against the master or pilot.

Maintenance

The Corps has expended considerable effort investigating, modeling,'I and adding to the understanding of the hydrology of channels,
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estuaries, and rivers. This understanding is essential to several
missions of the Corps--for example, engineering design and
construction of flood control and water-resources projects--and to the
interactions of these works with navigational channels.

One updated reference in thp Engineer Regulation is Trawle and
Boyd (1978) and, by parity of reason, Trawle (1981b). Trawle and Boyd
(1978) is the first and Trawle (1981b) the second report in the series

Effects of Depth on Dredging Frequency. The first report discusses
the evidence from questionnaire surveys of Corps districts respecting
overdredged depths (or "overdepth dredging"). Overdredged depths are
of two types (see Figure 2): One is the "allowable pay overdepth," an
additional depth for which the Corps agrees to pay the dredger to

ensure that the design depth is achieved--that is, allowing for the
inaccuracies of dredging and surveying. The other is "advance
maintenance overdeptn" or "purposive overdepth" for (I) maintaining
project depth in rapidly shoaling areas, (2) reducing the frequency of
maintenance dredging, or (3) allowing more efficient dredging
operations, if deeper cuts are more cost-effective, or for some
combination of these reasons. The surveys indicated that in all
coastal districts the allowable pay overdepth varies from 0 ft to 3 ft

(0.9 m), most clustering at 2 ft (0.6 m), for channels from 30 ft to
47 ft (9.1 m to 14.2 m) deep. This "plus 2 ft" seems to be a rule ot
thumb that has evolved.

The surveys also revealed that past shoaling nistory seems to be
the main determinant of advance maintenance dredging in the coastal
districts (amounts varied from I ft to 8 ft (0.3 m to 2.4 m) Dut are 3
ft (0.9 m) or less in 84 percent of tne projects) and that the method
of assessing past shoaling varied from district to district.
Specifically, Trawle (1981b) indicates that three techniques and
formulas were being used to determine whether and wnere advance
maintenance dredging was needed, all less than adequate, and that
hydrographic surveys were generally infrequent (Table 3). The second
report offers a formula for calculating shoaling rates as a function
of the volumes dredged in the past (from annual records of dredging
work) to maintain project depth in segments of a channel, and
correcting with hydrographic surveys. One object of this tecnnique
and formula is more efficient scheduling of maintenance dredging,
another is to encourage variable advance maintenance dredging (that
is, by channel segment) for fast-shoaling areas. An implicit
objective of the report seems to be to bring these practices into

conformity with an adequate standard and encourage more frequent
hydrographic surveys.

Implications

The glacial pace of the multistage process for approvals,
congressional authorization, and other steps to be completed, and the
number of years over which the process itself has evolved, have
several implications for channel design. First, the validity of
original assumptions and estimates attenuates with time, necessitating
update studies and reexamination of needs, costs, and benefits. TheU
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Figure 2 Two types of overdxedged depths in navigational channels:* (a) typical

dredged channel, showing allowable pay overdepth; (b) dredged channel

with allowable pay overdepth and advance maintenance dredging overdepth

WATER SURFACE
-DATUM

DEPTH(AUTHORIZED OR REQUIRED)

ALOWABLE PAY OVERDEPTH (USUALLY 'OR 2 FT)

Wi TT.IT1AUTHORIZED On REQUIRED)

WATER SURFACE
DATUM

DREDGED DEPTH (AUTHORIZED OR REQUIRED)

DEPTH

-77777E

SO E ADVA CE MAINTENANCE (OVERDEPTH I

(b) ALLOWABLE PAY OVERDEPTH

(AU THORIZED ON REQULR~M-1-

*SOURCE: M. J. Trawle and J. A. Boyd, Jr. (1978), Effects of Depth on Dredging

Frequency, Report 1, Survey of District Offices, Technical Report H-78-5

(Vicksburg, Miss.: U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station),

May 1978, p. 6.
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deepening of the major channel serving Tampa Bay, f or example, was
authorized in 1970. The final environmental impact statement was
submitted in 1971, an updated statement was filed in 1975, the draft
of a supplement in 1976, and the final supplement in 1977. The

original estimated cost to deepen channel segments was $97.5 million.
In 1981, the estimated cost was $178 million and this included
reductions of more than $12 million owing to favorable bids, to work

completed under bid, and to the savings represented in dredging to
depths a foot less than those authorized (U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, 1982b).

While much may still remain valid from earlier studies, the time
scale of the decision making process is far longer than the time scale
of major changes in the world shipping fleet. Less than 5 percent of

the ships in the world's merchant fleet are 25 years old or more:
more than 59 percent are under 10 years old (Lloyd's, 1980). The
design ship used to specify channel improvements may pass from drawing
board to desuetude before channel improvements receive final approval
and work begins.

Second, the nature of this process (and the time needed to
complete it) discourages innovation. Approximately I percent of the

total budget of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is for research, and
this must be divided among several subjects of equally pressing
importance to the missions of the Corps. As described in succeeding
sections, the number and complexity of the factors that need to be
understood to determine the depths (and other dimensions) of
navigational channels demand considerable research. Some of this may

be undertaken by the districts on passage of the legislation
authorizing a navigational project--for example, model and simulation
testing of the channel design for various vessels and unique features
of the local environment-a their budgets allow. Model tests,

simulations, and intensive local data collection are generally
expensive. In their absence, design depth is usually based on
empirical rules ("rules of thumb") set out in Corps publications, with
additional depth(s) for achieving the design depth and advance
maintenance dredging.

Furthermore, the design and engineering undertaken after
authorization are bound by the terms of the authorizing act. Even in
areas of a particular project's design and engineering that may allow
some latitude, the nature of the decision making process and the
number of decision makers involved ensure that changes will be
addressed conservatively, and in terms that are readily understood or
familiar. These considerations, together with the very long time
needed to plan and secure approval of navigational projects, tend to
fossilize the rules of thumb for channel depth.
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CONSIDERATIONS IMPORTANT TO DETERMINING CHANNEL DEPTH

Channel Types

Dredged navigational channels may be open or confined (Figure 3).
Open channels characterize entrances from the open sea to the port or
harbor; confined channels may be canals, dredged estuaries or rivers,
or excavated extensions of waterway systems.

Defiiition of Water Level

Depths of navigational channels must be specified relative to the
water surface and channel bottom (special problems of defining the
bottom in silty channels are addressed in a separate section). The
water surface is defined by reference to a datum, mean low water (MLW)
or mean lower low water (MLLW) on the Pacific Coast. These are
averages of low (or lower low) waters for 19 years. The actual water

surface in the channel is often difficult to specify. The main tides
produced by the relative motions and positions of the earth, moon, and
sun are not experienced instantaneously. The tide is a gravity water
wave with a very long wavelength and, owing to coastal bathymetric and
hydrodynamic effects (such as losses to friction and reflections from
the seabottom and boundaries), may have significantly different
elevations at different locations in a bay or estuary at the same
time. The mean surface itself is an irregularly warped plane that is

* sensitive to changes in the shoreline and the depths of channels

3-1
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Figure 3 Types of d::edqed navigatioi1a channels

Open

Confined

MLa
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(Johnson, 1929). Few tide gauges are located in the open waters of
major coastal channels.

Dramatic (and sometimes rapid) vertical changes may occur w.Ltn
the impoundment of river outflow owing to constricted harbor
entrances, or with strong prevailing winds in one direction. Wind
strese at the water surface may induce a surface current in the
direction of the wind that forces more water to the leeward side and
lowers the windward side (with a resulting return flow below the
surface). This wind setup, or setdown, depending on the point of
measurement, can be considerable in confined or estuarine cnannels; in
open channels located in coastal areas, the phenomenon is called storm
surge. If the storm surge is caused by hurricane winds, tne lowering
of atmospheric pressure will cause water levels to rise well above
those induced by wind stress alone.

A few channels and harbors are subject to seiches, or standing
waves of relatively long period, induced by an intermittent or

periodic series of changes in local atmospheric pressure and winds, or
by oscillations commnunicated through a narbor entrance from tne open
sea (resulting, for example, from wave groups, offshore earthquakes or

landslides, or changes in atmospheric pressure and winds). These
standing waves may achieve large amplitude if the causative force or
forces are periodic, and their period is close to that of tne
resonance frequency of the waterway system, narfor, or bay.

The measurement and prediction of tnese changes in water level
present formidable challenges to designing channel depths and to

evaluating the effect of changes. These are carefully addressed in
the Engineer Manual. As the manual states, "The determination of
these effects may be accomplished by means of ditticult computations,
hydraulic models, or electric analogs.... .For investigations of

problems within a waterway, where it is not contemplated that
significant modifications in the geometry of the waterway will be
made, it is necessary that tidal data be available at a sufficient
number of stations along its course to define the tidal establishment
throughout."~

With the exception of some sites, tide, current, and channel

depth information is provided by an annual prediction of daily tides
and currents, published by the National Ocean Survey (NOS), tide-gauge
readings, nautical charts, and the surveys conducted by the U.S. Army

corps of Engineers. At the request of ship pilots or the U.S. Coast
Guard, NOS or the Corps will sound the channel bottom or check

shoaling areas, but as indicated in Chapter 2, surveys are typically
conducted annually or semiannually, and nautical charts are typically
updated annually (National ocean Survey, 1982). Information is rarely
available in real time on water levels at points of interest in the

channel, and the difference between predicted and actual high or low
tide may be as great as 1 ft.

r"Iw
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Ship Behavior and Channel Depth

Ships moving in navigational channels are subject to forces that have
no counterpart in the open ocean, such as bank and bottom suction.

They also experience significant changes in the effects of
hydrodynamic phenomena associated with forward motion and maneuvers,
forces of the physical environment, and the forces generated between
ships in passing and overtaking. The effects of channel depth can be
considerable, particularly when underkeel clearance is small, and may
be significantly amplified or dampened by interactive forces. A
vessel's six degrees of freedom in motion are illustrated in Figure 4.

The interactive effects experienced by a ship vary with the type
of channel: if confined, the channel's sides and bottom will increase
the longitudinal flow of water under and around the ship, improving
dynamic course stability and consequently reducing maneuverability
(Eda, 1971). If the channel is in open water, the restricted flow of
water under the ship increases water resistance, but less sinkage, or

squat, is experienced in such a channel than in a confined channel of
equal depth (Kray, 1973).

Frequently critical for ship controllability is the harbor
entrance. Ships may experience extraordinary vertical (and
horizontal) excursions owing to the characteristics of the snip--its

speed and trim, for example, or length and natural frequency in heave
and pitch--and its interactions with waves and swells, currents,
winds, and salinity and temperature gradients.

Squat

A ship in motion depresses water levels around it, and its draft
increases. The difference in a ship's dynamic draft and static draft,
or squat, depends primarily on speed and water depth, becoming more
pronounced at higher speeds and shallower depths. The panel's
preliminary calculations of the squat of typical ships in nine major

a channels in the United States are set out in a section of Chapter 4
("Evaluating the Adequacy of Criteria...").

Squat increases in passing or overtaking. This case is not so
well understood as that of a ship in motion in a confined channel, but
some research and modeling has been undertaken in recent years (Eda,
1973; Eda et al., 1979; Dand, 1980). Combining the curves and tables
developed by Dand (1980) from model tests and data for shallow and
confined water given by Sjostrum (1965), Kimon (1982) developed a set
of guidelines (Table 4) for the squat of the slower vessel in passing

situations. (The complex hydrodynamic forces generated in overtaking
are essentially the same as those for passing, with the critical

a difference that the duration of the encounter is longer in overtaking.)

Other factors may influence the amount of squat: Kimon (1982)
indicates that squat can double in executing turns, reversing the
propeller, and experiencing sudden changes in water depth.
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Figure 4 Ship's six degrees of freedom in motion
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Table 4 Multipliers for additional squat, ships passing*

Own Ship Speed -0.5

Passing Ship Speed

___ PangShip Multiplier - Bem Passtng Ship Multiplier - Stern

Lateral Separatito of
Ship Center Linee N DoULnI Depth/Draft onuual Depth/Drat
Larter Shipa lean 1.10 1.20 1.50 1.10 1.20 1.50

2.1 3.4 5.0 6.0 5.4 2.2 . .0

1.3 3.1 3.2 3., 5.0 ,.o 4.6

1., V .2 ., ,.8 ,.7 3.8 ,.5

2.2 2.0 3.2 4.3 3.1 3.5 3.9

3.65 2.0 2.0 2.5 1 .5 2.0 2.0

4.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Own Ship Speed - 0.6

Passing Ship Speed

Paspin Ship Multiplier - Dow Passing Ship Multiplier - Stern

Lateral Separation of
Ship Center Lines •n Inal Depth/Draft ouinal, Depth/Drlft
Latter Ships een 1. O 1.2u 1.50 1.10 1.20 1.50

2.1 .7 2.3 4.1 4.3 2.3 3.6

1.3 2.6 2.6 3.1 4.0 3.4 3.6

1.6 2.4 2.1 3,4 2.8 2.8 3.0

2.2 1.3 2.6 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.6

0 3.65  1.6 1.6 2.0 2.1 1.4 1.7

4.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

O6n Ship Speed - 0.7
Passing Ship Speed

Lateral____________of_ Pessing Snip Multiplier - 1w Passing Ship Multiplier - Stere
: Lateral Separation of

Ships Center ses . inal Depth/DrAft Unudal DepthlDrft
Lareer Shiam ean 1.10 1.20 1.50 1.10 1.20 1.50

1.1 2.3 2.5 3.0 2.9 1.3 2.9

1.3 2.1 2.1 2.4 3.$ 2.9 ,__ .0

1.6 2.1 2.2 2.6 3.3 2.2 2.3

2.2 1.7 2.1 2.2 1.7 2.4 2.0

3.65 1.4 1.4 1.7 I's 1.4 1.5J.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

- ._ _
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Own Ship Speed
Passing Ship Speed 0.8

pam9oet Ubif ultulier *w D Pessul sip NultIpliur - $term

Lateral Separatism a

shipe Caster Lises wei1shskes t .0 ioa
Latter Sh'e. 1.0 1.50 1.10 .10 1.$0

1.1 2.1 2.0 2.5 1.6 1.6 2.

1.3 2.0 .0 2.2 3.1 2.7 2.6

1.6 1.6 2.0 2.0 2.9 2.0 1.9

2.2 1.6 2.0 1.8 1.3 2.3 1.,

3.65 1.3 1.3 .3 1.6 1.3 1.3

4.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .0

Own Ship Speed - 0.9
Passing Ship Speed

Peemius Ship ultIplier - F assing Ship Multiplier - stern

Lateral Separtias ofShips Canter Lie Nomna DepthfDwaft Noall e pthbt
Larter St's e-r 1.10 1.20 1.50 1.10 1.20 .30

1.1 1.7 1.7 2.2 3.0 1.6 2.1

1.3 1.7 1.7 2.1 1.8 2.6 2.2

1.4 1.7 1.7 1.8 2.7 2.1 1.6
1.2 1.6 .7 1.6 2.s 1.8 1.3

1.1 1.4 1.4 1.2 1.2

4.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

*SOURCE: P. M. Kimon (1982), "Underkeel Clearance in Ports,"

Paper presented at SHIP-TRANS-PORT Symposium,

September 8-10, 1982, Rotterdam.

LI
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Trim

The difference in a ship's draft over its length, or trim, also
changes with varying conditions. Changes in squat are generally

accompanied by changes in trim. Theories and experiments have shown
that the change in trim (from bow down to bow up) occurs at the
critical speed, V/(gL)1 /2 = 1, where V is the ship's speed, g is the
gravitational acceleration, and L is the ship length. At the critical

speed, the vessel's bow will be at its lowest point relative to the

channel bottom.

Ratio of Channel Depth to Ship Draft:
Confined Channels

Curves for acceptable ratios of channel depthl to snip draft (and

channel width to ship beam), based on digital simulations, observed
performance of pilot-controlled ships in small and large model tests,
and full-scale ship trials in deep and shallow water, are shown in
Figure 5 (Eda, 1971). Contours A, B, and C represent differences
among pilots steering straight channel segments in the degree of tneir
sensitivity to small changes in neading angle and in their response
with changes in rudder angle, A being least and C being most sensitive

and responsive. (Actually, the pilots of contours A, B, and C are
simple mathematical models suggested and validated by observation of

the complex human activity of ship handling.) While any channel
configuration within the acceptable contour offers equal ship
controllability by the selected criteria (maximum rudder angle,

directional stability, and underkeel clearance), one or another of the

three factors dominates the limits of acceptable ship control for
various channel cross-sections, as indicated in Figure 6. The

experiments and analysis were directed to determine the relationship
between channel dimensions and acceptable ship size, with a particular
view to the proposed interoceanic canal across the Central American
Isthmus, and thus assume calm water and tanker traffic.

The results indicate that canal width is far more important than
dep _h in ship controllability. "When canal width is increased at any
water depth," the report concludes, "there is a significant
improvement in ship controllability" (Eda, 1971). Shallow channel
depths need not affect ship control, but only "if sufficient bottom

clearance exists for sinkage at a given speed" (emphasis added).
Figure 7 dramatically illustrates the underlined statement witn the

turning trajectories of various tankers in deep and shallow water.

Figures 7a and 7b are computer simulations; Figure 7c shows the
results of marine trials.

In all sets of curves, the limits of acceptable channel depth to

ship draft ratios are reached at channel depth = 1.1 x ship draft.
Pilots indicate a preference for channel depths 20 percent deeper than
ship draft (Knierim, 1981). As an approximate check, Table 5
indicates the controlling depth ("shoalest," or shallowest, point) in
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Figure 5 Composite limiting contours of relationships between canal
dimensions (confined channel, calm water, tanker-form ships)*

28 TANKER FORM (C6-OO31 AT F'.005

UNACCEPTABLE ILACCEPTABLE

20 -ADw/H = water depth/ship draft

W/B = channel width/ship beam

LI

2 3 4 5 6

W/9

*SOURCE: Haruzo Eda (1971), "Directional Stability and Control of Ships in

Restricted Channels," Trans. SNAME, 79: 88.

Figure 6 Ranges of influence of directional stability, turning moments, and
bottom clearance on ship controllability for various channel cross-
sections (dimensionless ratios)*

02. 0 ON

fUNACCEPTA AC AEPTABLE

L ANGE ~ J RANG

I. BOTTOM
CLEARANCE

A

I 8 3 4 5 4

RATIO BOTTOM-WIDTH CHANNEL

VESSEL BEAM

*SOURCE: Edwin W. Eden, Jr. (1971), "Vessel Controllability in Restricted

Waters," J. Waterways, Harbors and Coastal Eng., Proc. ASCE, 97(WW3): 486.
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Figure 7 Turning trajectories for various ships with changing water depth*

0.000 ONT TANKER 400.000 OWt TANKER IN D(P AND SHALLOW WATEA

FULL-LOAD CONDITION 4%LF-A.EAD SPEED

MALf AHEAO SPEED FULL-LOAD

35 D( RUDDER 35 DIG RUDDER

f- /SALLOW WATER

<-.Dwl)4=L

a) Effect of water depth on turning performance b) Turning trajectory

280 000 WT TANER. (560 OSAKA

FLuL -kOAD C 0NDITION

-ALF A'6AV SPELD

f-Q//H=I2

W s

0w
016

C) Effect of wale d@pt On lurrong pertOrnlmnce (lso Oeat trl
results i deep nd sallow wot)

*SOURCE: Haruzo Eda, Robert Falls, and David A "a'far.j (I7 ),LI h 'oant uvring

Safety Studies," Trans. SNAME, 87: 231.

- I~~ I 1 I , .
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the channels of four major ports of the United States, the tidal
range, drafts of the larger ships using the channels, and their
number. The implication of the table is that the tidal range is being
used to assure minimum underkeel clearance over the shoaling points.
Assuming maximum high water, clearance of the snallowest points of the
channels of Baltimore and Hampton Roads is below the acceptable
minimum for calm water given by Eda (1971) and Eda et al. (1979), and
at Galveston and Philadelphia it is near the minimum.

Moreover, the predicted values may differ from those observed
(predicted and observed high-water levels differed by more than a foot

79 times in Baltimore in 1981).
Several uncertainties and compensating or aggravating factors

affect the interpretation of Table 5 (these are discussed in
succeeding sections), and while caution must tnerefore be exercised in
drawing conclusions from the table, it does indicate clearly that a
significant number of ships using the channels of these ports nave
less than rule-of-thumb underkeel clearance. The information
presented agrees with the reports of ship pilots to the panel during

its site visits that underkeel clearances are less tnan 2.5 percent
for many ships in the navigational channels of major domestic ports
and harbors.

Ships in Harbor Entrance Channels

As noted by Kray (1973), vessels in an entrance channel are subjected
to many external forces, such as crosswinds, turbulent waters,
breaking waves, tides, and currents. Some of these physical phenomena

are strongly interactive; for example, extreme standing waves may be

caused by the opposing oscillatory forces of waves and tides in the
face of a strong opposing current. Wang (1980) notes that for swells
occurring in the predominant direction at the entrance channel of the
Columbia River, a bb tide tends to steepen the wave front and may

cause it to break, whereas a flood tide tends to lengthen the swell
and reduce the likelihood of breaking. The range of motion

experienced by a ship in this transition between the open ocean and

the sheltered waters of a port or harbor is a -unction of the outward

current from river flow; of wave and swell heights, directions, and
celerity; of the ship's length and natural frequercy in neave and
pitch, and the ship's speed and trim; and of salinit- and temperature
gradients (Waugh, 1971), and it may b considerab- Entrance

channels must therefore be deeper "to allow a safe ssel's entrance
and provide for some reasonable reserve of depth.. .to c mpensate for
harmful effects of elements acting on vessel, and foi t - storage of
sediments" (Kray, 1981, p. 100), but relatively few data thave been
collected for the variables of interest. Participants in an

interdisciplinary meeting on the design of entrances to ports and
harbors gave the highest priority for research to the prediction of
ship motions (Marine Board, 1981). Specifically,

I

jJ
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Improved and validated models are needed for the
prediction of ship motions, vertical and horizontal, in
the envirornental and operational situations found in
harbor entrances. These models are needed in the
development of channel design geometry (depth,
cross-section, shape, and planform), in the assessment
of operating limits and traffic capacity, and to support
the training of operators (simulators).

An attempt to measLre the continuously varying draft and trim of
ships under way in a port approach channel was undertaken in the
United Kingdom using specially adapted and calibrated cameras at
selected observation points (National Ports Council, 1976).

Wang (1980), Wang et al. (1980), Wang and Noble (1982) report the
results of an extensive program to validate design widths and deptns
for proposed improvement of the entrance channel of the Columbia
River. Instrumentation developed to measure and record heave, pitcn,
roll, and vessel position was carried on 53 voyages of ships in the
channel, and information was collected or calculated for eacn voyage
about weather, wave and swell height and direction, and other
factors. Tables 6 and 7 give the draft and loading conditions of the
ships, and their maximum vertical penetration of the channel during
each voyage. The statistical distribution of motion amplitudes for a
particular voyage was found to follow a Rayleigh distribution. The
long-term statistical pattern of vertical vessel excursion was found
to follow a log-normal distribution. The extreme-value analysis
indicates that for any given transit, the vessel may experience a
vertical excursion to as much as 23 ft (7 in), or that on the average,
one of every ten transits will experience so great an excursion (Wang
and Noble, 1982).

As the project depth of the entrance channel varies from 48 ft
(14.5 m) in the initial segment to 40 ft (12.1 in), Wang and Noble
conclude that "a deeper channel will improve the movement of the
existing vessel fleet and will be required for the consistent movement
of larger vessels." An interesting result of the program is that "tne
magnitude of vertical motion [isl a function of position along tne
channel axis."

Ship Speed

The speed of the ship is a factor of considerable importance in both

0 confined channels and harbor entrances. Model tests, verified by
full-scale experience in the Panama Canal, indicate that for confined
channels, the suction-moment rate coefficient increases with
increasing speed: the coefficient remains fairly constant at low

speeds but rises abruptly above certain speeds in shallow channels
(water depth to ship draft ratio = 1.18). Ship controllability could
be expected to decline above these speeds, but rudder effectiveness
would be increased owing to greater propeller slip. Thus, for shallowj underkeel clearance, a critical speed can be projected at which a ship

U
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Table 5 Controlling depths, tidal range, drafts and number of

ships in channels of four ports of the United States*

Controlling Tidal Vessel Trafficc

Port Deptha Rangeb Draft Number
feet (meters)

Baltimore 42.5 (12.9) 1.1 (0.3) 41 (12.4) 9
40 (12.1) 145
39 (11.8) 67
38(11.5) 82

Philadelphia 40 (12.1) 6.7 (2.0) 41 (12.4) 230
40 (12.1) 112
39 (11.8) 223

38 (11.5) 244
37 (11.2) 197
36 (10.9) 177
35 (10.6) 267

Hampton Roads, 45 (13.6) 2.5 (0.8) 47 (14.2) 39
Virginia 46 (13.9) 30

45 (13.6) 69
44 (13.3) 25
43 (13.0) 48

42 (12.7) 71

Galveston 42 (12.7) 1.4 (0.4) 40 (12.1) 162
43 (13.0) 39 (11.8) 453

38 (11.5) 413
37 (11 2) 301
36 (10.9) 308

a"Shoalest," ot shallowest, point at mean low water.

bMaximum, from National Ocean Survey (1982) Tide Tables 1982: Hign and

Low Water Predictions (Washington, D.C.: National Oceanic and Atmos-
pheric Administration).

CFrom U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (1979) Waterborne Commerce of the
United States Calendar Year 1979 (Ft. Belvoir, Va.: Water Resources

Support Center).

*SOURCE: "Real-Time Digitized Marine Navigation Data," National Ocean
Survey, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
October, 1982, p. 121.

n .. . .,I , , I .. ,. ...
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will be most difficult to control. The abrupt change is not noticed

in wider, deeper channels (Eda, 1971).

Yamaguchi et al. (1966, 1967; also cited in Eda (1971)) give the
equation below for determining the limiting Froude number from tne
required underkeel clearance for tankers:

F 2pq(m - 1)

S[q(l + me) - 1S

where FrL = limiting Froude number based an ship length
p = draft/ship length H/L

q = 1/(l + e), e determined from model tests to be 0.24
m = water depth/ship draft Dw/H
n = ship beam/canal width, B/W

Contours of limiting speed are shown in Figure 8 for various channel
cross-sections.

Wang (1980) notes that damping of heave and pitch decreases with
increasing ship speed and that it is common practice for masters to
reduce speed in rough seas to control ship motions. He observed in 53

instrumented voyages in the entrance to the Columbia River tnat
reduction of speeds below the average (12 kn, tankers; 14 xn Oul)-
carriers; 16 kn, containersnips) directly followed increased ship
motions in swells, tides, and waves.

Ship speed is also a compensating factor pilots can use to
reduce squat, particularly in passing, overtaking, or maneuvering
turns. As one pilot states, "if a vessel will float, we will move it
safely at a slow rate" (Knierim, 1981). On the other nand, Bertscne
and Atkins (1981) point out that while the "findings of several
port-related studies have indicated t.at safety may be inversely
dependent on ship's speed over a limited range... witn reduced speed
comes a reduction of maneuverability and an increase in crosstracK
va'iability. Increased speed not only increases maneuverability, out
also significantly reduces the required drift angle for adverse wind
and current conditions" (p. -3). Speed, tnerefore, cannot be reduced
below certain minima for givei snips in given channels. In some

cases, tug assistance wi I be required.

Few speed limits are stated for tne ma3or channels or the United

States. Some are given as quidelines by the U.S. Coast Gu -d or local
pilots associations.

Other Factors

The extensive studies reported by Wang (1980), Wang et al. (1980), and

Wang and Noble (1982) indicate the dominance of swell as the

environmental factor of concern in navigating the entrance channel of

i,
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Table 6 Summary of vessel condition at transit of Columbia
River entrance channel, full-scale measurement program*

T1AAUE IT 5 WA LAP BEDTh DRAFT OUT ?WD AF T R (LT) 1COG VZ
; o .8 s 1 D A 1 2 TY: E N N A M1E) r2 20T.T ) C L T 1 ( M ( M 1 ) lT I I MT

5/20,78 -HEVMN LOUISIANA OIL CARIER IN 9*-l 651.3 625.0 96.0 34.0 5.0OO 32. 34.1 33.0 44.022 322.t 25.4

5/29/7I CHVVN ARIZON OIL CARRIER 11-14 651.3 625.0 96.0 34.0 MO00 34 3. 3.7 44,100 319.6 37.26/05/78 HILE VAIW BULK CARRIER IN 12-14 I 6S7.8 23.4 01.1 33.0 36,000 21.4 22.6 24.5 19.044 1.8 20.56/0,/,9 MOWN MALA MILK CARRIE ou OV 1 657.8 623.4 101.1 33.0 16,000 [23-,.; 27.8 25.$ 37,071 319.3 27.9

6/21/7 CHEVIN ORE GON IL CAJRIER IIN 12-14 3 651.3 625. 8 .0 34.0 15.000 25.1 35.5 35.0 46,120 39.5 27.)

6/23/70 H61 L AIS ,IN BULK C.AMER IN 14 657.7 623.4 08.1 34.0 33.000 26.3 29.8 27.6 40,394 325.2 28.7

6/24/76 116EGN %ARLIN BULK CARUIER OUT -14 1 657.9 623.4 01.1 33.0 6,000 1 22.8 28.3 28.0 41,12S 329.1 0.6

11/01/72 C9 -1N WASINGTON OIL CARRER IN 9-0 631.3 625.0 71.5 34. 3S.000 132.8 34.2 33.5 43,840 310.8 29.2

211/04/78 CRMN WA.SHIMMNON OIL CARRIER OUT 12-15 651.3 625.3 96.0 34.0 I5.000 27.0 30.0 25.5
' L 1 / 09 / 78 C E VO N W S TG ON O IL CA MU ER IN 2- 4 6 5 . 1 6 5 .0 W O. 34 .0 5 000 33 .2 34 .7 33 . 459 318 -4 9 ..

1 1/10/8'CHE M ASANALI O OIL CARRIE OUT ,4-6 61.3 60 6.0 96.0 33.0 350.00 22.5 24.5 23.5 23.26 325.5 23.4

i2 121/6? A ASKA MAR11 INWrA/N)R 1 0-9 685.7 639.8 9.4 34.4 23.000 26.5 30.9 28.7 34.469 302.4 35.5

CARRI ER
1. / I/7 CLE4 RO O W OIL CARRER IN 12-17 6516. 7.3 25.0 5. 4, 19,3000 5' 3. 37 2243 284 2~

.3 17'7 3 W 3. 3.133 4.40 31.3 M

.4 2/04/78 CKV/MaO OOAODO OIL CARRIER OU" 10-13 651.3 625.0 W6. , 4.0 3 ,.000 9.43413.8 4.20 3-21A 2/416,73'3 317 OL AJqEP '," .- % 6 362. 0 3,03,002.1 2).2 B 2.33 ) 
? 1  

2

12115178 HZ 'r "ER MAINl~ OIL CAMR E: 8 S 23.5 50I3 68.0 32.1 18,000 24.4 29.3 26. 19,201 148."* 20.9

81/1/8 I YRSi"W OIL CARRIE OUT & S 23.5 503.3 68.0 32.1 18,000 !25.1 28.2 26.6 19.028 2S2.9 22,2

. 12/291- AASKAI mAU CONTAINER IN 1.7 -615.7 639.8 18.4 14.4 13,00 WO 8.3 29.1 28.8 2778 ]25 3.

30/70 ~~~CARRIER ,'0 11 3*

.' 1/16/79 MAUlAA LI CONTINER IN .3 630.3 606.0 471.5 32.9 1.000 121.8 30.0 9 .9 2296 299.3 134.6

.3 31/09/"9 MAUNA L E CONTAINER OUT 1 6303 606.0 11.4 32.9 18 .00 22. 32.6 2.6 23,6.70 295.4 24.
CARRIER 

I
.4 3/1/E9 IHr KANA CUOWTIM R IN 16 700.) 656.2 01.4 34.4 2.3,00 36.8 10.5 'BA 2 ,926 308. 376

1 / 4/19 7 ,XL EN ARRON C ONTAINER IN 17 616.4 574.1 82.' 35.. 19.0C 25.5 33.6 29 22.4 3 68.a 9
CARRIER

36 1/2 /79 ALASKA AR3 CONTA ZER IN 16 65.7 639.8 90.4 34.4 23.300 S.5 30.6 29.6 29 176 302.0 34.6

:3 j2/0 ,2 :7. S A-T C ' .A?TR IN 16-.11 1 718.5 669.3 102.4 36.8 127.00 11.6 12.6 12.6 3S.10I 320.0 37.6

BRIDGE CAPAq! ER i

34 2/11/79 B41SHU AR1 cO'TA IN 16 69'7. 656.. 98.4 34.5 24.000 2S.1 10.5 29.3 29.544 11 .3 31.4

I

CARRIER

'S2.5 /22/79 'GOLDEN ARNeOW -CONTAINER 1" 17 616-8 174.1 11- 82. -2 19,000 8.5 34.6 31..6 1 24.,722 266.6 )1.3

CARRI]ER

' 6 12/21/79 AIAkSK MAMU CONTAINER 1. 11.685.7 639.8 98.4 34.4 23.000 30.0 10.4 1C.4 :0,2 0 0 15.9

7 13/14/19 BEISNU MARU CONTAI h[ IN 15 697.2 (56.2 -8.4 34.5 24.JOO 2. 32.4 30.1 1 01 24 316.7 14 1

.8 Vill";2 CMFrMtO WASHINGTON OIL CARRIER IN 13 65.L j2. 9. 34.0 35,000 '26.3 28.0 27.. ]4°430 1.9 234

9 i)/2/'9 CHEVR ON WASHINGTON OIL CARRIER OVT ?7-4 01.3 625.0 96.0 )4.0 ,00 .23. 26.9 2S.1 ]1.520 320,0 .

r r
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Table 6, continued*

I par~paoumzs LADI~coazlai
;0. GATE 'lAXE T'YPE DIRECTICN,(KTS.) (FT) (PFT) (PT (PT) (L-) 'T) PrT) ,FT, T) FM

* 0 10/16/79 'C)UVRN ARIZONA OIL CARRIER IN -11-14 651.3 625.3 96.3 34.3 35.30 32.8 33 1 13.- 431 0 4 29.

* 11 10/17/79 CbEVAN ARIZONA OIL CARRIER OUT 11-14 '651.3 625.3 94.3 34.3 35.000 21.3 231.4 22.' 28.000 321.5 24.J

32 '/i28/'7 ALASKA NIARU COTAINER IN 16 f685.7 639.8 98.4 34.4 23.300 30.9 31.6 31.3 31,138 329.3 36.1

* CARRIER

13 11/14179 'EGN ESKETEER BULK CARRIER IN -14 -65.8 623.4 101.1 33. 36.303 15.7 29.3 <'.5 40.7'4 324.3 28.8

34 11/17/79 IHOIGa MUSKETEER BULK CARRIER OUT -14 657.4 623.4 101.1 33.0 36,360 27.0 31.2 29.1 43.286 322.6 30.3

25 11,2079 M AUNA LX CONTAINER OUT 13 630.3 606.3 71.5 32.9 "8,300 19.0 23,3 24.3 20.00 294.4 24.8

CARRIER

11/26/'9 GOLDEN AR.WP CONTAINER IN 17 6.8 574.1 82.7 35.2 19,36 31.2 34.2 121 zs1'57s 275d 3I.3

I CARRIER IN 1 1

3' 11,38/79 HOEGH MASCOT RULK ZARRIER IN -14 657.4 613.4 201.1 33.7 36.c07 21.8 25.5 23.- 34.252 318.. 32.5

34 12/03/79 TiEGN MASCOT BULK CARRIER OUT -14 657.4 623.4 101.1 33.3 36,300 25.3 28.2 36.4 39.J7) 318.' 26.8

39 12/16/79 CEVRON WASHINGTON OIL CARRIER IN 11-14 651.3 625.3 9 . 34.3 35,330 33.4 33.9 33.7 44.100 320.7 29.3

40 12/18/79 *CNEVEN WASHINTON OIL ,AR.RIER OU-T 11-14 651.3 625.3 96.3 )4.3 35.)7C 21.5 25.5 23.5 29,270 319' 14.2

41 1/20/80 1IERAWA MAR 'CONTAINER IN 14 !700.3 656.0 101.7 34.4 23.,00 28.3 30.6 ;9-, 29.349 310, 36..

CARRIER

2 1/124/80 GOLDEN ARROW CONTAINER IN 17 616.4 574.1 82.7 35.2 19.300 29.5 32.1 30.8 23,96 277.6 20.8

CARRIER

43 2/04/80 WORLD WING AUTO CARRIER IN 16-21 566.1 557" 31).6 29.3 23. 20 22,5 24.3 :3.4 6.05 296.3 32.4

44 2/06/80 WORLD WING R -- CARRIER OlT 16-11 566.7 557,7 .b 29.7 33.20 22.3 3 21.8 22.3 25. 6 3CO.4 31.-

45 2/13/80 HI O MUSKETEER RULK CARRIER N -14 6578 623.4 101.' 33.7 36.230 2 7,3 31.5 29.3 43.-1 ". "

46 2/14/80 EGH MUSKETEER RULK CARRIER 733? -14 657.8 -2).4 131.1 33.2 *8soc >3.2 31.3 2' . 44.31 )33 31.2

4' 3,/74:80 4ALR LEI CONTAI? R IN 13 530.3 .06.) '1.5 32.) 18.33 25.5 K5.5 .22.3 3.8, 24.d

CARRIER

48 3/10/80 LION'S lATE BRIDGE CONTAINER :N 16-21 '18.; '69,3 1C2.4 36.9 27.30 3,.4 32.6 31.5 33,.37 318.4 3'.9

CARRIER

49 3/18,80 NOREi ,ElWAN RULE CA.I.'-R IN -14 657.8 623.4 101.1 33.0 36,000 28.5 33.3 33.8 46,294

50 3/22/80 HOEGH NEBRCAP -RLE€ CARR3. 3331 3-14 657.8 603.4 101.1 3.3 36.000 30.7 33.7 32.2 48.260 322.4 7 27.

51 3/26/80 OOLDIDE ARWWl ICON'AINER 'N 17 '616.6 574.1 82.7 35., 19.00 28.8 32.8 30.8 23.360 2983 31.?

./11,:0 GODEN AXYN CARRIER.E N08280j-

I 4/01/80 ALASKA 4R3 CONTR R 16 685- 439.8 38.4 34.4 23.0O 31.' 33.5 32,' 33,175 335.-' 12
CARRIER

S3 4/03/80 I"ftQ MALLARD BULK CARRIER IN -L4 657.8 623.4 101.1 33.. 36.000 35.3 30.3 2' 1 
;  

4C.261 3U' 21 5

*SOURCE: S. Wanq, C. Butcher, M. Kimble, and G. Cox (1980), "Columbia

River Entrance Channel Deep-Draft Vessel Motion Study,"

Tetra Tech Report No. TC-3925, Final Report to U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, Pasadena, Calif., September 1980.
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Figure 8 Contours of limiting speed for ships in confined channels*
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D/H = water depth/ship draft

W/B = channel width/ship beam

*SOURCE: Haruzo Eda (1971), "Directional Stability and Control of Ships

in Restricted Channels," Trans. SNAME, 79: 87.
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the Columbia River. The environmental factor(s) of greatest concern
in other channels may be wind setup and setdown or storm surges,
waves, currents, or ice. Intensive study of the pnysical environment
and of ship interactions with environmental factors and the

navigational channel is essential for design and maintenance.
Practices have evolved in the channels of the United States to

accommodate the increased traffic of larger ships--for example,

loading and lightering at sea, agreements among pilots against passing
or overtaking in certain areas or between certain sizes of ships, and
the use of high water for underkeel clearance. Many vessels--notably
tankers, but other vessels as well--sail at considerably less than
full load to maintain adequate underkeel clearance. A report to the

U.S. Coast Guard acknowledges that (among other reasons) a systematic
plan for aids to navigation must compensate for the navigational
deficiencies of channels and indicates that in congested or
particularly difficult areas "the Coast Guard might limit the transit

speed for user vessels or limit operations to one-way traffic"
(Eclectech Associates, Inc., 1982).

Thus, while aids to navigation and local practices may adjust for
the deficiencies of navigational channels, the accumulation of such
compensations eventually contradicts the basis of the original channel
design, which was to provide for existing and projected ship traffic
or to reduce delays (and the propulsion requirements of ships,
although it is doubtful if this can be demonstrated) at an economical
price. Compensating factors also reach a limit. In an analysis of

casualties in the Houston-Galveston area, the U.S. Coast Guard found
that over the period 1969-1977, cargo tonnage increased 100 percent,
but transits only 15 percent, owing to larger and more heavily laden
ships. over this period, the number of ship casualties rose steadily,

then accelerated with 22 accidents in a 6 month period. The report
suggests that the Houston-Galveston system has reached saturation and

that safety can be expected to continue to decline (Thompson et al.,
1981).

Bertsche and Atkins (1981), Kray (1973), Waugn (1971), and Eden
(1971) note that studies of ship characteristics in navigational
channels undertaken for one purpose often yield insights for another
(the value of training pilots on simulators, the implications for snip
design of channel dimension validations, placement of navigational
aids to reduce crosstrack variances in maneuvering bends and turns,

the need for additional ship controllability at low speeds), and all
note that as yet there are few mechanisms for communication of these

insights among the community of interests. "It would appear," Eden
concludes, "that there has been little or no effort made to consider
the design of vessels, canals, and controllability facilities as a

system...an interdisciplinary system approach could indicate that
transportation costs could be reduced without increase in risk, or

even that both hazard and costs could be reduced to the end that

projects could be constructed for less money and in less time."

I
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Sediment Transport and Deposition

Two mechanisms of sediment movement may affect navigational cnannels

in harbors and estuaries, denoted here as interior and exterior

processes. The interior process is the transport of material

delivered to a harbor from freshwater inland sources. Exterior

processes refer to the transport of sediment into a harbor from tne

ocean, i.e., the sediment carried by longshore processes, or suspended

sediment carried into the harbor by tides or storms. Johnson (1981)
discusses several modes of deposition at harbor entrances and
summarizes the problem of transport by littoral currents.

Interior and exterior processes are associated witn different
types of material as well as transport mecnanisms; thus, they may
represent different dredging problems.

Exterior Processes

In most cases, tne sediment carried by longshore transport processes
is composed of sand with a median diameter varying rrom about 0.1 mm
to 0.4 mm. This material has usually been transported along the

beaches outside the harbor by waves that refract as they propagate
from deeper water toward the coast, breaking at an angle to the
nearshore contours. This creates a component of momentum flux
parallel to the beach, which (once material is put into suspension by
wave-breaking) can move the suspended material along the beach. In

addition, sand is moved onshore and offshore by wave activity. Komar
and Inman (1970) give a brief summary:

[Thel movement takes place in two manners--in
suspension, and by rolling in a zigzag motion along the

beach face. For a beach with an equilibrium profile

formed by waves of relatively large steepness, wL icn is

characteristic of storm conditions, the sediment
movement is mainly in suspension. In the case of an

equilibrium beach profile formed by waves of low
steepness, which is typical of calm summer conditions,

the transport appears to be tne result of rolling or

skipping along the beach face. It is believed that as

muci as 80 percent of tne material moved by wave action
is moved in the area shoreward of the breaking point.

Sand moved along the coast can become the material that must be
dredged from harbor entrances and shipping channels. By its very
nature, the material usually forms relatively firm deposits (or

shoals), with a well-defined boundary between the sea and the bottom.
Numerous measurements of rates of transport along natural

shorelines have been estimated--for example, trom the amount of
material trapped by man-made shoreline structures. A summary of such
measured rates along U.S. coasts, compiled by the Coastal Engineering
Research Center, is presented in Table 8. The Snore Protection Manual

--- I , l ... . - - _ _
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"alle b Longshore transport rates for U.S. coasts*

Predominant Longshoae
0

Lacat ior. Directior. of Transport Date of

Transport (cu. yd./yr.) Record

Atlantic Coast

Sutfuko Courty, NY W 200,000 '4f-5,

Sandy Hook, N.J. N 493,006
sa:.C Hoo'k, N.J. N 43CCO0 1933-' 1
Aslury lark, N.J. N 200,000 1922-1'
Sr,.r River, N.J. N 300,0G0 194;-53
Manasquar., N.J. N 360,000 1936-31
Baireiet Inlet, N.J. S 250,000 1(39-41

At'sccr Inlet, N.J.J S 400,000 1935-4f
C-ea: Clt3 , N.J.t S 400,000 1 3'-4f

SC Slj arc Inlet, N.J. S 20c, 000-

,cr I , Md. S 150,000 lq34-3E
A,:ar-tac ead., N.C. E 29,500 1850-1901

1, Inlet, Fla. S 75,000 1150-19c0

itr beac: , Fla. S 150,000 1925-3C
tC

225,000

Gulf of Mexicc

I r..Ii r ty. hIs. 1tI S 5c, 0('-
Pero.de (a Ss, Ala. W 200,0(,0 l34-

Pacifi, Coast

Sar' Baala, Calif. E 280,00t 1932-'l

sta'.: I:a.r S?1e, Cailf. S 1,00C,00C 193P-4&

1" h~rr Ca I . S 50c"CLC-00---1

S~rto N. 'ca, a'al! . S 270,0 13f -40

F. F,: tait . S 1(2,000 193t-40

l' !. beact , Calif. S 30,000

At : ; ba , Caif .o 150,00( 1"37-4h
Cam lr.!leto,r , Calif. S 100,000 1950-5.

Great lakes

M!I .aLke CoULty, WIS. S 8,00C 1894->l.

Racane County, Wis. S 40,00( 112-41
Kensta, Wis. S 15,000 1F72-1t.

'

Ill. State Line to Waukegan 5 90,001
Wa .eoar to Fvanstor, 11l. S 57,001

of Evanstor, 111. S 40,00C

Hawai a

Waa'aKa Beau) - 10, C'Oc-----

a-l.rspult tats are estimated net transiit rates. It some cas,-s, tlese

apr(,xmate the gross transport rates.

bMetbod of measurement is by accretiun except for Absecon Inlet, and Ocear
Caty, Neu Jersey, and Anaheim Bay, California, which is by erosion, and
Waikik Bea, , Hawaii, which is by suspended load samples.

-SOURCE: U.S. Army Coips of Engineers (1977), Shore Protection Manual

,Waslangtor,, D.C.: GoverLment Printing OffIce).
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(U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1977) gives procedures for estimating
rates of drift for particular localities, but as Komar and Inman note,
.$no general relationship between wave and sediment characteristics is
available for estimating thle rate of littoral transport that occurs
along a given shoreline."

Predominant Direction of Littoral Transport The direction of littoral
transport at a particular time is dictated by tile direction of tile
alongshore component of tne wave velocity at the breaking point
(Figure 9). On many coastlines, important reversals in the direction
of littoral drift occur because of thle seasonal or long-term variation
in the direction of the wave attack. Usually, however, tne intensity
of wave attack predominates in one direction, resulting in a net or
predominant direction of drift. For thle locations for which rates of
transport are given in Table 8, the predominant direction is also

given. Undoubtedly, the drift occurs in one direction along theI various coastlines at certain times of the year, and in thle opposite
direction during the remainder of the year; nevertheless, a net drift
occurs in the direction and at tile rate indicated. For example, along

the south Atlantic coast of the United States, thle littoral drift is
northward during the summer season, when light winds from thle south
and southeast prevail, but during the fall and winter, strong

northeasterly storms, accompanied by relatively nigh seas, drive tne

sand southward. These winter storms are more severe than the summer
storms, with the result that the predominant drift is southward along

the south Atlantic coast (Johnson, 1981).

Sand Waves A fa~tor that may affect channel entrances and

navigational channels is the generation of sand waves. Sand waves or
considerable height and length can occur at locations where water

velocities are high: examples cited in the literature include Brazil,

Tampa Bay, Florida; and San Francisco, California (Gibson, 1951;
Johnson, 1973). Sand waves observed at several locations along the
coast of northern Brazil, for example, are generated by thle nigh

* velocities resulting from large tidal ranges and large inland tidal

basins. At the easterly approach to thle Golden Gate in San Francisco,

the velocity of the tidal current increases with thle constriction of

the seaway, and sand waves occur in depths between 48 it and 51 ft,
having average lengths from crest to crest of 240 ft and heights

varying from 6 ft to 17 ft. These waves do not now appear to present

a problem, because the channel depths where sand waves occur are less

than the 5U ft depths maintained in thle balance of the dredged channel

across the San Francisco Bar.
Nevertheless, if ships are transiting navigational channels witl

little underkeel clearance, the accuracy of nautical charts may

present problems, as it will not be clear whether thle soundings shown

represent the crest, bottom, or face of sand waves. Because sand

waves develop with relatively high currents, tney will constantly be

moving, and the soundings will be unreliable unless frequent surveys

are made.

h6-
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Figure 9 Direction of littoral current and littoral drift determined

by direction of alongshore component of wave velocity at

breaking point*

normal wave velocity at
component Ibreaking point

Shoreline _- - _

breaker line I

4 41i direction of littoral
current and littoral

'N "drift

wave crests N

*SOURCE: J. W. Johnson (1981), "Sedimentation in Harbors," Problems and Oppor-

tunities in the Design of Entrances to Ports and Harbors (Washington,

D.C.: National Academy Press), p. 104.
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Interior Processes

The material delivered to a harbor from inland sources presents a more

serious problem with regard to the required dredged depth of shipping

channels because, in general, the material is of a type that does not

allow the boundary between the bottom and the fluid to be well

defined. Indeed, the density in shoals created from material

delivered from inland sources may vary from 1050 g/l and less to 1300
g/l; this corresponds to 20 percent to 30 percent of dry solids

(Ippen, 1966). Generally, this material is classified as silt, but it

consists of clay and minerals. Particle sizes are less tan 100

microns and may consist of material less than 1 micron in diameter.

The material in suspension, which may comprise tire shoals, could be

colloidal. (The special problems of silty channels for dredging and
navigation are taken up in a separate section.)

Very little is understood about the transport of fine

material--even for noncohesive sediments--in unsteady flows. Thus, in

harbors and estuaries with tidal flows, tne mechanics of sediment
transport are not firmly known, and considering that the transported

sediment may behave as a cohesive material, the development and

movement of shoals and shoallike material does not appear to ne easily
predicted.

The process of wave-induced transport of nonconesive material is

understood in a general way but is not easily or reliaDly quantified.

This understanding permits description of certain aspects or tne

process of sedimentation and snoaling owing to thie tine sediments

delivered by freshwater inland sources to harbors (discussed in some

detail by Ippen (1966).

The flow witnin the harbor where sediment is L eing delivered from

inland sources is complex and relates to aspects of freshwater flow

into a saline body. An important aspect of tne flow is the currents

induced by thie tide, toget:ier with the lay between cuirents and tides
from friction effects. The estuary may be well mixed or stiatiried;

the degree of stratification strongly influences thie shoaling

characteristics ot the harbor or estuary (Herrmann, 1981).

A simplified case 7an he described where a well-defined density

stratification :rcurs. in t is case, the more dense seawater travels

up into an estuary or narbor and freshwater travels seaward over the

top of the intruding saline wedge. Since flow velocities are present
within the wedge due to tides and because continuity conditions must

be satisfied, at the tuitnest upstream penetration or the wedge

(within the wedge, near the toe) the direction of velocity must
reverse. In this region of flow reversal, fine material transported

toward the ocean entrance of the estuary by the freshwater flow may be

deposited by selimentation processes. Thus, the region of maximum

intrusion of the saline wedge originating from the ocean entrance into

an estuary may be a region of excessive shoaling. In the case ot an

estuary which is well mixed by turbulence, such large density

differences are not observed, not will the extremes of velocities

characteristic of a highily stratified system be seen; however, similar

features are evidenced.

ft I
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A simplified description of the velocity and salinity
distributions in a fully stratified estuary and a well-mixed estuary
is presented in Figure 10. Tfle upper part of the figure snows the
velocity distribution in a stratified estuary, Jemonstrating the
general seaward flow of fresh water near the surface, with velocities
being upstream near the bottom within the saline wedge and seaward
near the top of the wedge to satisfy continuity conditions. Similar

characteristics of a well-mixed estuary are presented in the lower
part of Figure 10.

Fine material transported in estuaries and harbors is generally
in suspension. Ippen (1966) gives an excellent description of the
shoaling process in a turbulent flow:

Turbulence near the bottom boundary is increasingly
damped by the presence of silt which settles downward
continuously as long as only moderate currents exist.
Diffusion is hindered locally and with increasing
consistency the material will gradually be able to resist
the shear exerted, and damp the turbulence, for longer and
longer periods of the tidal cycle. A snoal will grow.
Occasionally, with application of exceptionally large shear
due to variations in tides or flow, tne shoal may be
failing again. it can be eroded from the top downward as
the turbulence and shear forces overcome the resistance to
deformation inherent at that level of consistency of tne
mixture. On the other hand, large portions of the shoal
may fail along shear planes where local shear and
consistency combine to produce an optimum condition for
rupture. Large masses of mud may then be displaced in bulk
and slide to new positions or may be broken down and
dispersed to be redeposited elsewhere.

The establishment of shoals in estuaries and harbors and the
breakdown of these shoals may take place over a long period during
which an averaging process takes place in terms ot saline intrusion or
fresh-saline mixtures in a well-mixed estuary.

Changes in the saline intrusion brought about by dredging can

have significant effects in terms of the location of shoals as well as
the amount of shoaling after dredging. For example, cnannel deepening
can allow the salt wedge to travel deeper into an estuary, creating

shoaling in regions where shoaling has never before occurred.
in addition, these tidal-induced bottom currents transport

material within a harbor. If dredged materials are disposed of within

the harbor, it is quite possible they will migrate to the position
from which they were removed.

An excellent exampl.e of some of the pronlems that arise witn

dredging is presented in Figure 11, which shows the shoaling
characteristics of Savannah Harbor. Two curves are shown in this
figure, one for a 39,000 ft (11,818 m) section of the estuary in the
lower harbor, and the other for a 27,000 ft (8,181 m) reach of the
estuary in the upper harbor. The average annual shoaling rates in
million cubic yards (cy) of material are plotted as a function of
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FigUr.- 10 Schematic representation of salinity intrusions in estuaries*
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*SOURCE: A. T. Ippen, ed. (1966), Estuary and Coastline

Hydrodynamics (New York: McCraw-Hill)
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Figure 11 Shoaling characteristics of Savannah Harbor*

Ayvage ainual shoaing rates in -thoon cuic yards
0 2_ _ 3 4_ _ 5_ _ _ _

26' -22' channel

(1923-1925)_ _1_

Stationt 166 to station 205

(39.000 ft)
30'- 26'- 22' channel -

(1931 -1932)

30' channel -

(1939-194 1) Ssan 107 to station 134

(27 ,000 f10

36'- 34' channel
(1953-1954) ______

(Stations numbered from mouth of Savannah
River upward)

*SOURCE: A. T. Ippen, ed. (1966), Estuary and Coastline

Hydrodynamics (New York: McGraw-Hill).
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changes in channel configuration. From 1923 to 1925--when nearly 3
miles (4.8 kmn) of channel were dredged to depths of 22 ft to 26 ft (7
m to 8 m)--the amount of shoaling in the lower reach of the estuary
was nearly 10 times that in the upper reach. However, as the channel
that was dredged was both deepened and lengthened, the situation
changed. In the early 1950s, a 7-1/2 mile (12 kmn) section of tne
channel was deepened to 34 ft to 36 ft (10 m to 11 in), resulting in
nearly 40 times more shoaling at the upstream station than at the
downstream station. Thus, the material brought into the estuary from
inland sources was deposited farther and farther upstream each time

the channel was dredged.
The vertical distribution of velocity at several sections in

Savannah Harbor can be seen in Figure 12. Station 193 is located near
the harbor entrance, and Station 130 is near tne upstream limit of
salt-water intrusion. The agreement with the simplified description
of Figure 10 is evident.

Considering the complex hydrodynamic aspects of the flows in the
interior of a harbor or estuary due to the nydrography of tne fresn-
water inf lows and the nature of tidal-induced currents, and the
importance of the details of these flows on the effects of changes of
depth (by dredging, for example) on shoaling, it appears that
numerical modeling can, at best, reveal only very approximate ideas
about dredging criteria. This review suggests tnat more or less a
case-by-case investigation may be necessary to indicate the problems
likely to accompany overdredging. On the other nand, it is possible

that the overdredging is not nearly so important as the initial
dredging decision in modifying shoaling characteristics in an estuary.

Some coastal inlets are believed to have reached a state of
equilibrium; some have not and will continue to be unstable. O'Brien
(1969) found that the equilibrium minimum flow area of a tidal inlet,
with or without jetties, is controlled by the tidal prism. A
reduction of the tidal area by sedimentation will reduce the flow
area. Figure 13 shows a typical tidal inlet whicn has approximately
ideal proportions: a crescent-shaped bar seaward having a center of
curvature near the throat section, a swash channel at eacn end of tne
bar, and a .,ntrolling depth over the bar much smaller than at the
throat section. The flood currents are shown in Figure 13a and ebb
currents in Figure 13b. Tidal currents through the inlet must sweep
the littoral sediment drift out of the inlet, moving the sediment into
the bay, or seaward to the offshore bar. Along the Pacific coast, the

ebb currents predominate, owing to diurnal inequality, and move the
sediment seaward. Along the Gulf of Mexico, the opposite is true, and
the littoral drift tends to accumulate inside the bay. This accounts
for the instability of many Gulf of Mexico inlets prior to
stabilization by jetties and dredging.
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Figure 12 Normal distribution of flow (in vertical) in Savannah

Harbor*
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*SOURCE: A. T. Ippen, ed. (1966), Estuary and Coastline

Hydrodynamics (New York: McGraw-Hill)
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Figure 13 Tidal inlet, showing (a) flood currents; (b) ebb currents*
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Figure 14 Relationship between minimum flow cross-section of entrance
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tide*
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The relationship between entrance area and tidal prism (based on

available data) is given by

A =4.69(10)-4 p
0 .85

2
where A = area (in ft ), the minimum flow cross-section of the

entrance channel (throat) measured below mean sea level,
and 3

P = the tidal prism (in ft ) corresponding to the diurnal range
of tide.

Figure 14 shows the relationship between A and P for several inlets.

Harbor Entrances

S-dimentation by Type of Harbor, and Mitigation Strategies

Sediments tend to collect at different types of harbor entrances for
different reasons. These harbors (Figure 15) have been classified
(Caldwell, 1950; Komar and Inman, 1970) as:

River-Channel Harbors Fresn river waters keep the clays moving;
consequently, the principal sedimentation problem becomes one of
sand. Dredging, training walls, and diversion of the river are thle
usual corrective measures in such harbors.

Off-River Harbors These harbors have little difficulty with sand

and gravel but do often have problems with silts and clays. The
solution to shoaling is dredging, training walls and dikes, and the
use of locks or floodgates.

Fall-Line Harbors Sedimentation problems generally result from
sand and gravel deposits. Solutions usually consist of dredging,
training walls, or the creation of an off-channel harbor.

Qif-Channel Harbors in Tidal Estuaries Shoaling is usually due
to suspended silt and clay. Improvement is the same as for
off-channel river harbors--namely, dredging, training dikes, and use
of locks.

Shoreline Harbors The problem at such localities is tne

k' deposition of sand moved into the harbor by littoral currents
(discussed in the preceding section). Maintenance of such harbors
usually involves a sand-bypassing operation.

Thus, mitigation strategies may encompass efforts to control

sedimentation as well as dredging.

Minimizing Sedimentation

Sedimentation can be minimized in several ways. These were studied in
the MKO project in the Netherlands (van Oostrum, 1979). The balance

of particle transport with current velocity, with variations in
deposition density, and with possible silt traps was researched, as
well as recirculation from offshore dumping. Studies of the

orientation of harbor approaches can lead to designs for partial
self-cleaning of the dredged channel. River, tidal, or littoral
currents can sometimes be directed to help scour the navigational
channel, carrying sediments into deeper water outside the dredged area.
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Fgure 15 Types of harbors
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Sedimentation can be minimized by increasing the channel velocity
in a number of ways, such as

o Groins, to reduce the width of flow;
o Training walls to direct flow;
o Closing of side channels;
o Straightening channels;
o Increasing the ti-ial prism;
o Increasing flushing by reservoirs, releasing at ebb tide;
o Reducing flocculation by diversion of freshwater flow;
o Avoiding river sediments passing through the navigaDle

channel; and
o Creating turbulence artifically. Ships' propellers do tnis

very well in some busy channels.

Model tests are helpful in observing the comparative velocities
of water in different areas of a harbor entrance. Extensive model
studies are routinely conducted at many laboratories in the world,
including the Waterways Experiment Station of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.

Fixed bypassing plants for moving sediments from one side of tne
channel to the other have been employed, working steadily or
intermittently. These may be land-based or floating. Since major
sediment movements generally occur during major periods of wave
action, or storms, the rate of bypassing becomes variable. Because of
the standby plant costs, the procedure may evolve into periodic
dredging, as in normal channel maintenance with floating mobile
equipment.

Examples of Mitigation Strategies and Effects

One example (Figure 16) is the sand transfer arrangement at the
entrance to Santa Barbara Harbor, California, whicn was constructed in
1930. Here tne dominant direction of littoral drift is from west to
east. Five years after the west shore-connected breakwater was built,
sand had filled u, the area to the west. The sand tnen moved along
and around the seaward end and settled in the protected narbor in tne
form of a bulb. The rate of drift was about 270,000 cy (205,200 m 3 )
per year. Severe erosion prevailed downcoast until the first
bypassing arrangement in the country was initiated in the late 1930s.

Another bypassing operation designed to nandle all the littorai
drift moving to an inlet was put into service at Ventura, California
(Figure 17). The plan involved an offshore rubble breakwater, 2500 rt
(758 m) long and parallel to the shore, to minimize wave action at the
channel entrance and create a trap for tne easterly moving littoral
drift. The trapped material is then transferred to the snores
downdrift of the Port Hueneme east jetty. The purpose was both to
minimize maintenance of the entrance channel to the Ventura County
Harbor and to stabilize the shores downdrift of Port Hueneme, whose
harbor was acquired by the Navy in 1942.

From 1938 when the west jetty was completed, littoral drift was
diverted into the Hueneme Submarine Canyon, thus removing from 800,000

cy to 1,600,000 cy (608,000 m 3 to 1,216,000 m3 ) of drift and
practically eliminating all maintenance in the 35 ft (II m) channel.
However, erosion began southeast of Port Hueneme at a rate about equal
to the average annual drift.
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In 1953-1954 an emergency bypassing operation was conducted
moving about 2 million cy (1.5 million in3 ) from the impounding trap
to the shores east of the harbor, and from there by conventional
floating dredge to points below Hueneme.

Decisions and results are site-specific. Eaiz Hook, Wasnington,
is a low, bare sand and gravel spit extending easterly from the
mainland some 3-1/2 miles (5.6 kin) into the Strait of Juan de Fuca
(Figure 18). The protective arm of Ediz Hook acts as a natural
breakwater and protects the city of Port Angeles and its flarbor from
the direct wave attack of swells from the west.

The development of the present spit began when the sea had worn
away the cliffs to the west and carried detritus from the Elwna River
east and southeast. A dam was built on the Elwha River, nowever, and
erosion of the cliffs was reduced by works constructed to protect the
water-supply pipeline to Port Angeles (O'Brien and Johnson, 1980).
The more westerly portions of the spit then began to migrate southward
by a process of breaching and overtopping. This movement into tue
deeper water of Port Angeles Harbor tainned the spit progressively so
that now it is in danger of becoming a mere shoal. in 1974, extensive
studies were started to determine the details of a nourishment program
at 5 year intervals of feeding, based on unsupported theories about
the nature and behavior of the coarse materials involved here in
overfilling to anticipate erosion. About 100,000 cy (76,000 mn3 ) Of
selected gravel were planned each cycle.

Some harbor entrances, because tney are subjected to both tidal
and storm wave attack from the open ocean and because the shoreline is
composed of sandy soil, are so amorphous that tney defy economical
methods for providing safe navigation. in Chatnam Harbor (Cape Cod),
for example, flood and ebb deltas shift with almost every change in
tide. Attempts at stabilization have so far not been economic,
because the harbor is mostly for fishing and pleasure boating.
However, as an example of the problems of harbor entrances in the
United States, this is one of the oldest: the first recorded
shipwreck in the New World was in this vicinity in 1626.

Perhaps a classic case of a migrating harbor entrance, fed by
littoral drift predomninantly from one direction, is that of Fire
Island, New York, which serves a series of small ports and pleasure
boat centers in Great South Bay. It is a tidal estuary witn a large
tidal prism and a mean tide range of 4.1 ft (1.2 mn). Maximum is from
-6.0 ft to +9.4 ft (-1.8 m to +2.8 in).

Figure 19 shows historical shoreline changes (Survey Report,
N.D.). Note the radical alteration in the shape of the elongating tip
between 1939, when the jetty was built (1939-1941), and 1955, when
sand had fully impounded behind the jetty and was spilling over into
the navigable inlet.

Figure 20 shows dredging and shoaling between 1955 and 1962, as
sand continued to spill around the jetty. A major problem of erosion
to the west had threatened to destroy the newly built Ocean Parkway.
Sand was imported from Great South Bay to make up tne deficit. The
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Figure 18
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dike within the Fire Island entrance channel had been built in 1959 to
train tidal flows through the shoaling area. Various plans for fixed
sand-bypassing plants were then considered. An extensive model study
was carried out at the Waterways Experiment Station of the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers in Vicksburg, Mississippi, in which 14 different
basic plans, along with many alternatives, were modeled using both
fixed- and movable-bed models. Twelve agencies and subcontractors
made contributions. Figure 21 shows the recommended plan (3A), whicn
required dredging a littoral trap (1.2 million cy, or 912,000 m3 ) to
El. -18, and a rehandling basin (2 million cy, or 1.5 million m3 ) to
El. -30, as well as land reclamation to the west (3,370,000 cy, or
561,200 m 3 ) and a feeder beach to supply it (2 million cy, or 1.5
million m3 ) initially, with biennial nourishment of 1.2 million cy
(900,000 m3). The estimated volume of littoral drift was 600,000 cy
(456,000 m3 ) per year (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1970).

The design studies continued until April 1971, alternative
methods of dredging were studied in 1972, and the first dredging
contract in 1973 and 1974 placed 1 million cy (760,000 m 3 ) along
9000 ft (2727.2 m) of feeder beach. A second contract placed 30,00
cy (706,800 m3 ) in 1975 but ran short of funds. A third contract,
begun in June 1976 and completed May 1977, placed 2,272,000 cy
(1,726,700 m 3 ) directly on the beach _o the west, and tne renandling
basin was eliminated, as was the revetted sand dike.

The 1977 report on construction states tnat "the configuration ot
the inlet shoal experiences such significant changes over short
periods of time that dredging operations are often times nampered and
delayed." This statement came 22 years after shoaling and erosion nad
reached a critical stage, endangering both navigation and highway

transportation.
From these examples, the criteria for dredged depths at harbor

entrances appear to be dominated more by the uncertainties of
deposition and the irregular time constraints imposed by financial and
institutional arrangements than by the maneuverability of snips.

Special Considerations of Silty Channels

In many ship channels, the interface between the sediment and
overlying water is clearly defined and the sediment-water interface is

easily seen on depth sounders. In many other channels and coastal
inlets with active circulation systems carrying suspended sediment,

siltation of the channel occurs through the deposition of silt or the
presence of fluid mud (static suspension).

Research work on conesive sediment suspensions in coastal areas
(Parker and Kirby, 1977) has revealed the behavioral link between
sediment suspended in the water column and dense cohesive sediment
suspensions on he seabed (Figure 22). This work snows that
high-energy events (tidal currents or storms) erode cohesive sediments
and transport them into navigational channels. When first eroded, the

sediments are mixed throughout the water column as a homogeneous
mobile suspension. As energy levels decline, the mobile suspensions
begin to differentiate by settling, forming marked steps that continue

I _ _ _ _
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Figure 22 Relationships between mobile and static suspensions and settled mud*
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to settle through the water column until dense layers several meters
thick of specific gravity equal to about 1.15 are observed flowing
along the bed. Eventually, these mobile layers stagnate to form dense
static suspensions (mud flow). It is patent, tnerefore, that where
static suspensions occur, deposition has been rapid. Mobile
suspensions commonly show multiple stratification, and although
layering within the static suspensions is also common, there is as yet
no unequivocal explanation of the cause.

Following stagnation, the static suspensions continue to settle,
and within a few hours they consolidate to a stage at whicn they can

be detected by normal hydrographic survey echo sounders.
Once they become detectable, these suspensions--"fluid mud" or

"silty bottom"--present a survey problem, since no evidence is
presented on the echo sounder record that allows confident selection

of the layer to be regarded as the seabed. Such static suspensions
appear very suddenly after storms, commonly have two or more layers,

and may reach 2 m or 3 m (7 ft or 10 ft) in thicKness--a significant
height above the channel bottom.

Field studies in the United Kingdom and the Netherlands indicate
that cohesive fine sediments occur in estuaries in three forms (Figure
23):

1. Mobile suspensions, whicn are common in estuaries witn nigh

tidal exchange and significant turbidity. These may also occur during
major storms, such as hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico or along the
eastern seaboard, or may be caused (on a smaller, local scale) by
engineering operations.

2. Static suspensions, whicn may be reterred to as "fluid mud,"
or "fluff." These suspensions develop during neap tides and may oe
dispersed by spring tides. If not dispersed, tney will settle at tne
bottom of the channel and eventually consolidate.

3. Settled mud, formed by consolidation of static suspensions.

Implications

The consequences of arbitrarily choosing one layer or ar:other on the
echo sounder record in the absence of supporting information were
considered by Parker and Kirby (1977). Among these are the evident
hazard to navigation of uncertain information about channel depths and
the location of the bottom, and the expense of dredging "false"
bottoms that may actually be navigable, as described in a succeeding
section, "Nautical Depth Concept." Mobile and static suspensions also
create problems for dredging operations. The mobile phase may pass
undetected by the usual survey techniques (particularly wnere surveys

are infrequent). In the static phase, suspended sediments may be
detected by an echo sounder, but the time-dependent properties of the
suspensions control the actual readings. These readings, in turn,
affect the evaluation of navigable depths, the determination of the
maintenance dredging required, and the measurement of new depths

:,, .I 1
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following dredging. They may also influence the timing of maintenance
dredging operations.

Measurement Technology

The suspensions described here have long been recognized by
hydrographic surveyors. In the early days of lead-line techniques, a
special "mud lead" was devised for static suspensions. Echo sounders
have largely replaced lead lines; however, the acoustic detection of
dense suspensions is difficult to achieve. In the simplest case,

particles settle from a sharp-surface concentration zone onto the
bottom material, which may be loosely defined as the channel "bed"
(Figure 24).

The simplest case is not the usual case. Echo sounders respond
to both the density and the acoustic velocity gradients of the medium,
and these acoustic properties cannot readily be converted into
information about the altitude within the suspension at which its
mechanical properties may significantly affect ship handling.

As pointed out by Kirby et al. (1980), information was needed
about the behavior of vessels sailing through sucn areas (see the

section "Nautical Depth Concept") and in situ measurements. Two
radioactive probes were tested for measurement of specitic gravity in

situ: the transmission type and the backscatter type (Figure 25).
The transmission probe is an H-shaped instrument with a radioactive

source in one leg and a detector in the other. The source radiates
directly to the detector. The transmission probe is able to average
the specific gravity with a resolution of 3 cm in depth (which is the
height of the detection crystal). Since the instrument must sink into
the silt by its own weight, the H-shape is a disadvantage.

The sturdier backscatter probe carries source and detector in a
single pencil-shaped tube. The source radiates in all directions; the
detector, placed above the source and screened from it oy a shield,
receives only part of this radiation. The backscatter probe registers
densities with a resolution of 15 cm (i.e., the distance between the
source and the detector). Because of its shape, this probe penetrates
the bottom more readily than the transmission probe.

The probes and associated equipment were developed by the Atomic
Energy Research Establishment (United Kingdom) and tested for field
use by the hydrographic survey department of the Rijkswaterstaat. The
method, now in regular use in Europoort, is essentially a modern mud
lead and shares with the older technology the disadvantage of
providing only point-by-point information. A towed, continuously
measuring probe is under development in the Netherlands. Present
practice is to superimpose the point-by-point measurements of specific

gravity on the continuous bottom profile of the echo sounder.
Although far from ideal or convenient, the combination of these

two techniques offers considerable advantages in establishing "true"
channel depths, and in pre- and post-dredging surveys in silty
channels, as fluid muds dewater slowly and may be subject to
considerable tide-created movement.

A
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Figure 24 Diagrammatic illustration of the settling of a stati suspension
showing bed and density structure development*
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"Depositional Behavior of Cohesive Sediments," Technical
Report 16, Coastal and oceanographic Engineering Laboratory,
University of Florida, p. 274.
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Figure 25 Radioactive density probes: (a) backscatter, (b) transmission
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Nautical Depth Concept

The "nautical depth" concept evolved from studies of the Denavior of
vessels in Europoort and Rotterdam harbors as part of an effort to
minimize the maintenance dredging costs. The normal design depth of
ship channels in sheltered waters includes a 10 percent underkeel
clearance to provide safe navigation and maneuverability (Figure 26).

The behavior of vessels sailing close to the surface and in the
upper layers of dense suspensions was investigated, and extensive
model tests were conducted in the Netherlands Ship Model Basin with a
two-layer system to study the sailing and maneuvering characteristics
of supertankers in a channel with a soft bed. Prototype field tests
were made with the 240,000 DWT supertanker Lepton sailing in the
Eurooport channels. Extensive investigations were also made in the
Chao Phraya River, Bangkok, and along the coast of Surinam wnere snips
sail in mud with a negative underkeel clearance. On the basis of
these investigations and a search of the literature, it was found that
fluids of specific gravity to 1.2 had only a slight influence on
maneuverability (van Oostrum, 1979; van Oostrum et al., 1981; Kirby et
al., 1980).

Thus, channel depth can be increased ir the upper layers of
static suspensions are included in the underkeel clearance.

Based on the results of the investigations and studies, the

concept of nautical depth was developed (Nederlof, 1980): "a density
within the suspension above whose altitude vessels can safely sail"
(Figure 27), and the density was defined as 1.2 g/cm 3 , or having
specific gravity of 1.2.

Use of the nautical depth concept to define channel depths
depends critically on frequent (weekly) and accurate density
measurements.

Dredging

Among the considerations important to judging criteria for the depths
of dredged navigational channels is the accuracy of the dredging
process. As indicated in a preceding section, the two types of
overdepths specified in channel design and (more usually) maintenance
are intended to (1) achieve and preserve the design depth (an
allowance for inaccuracies of dredging and surveys) and (2) provide
advance maintenance dredging, i.e., to reduce dredging frequency.

Neither decision is simple; neither can be characterized by a
general formula. By tradition and contract specification, the Corps
pays only for the material removed within the overdepth specified.
Because dredging is a highly competitive activity worldwide,
technological advances that enable greater accuracy to be achieved are
regarded as proprietary industrial information. Thus, the leading
edge of technology in dredging is hidden within the industry, with a
lag time of several years between the development and use of
innovations and their description in the literature.

.4
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Figure 26 Requiired minimum water depth oxer a firm sandy bed: draft
of vessel + l0%*

''7,

Figure 27 Comparison of density profile and tanker cross-section to
illustrate concept of nautical depth*
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A Vessel Behaves Differently, but Remains Manageable," Rotterdamn
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For advance maintenance dredging, several countervailing
consequences must be weighed: a deeper cut may reduce the velocity of
water in the channel and increase the rate of sedimentation (as
evidenced in a preceding section for Savannah Harbor). Unit dredging

costs, on the other hand, are likely to be less for larger than for
smaller contracts.

Some of the considerations most important to decisions about

overdredged depths and (especially) dredging cycles are beyond the
scope of this study. Among the most important are those pertaining to
the iisposaL. of dredged materials--the nature and distance of disposal
sites from the channel to be dredged, the requirements to be met in

the handiing of dredged materials, and the time needed to secure
permits and access to new disposal sites.

Accuracy of Dredgiig Proce ,es

Accuricv Ao p-ds or, me type ot equipment used, the sediments

encountereA, controL or toie dredge's position, whether the work to be
performed is new or maintunance dredging, and, if the latter, the

previous lredging work. It can be influenced strongly by sucn local

conditio,.s is tides and curitents and by the accuracy of pre- and
post-A reAj.!i- survys.

Type of E,,uinmeYt Dredging plant is diverse: types used in tne

United States for dredging major navigational channels can be

categoriz,-i a, fixed rel zivc t-) tie channel bottom or independent.
Pixei i Juipment Fi xeo equipment includes cutter suction dredges

(Figure 28) with a stud pole (pilelike leg) firmly implanted in the

channel bottom and tne dredge itself rotating about this axis. The
distance from the cutternead to toe spud pole is fixed mechanically,

as is the luptn of tle cuitter beneath the surface. In theory, the

only variable is tie angular motion of the dredge itself as it pivots

about tie fixed spud pole. This motion is usually controlled by

cables attached to anchors.
It is imperative that the dredge operator know the exact location

of the spud pole and tle relative position of the cutterhead to the
spud pole as well as the transverse position of the cutterhead to the

channel centerline at all times. The position of the spud pole can be
assumed to be known within an accuracy of less than 5 ft. Spud
placement :ilO little effect on the dredging operation, except in terms

of the horizontal cut. Therefore, the position of the spud pole in
normal maintenance dredging is not of prime concern. Electronic
positioning equipment or gyrocompasses are used to measure the
deflection of the dredge from the cnannel heading. With tne use of
these two control methods, the accuracy of the channel width can be
controlled wLthin 5 ft to 10 ft.

Otner fixed-spud plants are grab dredges and dipper dredges.

They differ from the cutter suction dredge in that their hulls do not
move reLative to tne spud pole. The bucket used for the excavation is

moved relitive to the hull. Th ' movement of the excavating bucket can

be contr )I led more precisely tn, n tnat of the cutterhead.

-.. Nqm -Q
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Independent Equipment Hopper dredges (Figure 29) are the most
common among independent equipment. As they are not fixed relative
to the channel bottom, they have no fixed point of reference for

determining the accuracy of opeiations. The head attached to the

suction pipe (Figure 30) acts very much like the household vacuum
cleaner, with the exception that the nopper dredge drags its suction
head ("draghead") wnile tne cutternead is pushed forward in dredging
operations. Unlike the cutter suction dredge, the nopper dredge
removes a very thin layer of the bottom material as it dredges. It
must therefore traverse the irea to be dredged many times before the

channel is substantially deepened. Electronic positioning and track
plotters are used to indicate those areas tnat nave been traversed.

Continued surveys are reqjuired to assist the operator in controlling

the dredging operation. Occasion l passes outside tne dredging area
or in areas that have already oeen dredged entail very little damage
or lost effort because only : or 3 vtrtical incnes of material are

removed.

The accuracy of thopper Aredges is mucn more aependent on the
physical shape an dimension )f tre area to be dredged than that of
the fixed dredges, A;,ici, can nore precisely control tneir location.
The accuracy tnat can be acnieved also depends on the type of soil

encountered.
Another examp e of Are h l. dredges is the dustpan dredge

(Figure 31), W'nich JpLL."p' -i. icy cables attached to anchors, using
propulsion devices to al "terin. This dredge, like a cutter

suction dredge, excivatoja cutStcintl depth of material at one
time. It therefore inoves nuel ,hoe Slowly, and oecause of the
anchoring system, hia: tnuch oitter control of its norizontal position.

It relies very heavily on eiecttolic Positioning. The vertical

control of the dustpan is sucii ttnat accuracy within I ft (0.3 m) can
be achieved and horizontal contiol wittin 3 ft (0.9 m).

Type of Bottom The accuracy of tie dredging process is affected
by a change in tne mateLial encoontered. Cohesive or nard solis lead
to the development of trenches. itierent materials may dictate tne
dredging metnod. Certain nar i mtcixals such as sandstone or

limestone cannot be dredged wittn tiopper dredges or dustpan dredges,
since these types of dredges generadly require the material to be

loose and free-flowing. Such nard materials can be dredged with a
cutterhead 'hedge.

To Achieve Desic:l Prisii Again, the accuracy of the equipment

remains unchanged, but tne quantity of no-pay material dredged to
ensure achieving tine design prism carl vary significantly. Dredging
narrow shoals adjacent to the slope with a hopper may result in
dredginj 200 to 300 percent of the pay quantity. Rock often must be

cut 3 ft to 4 ft (0.3 m to 1.2 m) below grade to preclude strikes
during a bar survey.

j.6
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New Work in Unprotected W D tir rie cross-section pictured in Figure

34 is for a hydrdulic dreg1ing project i miles (16 kin) offstore. Use
of an electronic positionig system was essential to tnis project, but

accuracy can vary netwcen i t trnA )(J rt (2.1 rn dnd 15.2 m). Tis

explains wiy tIe ciuan,. l ;s overexcavated on both sides. Deptn
control is very difficutt in op n waters, owing to tne movement of the

dredge hull and conseqaent problems controlling tne position ot tne
dragheai.

Maintenance Work in Sand u.nd Silty Sand Tue irregular oottom made by

a hopper dredge in progress is illustrated in Figure 35. For widtl

accuracy, the dredger relits on electronic positionLnrg and tnus

experiences tne p}roie;nts ' tor cutter dredges. Moreover, tnis

type of dredge is f ree-sailinmg, whicu necessitates maneuvering tne

ship while dredging. Assuming t!iat experienced personnel are

operating tile dredge, t!,he Lmpotart factors in control of tie snip are

currents (especialLy Jro cirret6) , winds, and swells, as tnese
factors influence position. An,,tn,.er rua:Lor importdIlt to accurate worx

with a hopper dredge is freqaent surveying, as a nopper aredge

gradually brings a Large area t-0 Lte required depth.

Maintenance Work in SiLt and S ,tt CLay if tue material is soft,

overdredging is likely, as ii suown in tie cross-section or Figure
36. Soft clay was encounte:ed in tne corners, wnicu is mucli more

difficult to remove witn a noppet dredge tran with otner types of

dredges.

Implications

The overdredged nptiis actially lert by dredging -.re likely to be

greater than tho.se a blowe y b ti pay overdupth specified. Estimates
compiled by Lacasso ( LAi) of overiredging to acnieve design prism

indicate it may represeint I(; perco:nr to 15 percent of total volumes

dredged. As implied fly tn oenpies, tne pay overdeptn specified is
an incentive to ltet-in :2n racy. Although each case will be
different, accu:ate pie-- iad pot-dredging surveys may yield multiple

benefits--better depti irtormationi for navigation, for example, and
increasinglf preise pay-overitptn specifications.

''I
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4

EVALUATING THE ADEQUACY OF CRITERIA FOR DREDGED DEPTHS

OF NAVIGATIONAL CHANNELS

In the course of assessing the criteria used in the United States for
determining the depth of dredged navigational cnannels serving major

ports and harbors, the panel requested information about the criteria

used in other countries from two international organizations--the

Permanent International Association of Navigation Congresse, (PIANC)
and the International Association of Ports and Harbors (IAPH)--and

from several maritime countries. Shippers were also consulted for
criteria respecting underkeel clearance.

The panel tested the adequacy of existing depths in the United
States by taking as input to a matheiatical model (developed to
provide a check of channel design) tne dimensions of nine
representative ctiannels of tne East, Gulf, and West coasts.

The results of the simulation are presented in the succeeding
section, followed by the criteria of international organizations,

foreign maritime countries, and chij;,siprs.

Dredged Depths of Navigational Cnannels
in tne United States

Navigation

The criteria used to design the depths of navigational cnannels in the

United States are descrined in Chapter 2, "Regulatory and

Institutional Considierationi." For tne major channels of the United
States, the pertinence of the design ships used for the original

4-1
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determination may have long since been superseded by tne

characteristics of the ships using tne cnanneis. The panel tnerefore

tested the dimensions of nine major channels of the United States on
three coasts (supplied by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers) witn

passages of existing ships in A compiter simulation. Tne computer
model (described in Appendix ") is a simple technique for testing

various channel designs. For each channel, the analysis was carried

out using existing dimensions and using a hypothetical future depth of
60 ft. In addition, selecteL _ increments of deptn for the Galveston
Ship Channel were :onicinred. Tre results for existing depths are set
out in Table 9, and tniose ror oypotietically deepened channels in
Table 10.

For each of tioe analyses performed, the model evaluated specific

parameters resulting trom tie passage of tne specified vessel(s)
through a specified section of te coannel. These parameters serve as

the basis for joverning vessel operations in the channel. It is

essential to note triat all calculations included the effects of a 1.5

kn current and a 30 mpn wind, both acting perpendicular to the
vessel(s). Speed limits were supplied by the U.S. Coast Guard. Speed

limits are not specified for many channels, and tne following
estimates were male for toe purpose of squat and otner computations:

Channel Speed Limit Assumed

I. Haaand Harbor 5 kn

2. Columb.ia River 6 kn

3. Chesapeake amd i elawire ,anal t kn

4. Calcast<ic River 6 kn

From ten < V0 ) 's ).lvations and briefings during field trips,

the assumnptl100s--[iuii ngj moe design ships--are conservative. Even
so, tihe underk , l )I.ra,:e. 01 toe anfips coisicered are well below

the minimams pt it i , . )y e Corns' criteria, squat (+3 ft, or 0.9 m)
+ rollinj and ".c'mg est nmte , clearance (2 ft, or 0.6 m, soft

bottom; 3 ft, ot R in, rocky or hard bottom). Although the rule of
thumb is iimn u i ii t iLlowance compared to the panel's results,

the speeds assoreo y the panel may be low. (Figures in Appendix D

show now :a 'Jat ir-reass wito speed for these snips in these cnannels.)
As indrcato'd in tre sections addressing considerations of snips

in cha:nel s, t11 m( 1Xiu ':erticaI excursion of a snip, and the part ot

the snip tuat . oxpo' ences it, is sensitive to many factors. It is

clear from t, oe rusults of the simulation, for example, that tne amount

of squat changes for tte same ship in different channels of the same
depth. Tie tanker Lenilno experiences squat of 2.4 ft (0.7 m) in tne

Lower Columbia R.vr Channel (40 ft, or 12.1 m, deep), but only 0.4 ft
(0.3 m) in the inner Calcasieu River Channel (also 40 ft, or 12.1 m,

deep), even assuming tne same ship speed, current velocity, and wind.
Changes in speed, traffic (passing or overtaking), and the physical

environment will also affect the underkeel clearance actually
available to these ips in passage through the selected channels.

I
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Overdredged Depths

Many local conuitaiu stect tlke accurdcy ot diedging processes, and

the range ot various Kinds ofredging equipment is not precisely
known. Neverti .,o, t-ie! evidce cited in this report ("Dredging" in

Chapter 3) sjgests tat toe "pius 2 ft" rule of tnunb (actually 0 ft

to 8 tt, or J m 1,, 2.4 in; but generally 2 ft, or 0.6 m) allowed Dy the

Corps to achieve t !ie iesign prism is within the order of dredging

accuracy but may needi to Lo adjusted in particular channel sections or

for certai:L ty ,es - ;oi,-.

A>o I iV L :.i.n :iCt- overdredging, tne procedures outlined by

Trawle (l9S1tj ri described in Ciiapter 2, "Regulatory and

Institutional eo2.s de rati-ons," offer appropriate guidance for shoaling

analysis and prowr--ssive improvement in estimation through frequent
surveys. Frequent m7uveys iay also yield needed information to adjust

the "plus 2 ft" pay-over/epto specitication.

Criteria s l Iiteruational Organizations,
Otber :iaritine Countries, Shippers

Criteria of Iitlt Lo.iul QrunizatiOns

PIANC Criteria Cn 1974, tne Pe-rmanent International Association of

Navigation Congresses (PiANC) sponsored an International Commission

for the Reception (A TLarge Sti rps (ICORELS). Working Group IV was

charged wit!:i t"ue optimnLiayut and dimensions for large snips in

shallow waterways. Group IV publis;ied a final report (ICORELS, 1980)
designed to estas ,s: crLtlrlcl to regulate tne problem of navigation

of large ships L:i snaLlow seas and sea straits (e.g., North Sea,

Baltic Sea, Straits of Dover, Straits of Malacca). In tnis report,

PIANC jives advice about tecnni,.al aspects of tie possible works to be

undertaken, sco1 s.-It iimeisions of dredged channels, navigational

aids, wrecK removal, and evaluation of safety. Approximately 20

count i!cs part 1.rtate 1 , 'nuriners ) ICORELS.

rhe report ot Working Group .'1 includes a summary of studies and
lo. ve lopments pertinent to viices aspects of cliannel design,

navigation in sea straits, and dredging for construction and

maintenance, tojet!ier witri ,onclusions and recommendations in eacn

area. A set of reconuen lit ions is given for determining the depth of

channels:

Reco~mmnedtioon. ['!ie coc us on Lie ct ion 2.1.1.3] drawn by

T-i)REI,.S is that Lt is not possible to state a general rule for

nfl ninMrEn' r ,e,' ci juices And port approacnes and

maneuverrij areas, because of tne influence of local
conditions, currents, and swell. Tne Commission does note

that general criteria for gross underkeel clearances [section

2.2.2.81 can be given tor drawing up preliminary plans:

.,
_.i- -



Open sea area-When e xposed to strong and long stern or quarter

swells where speed, maiy be nigh, the gross underkeel clearance
should be abhout 20 ne)orcenit ()f the imaximwni draft of tne large
ships to 1)0 roe ived.

Waitiny area-Wtien exposed to strong or long swells, the gross
underkeel Llearance sruou~i 1), about 15 percent of tne draft.

Cria-Setl-onsexposed to long swells, the gross underkeei
cLearanlce ;5wiod be atI 1t) percent of the draft.

Maneuvering~an iiil erunlig, areas-Protected gross underKeel

clearance to: abut 7 percenut of tnie draft. L Figure 37]
shows tile ~h iinof undlerkeel Clearances used Lny toe

Commission in te recoi-mLendations and are described as

1kb: ll ,OINI .tAAS%!,.iNz2' l, 1), dltiiltiOn tneI Margin
I)OOO' -- ,,L e o f ut I iii-d m nominial cninel Lied

1: 1mm roter1"" 1.-4a level duigits

-, . . . .-w' ~., . ,ASIsored at

-~ . .,~. .:a~landi tile

i t,, Lained speed

. t t - ,. I,> .,at ot j' ,tIai JI.- .jAd -st

, .' ;'.', 'Ved- -t ypes

0 1>20 .. - ~~;~::tci?, e~iviroiimental

camn.it 4) ttie --oizov-sion (Are for gross
"I" jtl L It a:1,7-on to _:iaineIs o.) approximately

I~o tacmor,) ttoaL c~lows for thie admissible draft of

too athi p 1I i t-!; tL -out-inns due to swells, squat, due
to .g , 111 lll ndei-u' ca 1loaranCE . FPurtner tol-erances are
,I In '-,, ,i .. noie n ed levelI to a hlow f or Sounding
acc(urjcy, ] ineLo ejxo;3ts b~etween two dredging

aII1 tolertTnCeS tor dredging, to produce the final
chIanne.1 d r-1 'I,! io Uv e I

IAPH Criteria Tlie In~oroat 1013 k issociation of Forts and Harbors

IAPH ) also as ;,mb le 1 a committ-con bai1rge Snips (COLS ) . now the

Committee on Po't- Sitt~ty, Environmient-, andi Construction. In tne

section "Depth of Kiltranoe cilnl,'COLS 1981) cross-references
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the ICORELS recommendations:

5.3.1.2.1 The depths of entrance channels are determined by

allowing a minimum margin between the lowest point on the keel
of the vessel and the channel bed (underkeel clearance) in
addition to the draught of the design vessel. There are two
types of underkeel clearance, one gross and the other net:

Gross underkeel clearance is the margin remaining under the
keel when the ship is motionless in quiet waters and net
underkeel clearance is the margin which continues to exist
under the keel when a vessel moves at a scheduled speed and
when it undergoes the expected maximum influence of swell and
wind.

The net underkeel clearance must be at least equal to 0.5 m
(1.7 ft) for a sandy seabed and 1.0 m [3.5 ft] when it is
rocky.

5.3.1.2.2 The minimum value of the gross underkeel clearance

taken, consistent with compliance with the lowest value of the
net underkeel clearance, depends upon the following factors:

- Factors related to channel bed;
*the level of the channel bed below chart data,
*the allowance made for the degree of accuracy in

hydrographic surveys (chart data) and dredging tolerances,
*the incidence and degree of channel silting between

maintenance dredgings and dredging tolerances,
*the latest maintenance soundings and

*the eventual percentage of suspended silt.
- Factors related to tide;

*tidal variations (maximum and minimum),
4 *tables of predicted tide levels,

*details of any tidal surges, wind and atmospheric

pressure effects on water level and
*the accuracy of predicted tidal heights and the

predicted times of high and low water (for particular
tides).
- Factors related to the ship;

*the actual maximum draught of the design ship,
*the increase in effective draught due to the rolling,

pitching and heaving of the ship under wave action within
the channel,

*the estimated squat and change of trim for the design

ship calculated for each critical depth area based on the
maximum permissible operating ship speed an- the most
constricted channel section within the critical depth area,

*the normal loaded condition of the design ship and
*the draught and trim changes attributed to any change
in water density.

.- - .. .. __ __ -- ___---__ __-_ ___ ____......__
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5.3.1.2.3 It is not possible to establish accurate rules

concerning the minimum depth of port channels because of the

major importance of local conditions.

In the initial planning stages, the following generalizations
may be valuable:

- sections exposed to strong and long swell - gross underkeel

clearance to be about 15 percent of the maximum draught,

- sections less exposed to swell--gross underkeel

clearance to be about 10 percent of the maximum draugnt.

5.3.1.2.4 Detailed recommendations for the depth of channels

are given in ICORELS Report of PIANC (Working Group No. IV)....

In order to define the nominal level of dredging, it would be

advisable to allow for the accuracy of the soundings, for

siltation between maintenance dredging and for dredging
tolerances.

Criteria Used in Other Maritime Countries

Canadian Criteria for Underkeel Clearance Canada's design criteria

for channel depth primarily address the need for precise and reliable
measurement of the environmental risks associated witn the location

and operation of marine terminals, particularly those for large oil
tankers. They can be found in the "TERMPOL" Code of Recommended

Standards (Canadian Coast Guard, 1977). Tne Ministry of

Transportation, through the Canadian Coast Guard, established the code
(TERMPOL) in coordination with other departments.

The TERMPOL code is a set of recommended standards used in Canada
for the prevention of pollution in marine terminal systems. The code
outlines acceptable ship terminal standards, defines the required ship

J terminal system analysis and assessment criteria, and sets out
operating practices and procedures for ship terminals.

Although published by the Canadian Coast Guard, the TER14POL code

is a coordination and correlation of the separate requirements of the

Canadian Department of Fisheries and the Environment, Public Works,
Industrial Trade and Commerce, and Regional and Economic Expansion.

Each participating department is individually responsible for all
contributions made and decisions taken within its area of
responsibility.

Provisions of the code are not themselves mandatory, but the

assessment criteria of the code are used by the Ships Safety Branch of

the Canadian Coast Guard to determine the technical needs, if any, for

making regulations or impleLmenting special precautionary measures to
limit navigation within the ship terminal system under review.

I :
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The "TERMPOL" Coordinating Committee (T.C.C.), composed of
representatives of the participating government departments, performs

the assessment and can require terminal planners to submit data for
environmental impact assessment.

Port authorities seeking to improve their waterways may be called

upon by the TERMPOL Assessment Committee to provide the following
surveys:

o Origination and Destination Survey;

o Transit Time and Delay Survey;
o Marine Traffic Volume Survey;
o Fishing Vessel Operation Survey;
o Approach Characteristics and Navigability Survey;
o Special Underkeel Clearance Survey;

o Site Plans/Technical Data;
o Environmental Studies.

Thus, the Canadians use a systems approach in which the
specification of underkeel clearance is integrated with studies of
marine traffic and required navigability.

For the purposes of this report, the study of direct interest is
the Special Underkeel Clearance Survey. The requirements are as
follows: Nominally, the design ship's minimum underkeel clearance
should be 15 percent of her maximum permissible draft. A proposal for
a minimum underkeel clearance in approach channels of less than 15
percent of the design ship's deepest draft will be considered but

should be supported by explicit details or calculations for each of
the following factors:

o Minimum chart datum measurements supplemented with tidal
heights over a specified period;

o Accuracy of predicted tidal heights and the predicted times of
high water and low water;

o Details of any tidal surges and wind setup;
o Allowances for the degree of accuracy in the hydrographic

survey (chart datum) and for that of dredging processes;
7 o Incidence and degree of channel silting between maintenance

dredgings and the identification of all critical depth areas;
o Increase in effective draft due to the rolling, pitching, and

heaving of the ship under wave action within the ship channel;

o Estimated squat for the design ship calculated for each
critical depth area based on the maximum permissible operating ship
speed and the most constricted channel section within the critical
depth area;

o Nominal trim and changes of trim experienced by the design

ship;
o Draft and trim changes attributed to any changes in water

density;

o Climatological and related depth anomalies; and
o Nature of the bottom (rock, sand, mud, etc.).

4 t .'° 1
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Underkeel Clearance and Depth Criteria in Japan The Japane- Ministry
of Transport has established its criteria for marine faciliL~es
through joint action of its Bureau of Ports and Harbours and it.,, Port

and Harbour Research Institute. These are summarized in a booklet
entitled "Technical Standards for Port and Harbour Facilities in

Japan" published in English in 1980. The Japanese version, published
in March 1979, represented the first compilation of all advanced

Japanese port and narbor engineering techniques. The English version
differs from the Japanese version only in that it excludes the
official procedures for compliance with the standards.

The Japanese relate the depth of channels to their basic

specification for depth of harbor basins. The design criteria for
basin depth, in turn, are (Bureau of Ports and Harbours and Port and
Harbour Research Institute, 198U):

DEPTH OF BASIN

1) The depth of basin shall be 1.1 times full load draft of the

ship below the datum level, in considering the extent of the
oscillatory motion of the ship due to the natural conditions

such as waves and tidal currents. However, this provision
shall not apply to a basin for outfit of ships and a basin

used for special ancnorage or mooring of ships. In the case
of a basin for ferryboats, the draft difference between stern
and bow during cargo handling, should be considered to
determine the depth of the basin. Furthermore, where the sea

level of a basin may be below the datum level, because the

seasonal changes of mean sea level are larger than the tidal
level change due to astronomical tide, or where the basin may
be attacked by high waves and swells, these influences should
be considered.

2) The depth of a basin can be determined in reference to the
values given in [Tablt 111I when the full draft of the ship
is not known.

The depth of waterways is related to that of basins as follows:

DEPTH OF WATERWAY

1) The depth of waterway snail be an appropriate value of no

less than the full load draft of the ship in consideration of
the extent of oscillatory motion of the ship due to the
natural condition such as waves, winds, and tidal currents
and the trim. In this case, "a proper depth" means a depth

obtained by an allowance added to the depths specified in
[DEPTH OF BASIN~]. The allowance varies with such conditions

as roll and pitching, trim and squat of the ship and the

conditions of seabed materials. This provision may not apply

to a special waterway where the draft of the ships using this
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waterway is always smaller than the full draft, such as an
approaching waterway to dock of shipyard or a waterway

exclusively for partially loaded ships.

WATERWAY MAINTENANCE

1) The depth and width of a waterway shall be maintained
properly for the smooth use of harbour and the safe
navigation of ships.

When a waterway is planned on a river mouth or a beach where
a big amount of littoral drift is expected, the degree of
maintenance dredging required in the future should be

forecasted by estimating the rate of sediment transport by a
flood or the rate of littoral drift by waves and tidal
current.

Presumably, this latter calculation is used for an initial
schedule of maintenance dredging or for determining additional deptn
for advance maintenance dredging.

Channel Depth Criteria, Port of Zeebrugge, Belgium The Belgian

approach to channel depth criteria is outlined in a 1980 bulletin of
the Permanent International Association of Navigation Congresses.

Waters of the Belgian coast experience dense marine traffic. As
a result, traffic has been channeled into compulsory routes. One of

the main routes through the North Sea arrives at the frontier of
F France and Belgium approximately 16 miles off the coast, then runs

east/northeast to the "Scheur," which is the access channel to the
River Scheldt estuary and the Port of Zeebrugge. The channel

* I continues to its terminus at Antwerp.
In 1970, the Belgian government decided to extend the port of

Zeebrugge, using a sea lock to connect the inner port with the sea
(Simoen, 1980). The seaward extension was to accommodate vessels up
to 125,000 DWT and, specifically, to accommodate roll-on, roll-off

(RO-RO) cargo vessels and containerships. The port will also have an
LNG terminal. Since the projected traffic involved large vessels with
drafts of 50 ft or more, the Administration of Waterways, Ministry of

Public Works, initiated a study of needed channel dimensions.
The study plan included a preliminary phase to define the design

criteria and to choose the channel route. More detailed studies were
then made for the design of the chosen channel route which included
the determination of the channel cross-section profile, various
studies of sedimentation, the removal of wrecks and mines, and the

study of required nautical equipment.
The dredged channel depth criteria were derived in this second

phase as follows:

Channel Depth Methodology The provisional channel depth was

first determined on the basis of a combination of design draft and
tidal "windows" for the design vessels. The necessary keel clearance
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was then calculated in accordance with the recommendations of PIANC,
in comparison with other harbors, and by using the wave and tide
records taken at Zeebrugge.

Provisional channel depths were then selected ranging between 13
m and 16.7 m (43 ft and 55 ft) for a variety of design ships (LNG
tankers, VLCCs, containerships).

More detailed studies were used to determine the cross-section
profile of the waterways. Basic data were gathered in these studies
for the determination of the cross-section:

o The velocity and pattern of the current in different parts of
the access channel, as well as variation during the tidal cycle
(influence on channel width);

o The wave heights induced by different wind forces and

tide-level records (influence on channel depth);
o Regularly taken soundings of the channel bottom. These echo

soundings provided information about the variation of the channel
bottom (influence on clearance and channel depth).

Keel Clearance Criteria The channel depth needed in the access
route to Zeebrugge was determined as a function of:

" The draft of design vessels;
o The keel clearance to be observed in the access to Zeebrugge;
" The water level at the time of entering or leaving the flarbor,

which is a function of the tidal windows for each type of ship.

Keel clearances for good and bad weather were calculated
separately. The criterion for good weather conditions is normal
maneuverability. The criterion for bad weather is "the chance of the
ships' touching bottom should be acceptably small." Figure 38 shows
the method used to determine keel clearance.

Starting from a reference water level, vertical ship motion due
to squat and waves is added to ship draft. This incremental value of
keel clearance is described as a net keel clearance (about 4 ft for
LNG carriers). Further allowances are added to the clearance to allow
for the accuracy of soundings and tide measurements.

Still another allowance is made for divergence from average tide
levels, and an allowance is made for sedimentation between two
sounding campaigns, plus a tolerance for dredging work.

Finally, during bad weather conditions, it is recognized that the
ship may experience increased draft owing to wave-induced motion.
Additional allowances are specified to prevent the ship from hitting
the bottom. Given the wave characteristics, it is possible to
calculate the probability of a ship's vertical movements.

Each of these individual allowances is determined by calculation
or measurement.

Summary The keel clearance criteria used by the Belgium Port
Authorities are experimental and analytic, rather ttan regulatory, and

are determined for both good and bad weather.
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Figure 38 Access route to Zeebrugge, Belgium: prescription of the underkeel
clearance

Reference Water Level

Ship's draft
-- Vertical ship movement (squat and heave)

-- Draft keel clearance

Accuracy of the soundings and tide
measurements

Divergency from average tide level

Sedimentation between two surveys and
inaccuracies of dredging work

I -
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Calculations are made of all key factors affecting vertical ship
movement (design draft, squat, waves, maneuverability requirements,

accuracy of soundings, and tide measurements) on an analytical or
statistical basic, or both.

Additional allowance is made for maintenance dredging to provide

for sedimentation between two sounding campaigns.
The result for the channel leading to Zeebrugge is the

specification of depth, 13.4 m (44 ft), and gross keel clearance for
normal and bad conditions of 1.4 m and 2.75 m, respectively (5 ft and
9 ft).

Inasmuch as the design draft of the vessel was 11 m (3b ft), this
underkeel clearance amounts to 12.7 percent of ship draft for normal
conditions and to z2 percent for bad weather conditions.

One notes that the Belgian design criteria for underkeel
clearance approximate those of other countries, although the allowance

for bad weather conditions is more conservative.

"Nautical Depth" Concept, Europoort and Rotterdam, Netherlands The

"nautical depth" concept (described in a preceding section) evolved
from study of the behavior of vessels in Europoort and Rotterdam
harbors. The present operational practice in the Europoort/Rotterdam
area requires that supertankers approaching Europoort from the North
Sea to the Maas-Center Buoy (Eurogeul) have a minimum underkeel
clearance of 20 percent of their draft, and from the Maas-Center Buoy
to the pierheads an underkeel clearance of 15 percent of draft.

The approach channel is maintained at 23.5 m (78 ft) depth. From
the buoy to the pierneads, the channel depth is 22.5 m (74 ft). The
Caland and Beer channels allow vessels to proceed at an underkeei

clearance of 10 percent of draft. Supertankers with a maximum draft
of 20.7 m (68 ft) are required to proceed very slowly with a minimum

underkeel clearance of 10 percent (2.1 m, or 7 ft).
The nautical depth is defined as the depth to silty layers of

specific gravity 1.2. The specific gravity of bottom sediments is
monitored weekly by survey vessels, and decisions are made each Friday
about maintenance dredging for the following week. Density charts are
prepared showing the variations throughout the channels, as shown in
Figure 39.

Underkeel Clearance Criteria, Port of Hamburg, West Germany The

approach channel to the Port of Hamburg from the North Sea is 60 miles
long and 13.5 m (44 ft) deep at MLW. The tidal range is 3 m (9.9
ft). The port is now conducting tests for squat in various

conditions; in the meantime, allowances for vessels have been
determined from experience, taking into accornt greater squat at the
higher speeds in the approach channel, i n t;ic) ent dc th, and narrow

curves. For arriving vesoel, t- depth of LIf :ver Elbe (13.5 m, or

44 ft) and tidal ran,, 0 10 ift), a well as tidal uncertainty,
are considered, with tie following results:

1I I I |- " ' Iill ... -- " - - 1
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Maximum draft of vessels up to 300 m (990 ft) in length:

13.72 m (45 ft) arriving at Hamburg
Pilot Station 2 hours before high water

Maximum draft of vessels more than 300 m (990 ft) in length:

12.5 m (41 ft), arriving at Hamburg
Pilot Station 2 hours before high water.

The largest ship allowed in Hamburg has a draft of 14 m (48 ft) and
must be brought in at high water. Containerships must have an
underkeel clearance of at least I m (3 ft). These are, of course,
operational rather than design criteria.

The Port of Hamburg does not pay for overdredged depths.

Underkeel Clearance Criteria in the United Kingdom Ports and narbo"
in the United Kingdom generally apply one standard for underkeel
clearance to sheltered waters and another to open waters, but other
criteria are occasionally used. The British Ports Association offeri
the following summary to the panel:

Traffic Underkeel Clearance

Port A Almost exclusively VLCCs 10% in excess of draft for
well-sheltered channel

Port B VLCCs, bulk carriers, 0.9 m (3 ft) for sheltered waters;
general cargo ships 2.3 m (8 ft) for ships to

150,000 DWT in open waters;
10% in excess of draft for ships
150,000 DWT to 250,000 DWT in
open waters

Port C VLCCs, containcrships, 1 m (3 ft) sheltered waters;

general cargo ships 1.6 m (5 ft) open waters
and passenger ships

Port D VLCCs, bulk carriers, 1.2 m (4 ft) in relatively sneltered
general cargo ships channels

Port E VLCCs, bulk carriers, For VLCCs in excess of 12 m (39 ft)
general cargo ships draft only: 0.9 m (3 ft) on the

flood tide, 1.5 m (5 ft) on the
ebb tide

Port F RO-RO ferries and 0.3 m (I ft) over muddy bottoms
general cargo ships (but often less); 1 m (3 ft)

(to 4.8 m, or 16 ft, draft) over sandy bar

Port G (Similar to Port F) 0.6 m to 0.8 m (2 ft to 3 ft) in
sheltered harbor

now. , I -
, ,
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The Association points out that "open" and "sheltered" may be
variously interpreted from port to port, that depths change more

rapidly in some ports than in others, and that traffic conditions,

channel width, and the nature of the cargo may imply a need for

different standards. The National Ports Council and the Department of

Transport have sponsored studies to improve understanding of ship

behavior and channel characteristics (e.g., National Ports Council,
1976).

In the Port of Southampton, the design channel depth is 50 ft

(15.2 m). The maximum draft allowed is 48.5 ft (14.7 in) at high

tide. Minimum underkeel clearance required by the port is 4.2 ft (1.3
in). The overdredged depth is 0.3 m (I ft). The South Wales Ports

specify overdredging depths of 0.7 in (2 ft); in areas of high

shoaling, 1 m (3.3 ft). The ports operator, the British Transport
Docks Board, owns and operates the dredges.

Shippers' Criteria

Ship operators must appraise ports to decide their suitability for
ships of particular dimensions. Among their concerns is channel
depth. Crane (1981) gives a brief summary of the methods shippers use

to make such appraisals, including extension of experience, hydraulic
model studies, and simulations o, varyingj sophistication. For

bottom-clearance appraisals, Crane points out, there are several
procedures, tie simp_-st betnq experiences of ouler snips and the

reports of pilots. .Thther simple tecuniue is essentially similar to

the criteria use fr f ,sojciinj cuannel depths: addition of

allowances for s iuat, tr, sui atier tactors to tie snip's static

draft (Figure 40). PiLsnet od vili prod ace overly conservative

results for a part icular snip, Crane notes, because it assumes the
coincidence mt niixun:i verti :i.l excursions. "Therefore, statistical

addition of allowances t r ,act factor snoold be substituted [Figure
411 . "

This statLstical .,,I na3 been elaborated oy Kimon (1982) for
comparison ajai.nst a st!i:,iard for underkeel clearance, namely a very

small prubani Lty- ,f undinj. Tue generalized metliod is a

statistical combi rit nt all tue factors known to be most important
in determinnj t:io ptn u f water required by snips of certain drafts

(or required under~eel clearance, or both). The statistical

combination produces an acceptably small probability of grounding in

conjunction with a seriempirical coefficient, whose value is derived

from known ports (simi tar i that in question) with many ship-entry

years' experi ence. 1i t .W * cacn he applied by a ship's master to a
part ic lar p(ir unr rriud work:7heets, simple arithmetic calcu-
lations, and a srieF, of qrahs developed by Kimon.

The uncertainty associated with some factors is as great as a
factor of 10, and judgment is inevitably decisive in certain cases,
but the characterization of various factors (such as ship response to

waves) can ue updated as data become available.

:4
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WATER
REFERENCE LEVELt
ADMISSABLE DRAFT

J VERTICAL MOTION
(SWELL AND SQUAT)

UNDERKEEL CLEARANCE NET UNDERKEL CLF.ANCE
NOMINALCHANNEL BED LEVEL t

SOUNDING ACCURACY

SEDIMENTATION BETWEEN DREDGINGS

TOLERANCE FOR DREDGING

Figure 40 Conventional ziet undcrkeel clearance calculation, definitions
from PIANCa*

rTIDAL UNCERTAINTY
-- - -- SHIP

PREDICTED TIDE CHART DATUM'-- WATERLINE

I STATIC
DRAFT STATIC DRAFT

UNCERTAINb

SQUAT

CHARTED DEPTH UNCERTAINTY SQUAT

CHARTED DEPTH .--
UNCERTAINTY . .WrVE RESPONSE

NOMINAL SEABED- -

UNDERCUT -SILTATION

Figur, 41 Stat i;tical unlerkeel clearance calculation*

aPermanent Interna' ion il A!-,sociation of Navigation Congresses

*SOURCE: C. lincoln Cran(t, Jr. (181), "Concerns of Ship Owners," Problems

and opportunitic in the Design of Entrances to Ports and Harbors
(Washiiqto n, I. . : ,It ] Acad(my Press) , pp. 45-52.
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This statistical technique could prove useful in the validation
of channel design. While Kimon's analysis and results are specific to

tankers, the generalized method could be applied to other ships (or
the design ship). It is interesting to i . that a similar method was
used to design the channels of the Port .i Zeebrugge, with a similar

aim: a very small statistical probability of grounding.

Discussion

The criteria recommended by PIANC were developed by reference to

recent research and approved by voluntary consensus of many nations
(including representation from the United States) and the IAPH.

Particularly for advance maintenance dredging, the criteria assume
more frequent bottom surveys than is normal practice in the United

States, which is no more often than annual or semiannual.
Taking the largest vessel in 1980 (by draft) that transited each

'oi the nine channels selected by the panel, underkeel clearance was
calculated by the lower value of the U.S. rule of thumb and of PIANC

criteria in Table 12. These channels were designed long ago (20 years
or more), and vessels have been built tnat are much larger than the

design ship or ships. The margins of safety that were assumed in the
original design a-e Ro longer offered to the vessels using these
channels.

Actual use c f the U.S. rule of thumb in tne design of channel

depths today would prove cumbersome, as it relies on several estimates
for ship behavior. Substitution of the PIANC criteria seems a
reasonable step. The statistical technique also offers attractive
features--for example, incorporation of a subjective judgment of
safety (an "acceptably small probability of grounding")--that could
prove useful in building consensus among snip operators, pilots, and
local Coast Guard officials about the otherwise vexing question, How
safe is safe enough?

.4
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

General

1. The uniqueness of the physical environment and

characteristics of each pcrt must be appreciated. One factor or some
combination of factors such as swell, wave climate, tides, or currents
may dominate in a particular location. Thus, criteria of channel
depth are site-specific. Overdredging depth considerations are also
site-specific.

2. General criteria have been developed to provide guidelines
and procedures: those of the United States can be improved.

Institutional Factors

3. The characteristics of design ships whic have been used to
determine the dimensions of channels in the United States no longer
correlate with the characteristics of ships that use them.

5-I
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4. Criteria for the dredged depths of navigational channels are
strongly influenced by the uncertainties of sediment deposition and
the irregular time constraints imposed by financial and institutional
needs and procedures.

5. The time lapses of 15 years to 20 years between initial
studies of navigational projects and the initiation of work do not
allow for changes in ship technology.

6. Despite skills of pilots and improved aids to navigation,
most major navigational channels have experienced such increases in

traffic and changes in ship characteristics that the channels no
longer offer the underkeel clearances for which they were designed, or
those recommended by international organizations. Underkeel
clearances in the United States are as little as 2.5 percent of ship
draft; international criteria specify a minimum of 10 percent to 15
percent of ship draft.

Design of Depth

7. The ratio of water depth to ship draft is important in
navigation: course stability is enhanced with decreasing ratio of
water depth to ship draft--e.g., 1.2 or 1.1--but turning performance
is much reduced.

8. Depth cannot be considered in isolation from otner dimensions
and features of the channel, of ships, and of ships in the cnannel.

9. The "nautical depth" concept is important to defining tne
usable depth of "silty" channels.

10. Physical models and full-scale trials, particularly for
passing, overtaking, and turning, assist understanding of ship
behavior, and the results also assist in matnematical modeling and in
simulation.

11. There seems to be little excnange ot information or
correlation between ship owners, pilots, and sniip channel designers in
the design of channels.

Surveys and Overdredged Depths

12. In the United States, the practice is to rely on nistorical

data rather than channel surveys to determine dredging frequency
(except for emergencies). European practice is to survey certain
channels more frequently, e.g., weekly.

13. Dredging accuracy appears to be of the same order as
specified overdredging depths.

- -,.-m Ill- -'II ...... . m
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Recommendations

1. For adequate channel design, intensive site studies must be

made, and the design criteria based on the results of the studies.
2. It is suggested that the recommendations of ICOREL* (Working

Group IV of PIANC**) be substituted for the several criteria now used
for channel depth and underkeel clearance in the United States.

3. It is recommended that immediate steps be taken to reduce the
amount of time between identification of physical (and other)

constraints against major dredging projects and the time that work can
begin.

4. Frequent surveys should be made in known, hign-snoaling areas.

5. The nautical depth concept should be adopted for silty
channels of the United States.

6. Better information about operational practices and the

hydrodynamic behavior of ships needs to be collected and incorporated
in channel design.

*International Commission for the Reception of Large Ships

**Permanent International Association of Navigation Congresses

-- , I
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Anonymous (1971), "Sqiat," Commandant's International Technical Series,

Vol. I, Report No. USCG-CITS-71-1-1 (Washington, D.C.: U.S.

Coast Guard).

Author's Abstract

The report contains four papers on squat in shallow water as follows:

from the Federal Republic of Germany, a paper on the results of model
tests of a 700,000 DWT tanker; from F'rance, a paper on the results of

model tests of a 500,000 DWT twin-screw tanker; from Poland, a paper

on the results of model tests of two ships with large block

coefficients, one with bulbous bow; and from the United Kingdom, a

paper on the results of model tests of two ships, ond in the naked
hull condition, and the other equipped with self-propulsion gear, twin

screws, twin rudders, and bulbous bow.

Anonymous (19791, "Automatic Survey Techniques on the Waterways and

Approaches to Rotterdam" (Netherlands: RijKswaterstaat, DireKtie

Benedenrivieren, Meetdienst).

Abst ract

Automation in .;urvey ind maint-enance dredginj activities was
introduced at tiio enl ot L974 to supply depth information on the
waterways and ipproaches to Rotterdam. This report gives d brief

dlescription of tile "Waterwey" system which has been installed on

trailing iredjer and survey vessels. Te slore-based processing

system is describe 1, as well is the incorporation of radioactive
density meters itto the system.

Anonymous (1 JIi), "A Repot t on lie,i Density Measutements and Echo
Soundin at limber rts," Repoirt No. K. 28b (United Kingdom:
Brit ish Tra:isp ,- t Docks Board, Researci Station) .

Author's AbsLra,'t
Followinq th, introduct in it C,I0 s:oiunders to aSSiSt with the

production of hydro rapii : :;,olrdin; -:iarts, depths--particularly in
soft bed areas--nav bec, m, more i.,triable and 4enerally less deep.

This reip)rt oetcri es a, sir , ot I eid measurements which were
deL jn(-1 to leternine the ,iriation .t ,ensity witih depth, and to

establisn the density ioi izon that echo sounder. record as "the bed."
1hroujhout the period ot study, developments nave been made both

with the instrumentat ion (particularly that used to measure the

density of the bed) and with operational tesiniques. As a consequence

S greater attention has been given to the nore recent observations.

Ii soft bed areas tne echo sounder records the bed at varying

density horizons, Time, location, density and acoustic gradients
within the bed are some of tile factors whici affect the measured depth.

' '
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The study concludes that in soft bed areas the depth recorded by

echo sounders does not correspond to any specific horizon. It can be

signifirantly above or below the water column/bed interface.
Consequently, it is re'ommended that in these areas conventional ecno

sounding is sapplementeid by routine densimeter observations.

A~ionrY1m)s (N.D.), "Density Measurements in Situ," (Netherlands:

Public Works Department, Lower Reaches Directorate, Surveying
Division, Research Section).

See also: Heilema, j. A. (1981), "Siit Density Measurement," Tne

Dock and Haruour Authority, January 1981, pp. 282-284.

Abstract

Excessive siltation taKes place in Europoort, and tne very thin silt

is inefficient to dredge. After extensive tests, the nautical bottom

4as defined as the deptn at whica a density of 1200 kq/m
3 was

measure'ed. Sin-*e a not:ru1 echo sounder cannot detect tnis nautical
deptri, otaun e of tne loss of signal in the silt, a radioactive

density pro}e hus been developel for this purpose. The probe is

"ow'-rt into the silt, and tiie amount of radiation reflected by tne
siLt lefines -re measurei diensity. This report describes the

placticli tests of raddoactive density measurements since the end of

ir?
7 3 , togetner wiTh the findings during the ensuing operational period.

As these point-measutements are time-consuming, a special

sabbottoin profiler witi parametric transmitter has been developed to

provi 1 cotinuousuy avainl::.be subbottom information. This system is
believed to be tIne 'rrst. )t its Kind in Western Europe.

7 -no- '1us i i)-, Nc4on-Lineal Sub-Bottom Profiler System,"

ifrertal Oredg r; f s Port CnstructLon, ri 1981, pp. 2--30.

A .thi ' , C , r. tr

r'ii; .,-if arttcifre :3resents tn, tecnnicai details or a non-linear

sub-outtu):n proft er to ne developed cy Ulvettech Ltd. of Ulverston,

t'umbrl , for deployment in and dround botn Europooit and Rotterdam.

"ho prof,]er will bu lhoused in a gyro-stabilized piatform so that it

w. u ;,,)t b, ii ected by t: e roll and pitch motion ot the survey

ro t:. Tue .ystem wi l provide a very acurate cortour of the ;eaoed
tii --h,. th,: lirferent denity layers to a deptn ot about 2) m below

the srin-1. DetaiLs of a iual mechanical scanning sonar system arid a
sonar id syster ,everoUpl by ulverteco are also presented in tie
art '.cie.

Urriman, 1. W., anl J. B. lrbich (1977), "Major Port Improvement

Alternative-, for tne Texas Coast," COE Report No. 197,

i;WJU-Sh-/ /-Ir (Coile Station, Tex.: Texas A&M University).

ia - -- - -,i-
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Abstract
With the advent in recent years of very large crude cairiers (VLCC)
and ultralarge crude carriers (ULCC), the United States has fallen
behind many other maritime countries in providing suitable docking

facilities. The shortfall in port facilities capable of handling the
deep-draft vessels, coupled with rapidly growing volume of imports and
exports of bulk commodities, has resulted in a critical need for
improved port facilities in this country.

The lack of port facilities capable of handling VLCCs and ULCCs,
coupled with a rapidly growing volume of imports and exports of bulk

commodities, and projected growth in oil importation and refining
levels, make it imperative that port facilities be further improved

along the Texas coast. The onshore deepwater port has the advantage
of being able to accommodate the larger carriers of bulk commodities
as well as large tankers which transport petroleum products. The port
improvements tor the Texas coast are deemed to be necessary to provide
modern and efficient port facilities to shippers and ensure continued
economic well-being for the regions served by these ports.

Ship channel design criteria are discussed in terms of minimum
width and depth requirements for various size vessels. A portion of

the design work contained in this paper was checked using a
mathematical model ieveloped .jy Mr. Edward T. Gates of the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers and a graduate student at Texas A&M University. It
is recommended that this mathematical model be utilized extensively in
any future work dealing with channel design.

The following channel design criteria are necessary to provide
for the safe navigation of VLCCs and ULCCs:

1. Channel Widtn

Maneuverinq Lane (A) = 2.0 x Beam + L sin 100, where

L sin 100 applies

to cnannels with

strong yawing forces.

Bank Clearance Lane (B) = 1.5 x Beam
Ship Ciearance Lane (C) = 1.0 x Beam
One-Way Traffic Widti = A +2B

Two-Way Traffic Width = 2A + 2B + C

2. Channel Depth

Channel .)epth in Inner Channel = f (loaded draft, squat, and minimum
keel clearance)

Channel Depth in Outer Channel = f (loaded draft, effect of pitch

and roll, and minimum keel
clearance), where effect of roll

and pitch = L/2 sin 10.

)
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Improved cnannel designs are presented for the ports of Port
Arthur, Galveston, Freeport, and Corpus Christi.

Bijker, E. W. (1978), "Science and Design of Navigation Trenches and
Offshore Trenches," Proc. 8th World Dredging Conf., pp. 69-76.

Author's Abstract
The general requirements of shipping lanes are that they guarantee a
safe passage of the snips with regard to navigation in general, and
width and depth in particular. The impact of science as discussed in
this paper means that under more or less normal conditions, empirical
knowledge may be sufficient; for extraordinary new situations,

however, a basic knowledge of the physical phenomena determining the

situation will be required. This implies that theories should be
available or developed to elaborate wave and current data in order to
predict the behavior of the channel and of the ships in the channel.

Bijker, E. W. (1980), "Sedimentation in Channels and Trenches,"
Proc. 17th Coastal Eng. Conf., Vol. Il, pp. 1708-1718.

Abstract
In this paper, the siltation in approach channels and trenches due to

crosscurrents and waves is discussed. When the current crosses the
channel obliquely rather than at a right angle, a greater distance

over which the water flows over the greater depth is introduced.
Deviations in the flow pattern due to the channel are neglected.
However, when the flow pattern is known, either from measurements in
nature or in the model, this effect can easily be introduced. The

influence of the waves is introduced through an increased bed shear
and subsequently higher diffusion coefficient. Although computer
programs are available to calculate the siltation under the above
described circumstances, the paper presents a relatively simple method
which permits a quick estimate of the siltation to be expected witnout
the use of a big computer. This method could be usefui for a first
appraisal for the various solutions, by the engineer in the field.

Blaauw, H. G., J. W. Koeman, and J. Stratinj (1981), "Nautical
Contributions to an Integration Port Design," Publication No. 251
(Netherlands: Delft Hydraulics Laboratory).

Abstract
This paper presents a harbor design strategy in whica the nautical
aspects are treated as an integral part. A harbor is designed to
ensure the safe and efficient transport of goods, and these goals are,
to a large extent, determined by the behavior of ships. The paper
shows that different nautical research tools should be used at the
various design phases. In the initial phase, several design

-I
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alternatives are produced using rules of thumb, engineering
experience, or mathematical models. An initial master plan is

selected, and in the final stage, advanced hydraulic models and
maneuvering simulators may be used to optimize the initial master

plan. The nautical research tools are described in detail, and the
setup is illustrated with tne results of research programs and recent
case studies.

Bos, H. (1479), "Marketing Research and 8usiness Economics," Land and
Water International, pp. 20-22.

Abstract
The Dutch dredging market is dividedI into three sectors: (i) the sand
sector (mining of sand, clay, gravel, etc.), (2) the maintenance
sector, and (3) tho capital sector (new works). 'he price development
for trailing-suctioii dredging woik in the Netherlands indicates that

the average level of prices is :ontinually rising, while the mutual

differences between tiie observed market prices have increased. The
effect ot recent csuanges in the dredging market on the relationship

between contra:tors and principals in various sectors of tne market is

discussed. Methois tor iinimizing the cost of maintenance dredging

for the principal by reducing tie quantlty to be dredged and the price

per unit of ;poil are suggested.

Eden, E. W. (1>71), "Vessel Controllability in Restricted Waters,"

J. Waterways, Harburs and Coastal Eng., Proc. ASCE, 97(WW3):
47 5 -490.

Abstract
A discussion of vebsel controllabiliry La restricted waters is

presented, and the factors influencing controllability are considered

in detail. The motion of a vessel jenerates pressures, currents, and

waves which, after impingement upon restricting boundaries, will
create secondary, ieact. Lmns. 'rtose forces vary with the clearance

between the vessel and tixeI bouui4aries and the speed of and distance

to other ressels, It any. The c(ntrollability of the vessel depends
upon the rudide power, the reaction o the pilot, and the speed with
which change3 in vessel speed and heading can be made. The

hydrodynamic characteristic-4 of vessel motion through the water and
the effects of rigid bouriaties and passing snips are explained. The

action of a single propeller or twin propellers is another factor
which affects the shape ind magnitude of pressure and velocity tields.

Methods of evaluating the controllability of a vessel are

described. Standard maneuvers such as the zig zag, spiral, or sine

test are used to determine the reaction of the vessel in full-scale,
deepwater trials or in hydraulic model tests in the laboratory.
Another index used by naval architects to define controllability is
the turning circle at full ahead speed with a 350 starboard rudder.

Am
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The stopping distance is also an important element of
controllability. Experimental data indicate that at least four

factors important in the controllability of any vessel vary with the
relative channel dimensions.

These factors are (1) sinkage or squat, (2) lateral forces and
turning moments, (3) directional stability, and (4) resistance, or
drag.

The research needs are briefly reviewed and a program to reduce
uncertainties and improve theoretical appraisals of vessel
controllability under given conditions is described.

Gates, E. T., and J. B. Herbich (1977a), "Mathematical Models for the
Design, Operation and Economic Analysis of Deep-Draft Navigation
Channels," Proc. 24th international Nay. Cong., PIANC, Leningrad,
U.S.S.R., pp 175-181.

Abstract
Engineers generally determine the dimensions of a navigation channel

by design policy and by use of standard ratios of proportions of the
selected design vessel. Because of the great changes in relative

dimensions of the world's marine fleets, these techniques should no
longer be universally applied. This criterion--ratio approach to
design--also does not take into consideration the individua..
characteristics (prevailing winds and currents) of each separate
channel location. A channel design model and a channel operations
model (under development) are described in this paper. These models

ar:e modular in structure and include theory limitation indicators.
The channel design nodel determines the design vessel's reaction

to the effects of squat, changes in water salinity, boundary layers
due to vessel motion, current, wind, changes in neutral steering line

due to asymmetry in the channel cross-section, bank suction, and other
phenomena. The squat module computes the increase in vessel draft due
to brackish water, then computes tne squat for the primary (design)
vessel alone and when in a passing or overtaking condition with a

secondary vessel for eacn speed in a designated range. The bank
suction module computes the lateral forces and turning moments due to

the bank suction phenomenon. The neutral steering line module
computes the distance between the neutral steering line and the

channel centerline for a given cross-section and then adds this
distance algebraically to the given ship off-centeriine distance.

This new distance is used by the bank suction module in computing
lateral forces and turning moments. The vessel attitude module
determines the magnitude of the drift angle and rudder angle required
to neutralize the lateral forces and turning noments caused by the

effects of bank suction, crosswinds, and lateral current components.
j The ship-generated waves module calculates the magnitude of the

ship-generated wave at the vessel and at each cusp point as the wave
propagates out from the vessel sailing line. The stopping distance
module computes the astern thrust per ton displacement ratio required
to stop a vessel in a given requirel distance.
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The channel operations model mathematically simulates the
movement of vessels and barge trains in and out of a specified port.

This model accumulates and reports operational, safety, and cost data
for delays due to passing traffic including barges, one-way traffic,
passing fixed objects such as bridge piers, accidents, insufficient
draft due to wind and tides, bad weather, unavailable dock facilities,
and traffic saturation.

The channel design model is being used by the Galveston District;
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; the Galveston, Texas, City Port Safety
Advisory Council; and the U.S. coast Guard, and the results to date

have been good. The channel operations model is expected to be
operational in the near future.

Gates, E. r., and J. B. HerbLcti (1977b), "Matnematical Model to Predict

the Behavior of Deep-Draft Vessels in Restricted Waterways," COE
Report No. 20; (College Station, Tex.: rexas A&M University).

Author's Abstract
Presently deep-dratt navigation chdnnel analysis, design and review is

based on empirically detived ratios -f tne design vessel's

dimensions. Becaus - of raiicAi changes in vessel operation purposes
and characteristics, these ratios can no longer be safely or
economically applied.

The mathematical model and related theory described in this

document provide tne engineer with a comprehensive tool in the design

and review of deep-draft navigation channels. Trrough its use le will

be able to predict valees of squat, bank suction forces and moments,

equilibrium drift vnd rudder angles, and neigtts of ship-generated

waves for varied cnannel configurations, ship positions and ship
velocities. Through the determination of channel section

configuration sensitivity, an optimal design both operationally and
economically can be achieved.

Gates, E. T., and J. B. herbich (1978), "A Mathematical Model tor the

Review or Design of Deep-Draft Navigation Channels with Respect

to Vessel Drift and Rudder Angles," Proc. Symp. on Aspects of
Navigability, Delft, Netherlands, April.

Author's Abst-act
A comprehensive mathematical model nas been developed for the design

and review of deep-draft navigation channels. Input to the model
consists of the channel configuration, the design vessel dimensions
and environmental considerations such as winds and currents. The

output consists of squat values, neutral steering line variations,
bank suction forces and turning moments, drift and rudder angles
required to overcome the various forces and turning moments,

ship-generated wave heights and stopping distances, all for varying
speeds and varying distances from the centerline of the channel.

4 i N .. .. r I =
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This paper deals predominantly with the theory involved with the
variation of the neutral steering line caused by the asymmetry of the

channel cross section and witn the determination of bank suction

forces and turnino moments and the required vessel drift and rudder

angles to overcome these forces and moments. Lateral currents and
wind can also be considered.

The Houston Ship Channel has been used as a prime example of the

model's application. The deviation of the neutral steering line from

the centerline of the channel in passing or overtaking is traced for

the Houston Ship Channel. Design procedures are presented to

demonstrate what changes can be made to the channel cross-section to

shift the neutral steering line back toward the centerline of the
channel, thereby reducing any excessive drift and rudder angles to

allowable values.

Hellema, J. A. (1979), "Density Measurements in Situ" (Netherlands:

Public Works Department, Lower Reaches Directorate, Measuring
Division, Research Section).

Abstract
The rapid increase in the draft of ships was one of the factors that
promped the construction of the Europoort harbor area and the Maas
Flats. The original aim of the design was 57 ft, but at the opening
of the permanent entrance in June 1971, Europoort was capable of
handling ships of 65 ft draft. The everincreasing scale of the ships
led to Europoort's access channels and harbor basins being further
deepened so that at the end of 1974, ships of 68 ft draft could be
accommodated.

As the harbor depth increased, a new problem emerged: each year
millions of cubic meters of silt had to be dredged to maintain the
guaranteed depth of Amiterdam Ordnance Datum--22.5 m in Europoort.

The cost involved led the National Public Works Department and
the municipality of Rotterdam to initiate a joint research project at
the end of L'J73 entitled "Minimizing the Costs of Maintenance Dredging
Work."

The working party on "Silt Soundings and Density Measurements"
6recommended the ra:ioactive density meter of the Atomic Energy

Research Ectablishment (AERE) at Harwell, England, as a means of

measuring the silt density for the study. This report describes the
development and methodology of the density measuring system.

Herbich, J. B., W. R. Murden, and C. C. Cable (1981), "Factors in the

Determination of a Cost-Effective Dredging Cycle," Proc. XXV Int.
Nay. Cong., Inland and Maritime Waterways and Ports, PIANC,
Section II, Vol. 2, Edinburgh, Scotland, May 10-16.

Abstract
In determining a cost-effective dredging cycle, one should consider
and include the different stages involved:

, Ii iii"_
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1. The definition of requirements for the navigation channel
characteristics and for the method of disposal of the dredged material.

2. The design and specifications, which includes the
geotechnical site investigation, project design elements, optimization
of the dredging system, and the method for measuring progress and for
determining satisfactory completion of a project.

3. The execution of the work in accordance with the
environmental laws of the United States.

4. The design and construction of dredqes in the United States.

The report discusses the research needed to improve the efficiency of
the dredging cycle, save fuel, and reduce dredging costs.

Huval, C. J. (1978), "Mathematical Models for Navigation Channel

Design," 26th Proc., Annual ASCE Hydraulic Civ. Spec. Conf.,
Verification of Math. and Phys. Models in Hydraulic Eng.,
University of Maryland, August 9-1i, pp. 273-279.

Abstract
The U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) nas

undertaken a study to determine the minimum dimensions of deep-draft
navigation channels compatible with the assurance of safe operating

conditions. The factors influencing snip control and the design of
navigation channels are discussed, with emphasis on the piloting and

navigation aspects of the control system. Some of the critical
maneuvers during the port approach and exit phases are also described.

The advantages and disadvantages of alternative research
techniques are evaluated and compared. The main advantage of physical

models is the ability to observe the channels and the ship maneuvers,
while the disadvantages are the model-to-ship resistance differences
and the time-scale distortion due to Froude scaling between velocity
and distance ratios. The model piloting behavior is dependent on the

time scale, and the eftects of time-scale distortion on scale model
test results are not presently known. Mathematical models use the

equations of ship motion together with captive model test data. A
complete mathematical model with complex bank suction effects requires
the detailed specification of many hydrodynamic coefficients and
involves many towing tank test conditions. If hydrodynamic data are

available, however, the ease and speed of solution make this technique
attractive for an exploratory study of navigation aid aspects of

piloting ships into channels. Ship simulators have been developed for
study of channel design. A dedicated computer is necessary for ship

motion calculations and to control simulated ship bridge nautical
equipment and the image of the projection system. The use of

.4,
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mathematical models at WES is briefly discussed, and the development
of a ship research simulator is considered. The three research

methodologies should be used jointly in a complementary fashion.

lijima, Y., and K. Honda (1973), "Channel Width of Harbor Entrance,"

J. Naut. Soc. Japan, 50: 91-L03.

Author's Abstract

The design of harbor entrances must be dictated by the size and

maneuverability of the largest vessel anticipated to enter the harbor
and also the local factors, but it does not seem that the design of

existing harbors considers very many of the above factors. This paper
describes how a criterion of narbor channel width is expressed as a

numerical formula based on the above factors. The total width of
channel is divided into three widths whose clearances are based upon a

study of the Panama Canal, that is, (a) width of maneuvering lane, (b)

width of the bank clearance lane, and (c) width of the snip clearance
lane.

A computer program called TRANSAP-LNG is used for system design
and economic evaluation of LNG transportation systems. The system
model includes all the stages related to LNG transportation, sucn as
gas wells, gas pipelines, liquefaction stations, LNG tankers and
gasification stations. Since these sub-systems, either single or
multiple, are linked together as a total system, optimization of the
total system of multiple projects can be made as well as optimization
at lower system levels. Particularly, an optimized LNG tanker can be
designed in view ,t optimization of the total transportation project.

International A.isociation of Ports and Harbors (1981), "Special Care

Measures for Safe Disposal of Polluted Dredged Material in the
Marine Environment," Submitted to the Ad Hoc Scientific Group on
LDumping--5tti Mcetinq, Halifax, Canada, May 4-8.

Abstract
The need for hciqg of ports and harbors both taor enlargement and
for maintenance ot existing channels is expected to increase in the
1980s ind beyond. Ways must be found to permit ports and harbors to

continue the dredqgny of new and existing waterways to assist in
achieving safe passage uf vessels of commerce. A certain percentage
of this dredged material, particularly that derived from maintenance
dredging, can be expected to be polluted with Annex I substances,
which must be disposed ir such manner as to cause the receiving
environment as little deqradation as is reasonably possible.

Public and economic pressures against use of some present-day
types of land envirouments are increasing the difficulty of finding

and using disposal sites on the land that can be considered safe and
within reasonable distances from ports and harbors. Examination of
the marine environment reveals that it has a high potential for

I
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assimilating dredged material without creating undue environmental
risk. This paper examines the problem and delineates possible

solutions. It is concluded that if "special care" measures are used
in disposal and in dumpsite selection, the disposal into the marine

environment of dredged material containing Annex I substances would in
many cases present no greater risk of environmental harm than the

disposal of Annex II substances.

Kirby, R., W. R. Parker, and W. H. A. van Oostrum (1980), "Definition
of the Seabed in Navigation Routes through Mud Areas,"

International Hydrographics Rev., Monaco, LVII (1): 107-117 (Also
First International Hydrographic Technical Conference, Ottawa,
May 1979).

Author's Abstract
Over most types of seabed the interface between the seabed sediment

and the overlying sea water column is sharp and clearly identified by
survey echo sounders. However, in areas with a large mooile

population of cohesive sediment (mud), dense layers of suspended
sediment occur which are intermediate in character between muddy
seawater and the settled mud of the bed.

Such suspensions (fluid mud) may create a surveying problem,

owing to the multiple layering they produce on ecno sounder records.
Echo sounders alone do not allow an objective decision on which

reflector should be regarded as the seabed for navigational purposes.
A new technique has been devised involving detailed profiles of

in situ density through the suspensions using gamma-ray densimeters.
This informationftogether with knowledge of ship behavior in dense

media, facilitates decisions on what values of in situ density should
be defined as the seabed. A density value of 1.2 gm/m

3 is now used

by the Netherlands Rijkswaterstaat to define the "nautical depth,"

since research has shown that suspensions of lower density do not
significantly impede the passage of ships.

In Europoort sudden influxes of sediment during storms produce
layers up to 3.0 m in thickness which are detected by echo sounders,
and once the presence of such a suspension resulted in the temporary
closure of the port to supertanker navigation. However, density

surveys reveal that on arrival these suspensions are of very low
density and thus do not present a hazard to navigation.

Density surveys are also used to guide the maintenance dredging
fleet to areas where the 1.2 gm/cm 3 density level is shallower than
the nominal datum for the channel or to areas where consolidation nas

progressed to a point where high production is possible.

j ,,, - '- - I -I I
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Kondstaal, R., and J. van der Weide (1981), "Systems Approach in
Integrated Harbor Planning," Publication No. 250 (Netherlands:
Delft Hydraulics Laboratory), presented at the Seatech III
Conference in Asian Ports Development and Dredging, Singapore,
March.

Abstract
Port design and operation consists of an integrated series ot
multidisciplinary interests and requires a variety of input design
criteria and boundary conditions. A systems analysis approach to port
planning is presented in this report. The port is first considered as
a system in the transport network linking production and consumption
and the minimization of costs is discussed. The three steps in the
systems approach to port planning are analysis of cargo flow,
preparation of a master plan, and design of the harbor. The main
elements of the master plan are shipping, site selection, conceptual
plans, and dimensions. The costs of port facilities and vessels are
considered, and various simulation techniques used in port planning
are discussed.

Kray, C. J. (1973), "Design of Ship Channels and Maneuvering Areas,"
J. Waterways, Harbors and Coastal Eng., Proc. ASCE, 99(WWI):
89-110.

Abstract
In view of the constant increase in vessel sizes, projects for
improving channels and maneuvering areas, straightening of curves and
deepening, as well as increasing the widths of the various sections of

channels are being requested by navigation interests. There are
basically two kinds of channels: (1) open-type, in wide waters,

natural or dredged channels, often constituting the deepest portions
of a bay or river, strait, or maneuvering area; and (2)

restricted-type, in confined waters, excavated channel or canal,
restricted inland sea extension, canal between islands, or between

mainland and islands. Factors influencing the design of width and
alignment of channels and dimensions of maneuvering areas required for
vessels are discussed in detail in this paper.

The controllability of a ship in open and in confined water is
affected by the vessel's characteristics and speed, winds, waves,
currents, visibility, solid obstructions, snoaling, and traffic. The

vessel behavior in channels and maneuvering areas is influenced by
bottom and bank suction, interference of passing ships, rudder

response, and increase in required driving power in shallow, confined
waters. The human element involves ship operators, pilots, their
reactions and attitudes, time lapse in communication, errors of
judgment, and their knowledge of ship properties and the channel's

configuration and peculiarities.
Forces external to the ship include the effects of wind, waves,

and currents on the path of ships in entrance channels and in the

* open-type and restricted-type waterways.
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The effect of the underkeel depth in channels for ships in
motion, the effects of ship location in the channel, and the effects
of passing ships are also considered.

The optimum direction of the entrance channel depends on forces
external to the vessel, the human element, and the vessel's
controllability. Turns in the channel direction should not be
employed unless necessary, since any change in channel direction
causes changes in flow and velocities as compared to the straight
section and makes navigation more difficult. The increase of channel
width in bends can be considered as a function of the angle of
deflection, length, beam, and controllability of the vessel, radius of
curvature, and environmental conditions. The turning basin's size is
a function of the length and maneuverability of the ships using them.
It also depends on the time permitted for the execution of turning
maneuvers.

Research needs to produce reliable design criteria are identified
as (1) influence of channel dimensions and layouts on handling of
vessels, predicting their motions and rudder response, hydrodynamic
mass evaluation, and optimization of geometry for channels and
maneuvering areas; (2) establishment of maximum safe speeds and
evaluation of increase in required driving power of ships in shallow
and restricted waters; (3) ship passing phenomena, and bank suction in
restricted waterways; (4) effects of reduced visibility, wind, wave,
and current on vessels, particularly in difficult sections of
channels; and (5) ship clearance requirements and alignment of
channels and maneuvering areas.

McDonald, R. M. (1977), "Development of the Ship Channel between
Montreal and Deep Sea," Marine Tech., 14: 192-197.

Author's Abstract
The dredged channel of the St. Lawrence River between Montreal and Ile
aux Coudres forms part of one of the largest inland navigation systems
in the world. From the Gulf, ships can travel almost 2000 miles to
the head of the lakes. The various stages of development of the
channel to obtain a -ntrolling depth of 25 ft between Montreal and
Quebec City and a sui -cient depth for a draft of 48 ft--with the aid
of the tide--from Quebec City eastward are discussed in this paper.

Mikkelsen, L., P. Mortensen, and T. Sorensen (1980), "Sedimentation
in Dredged Navigation Channels," Proc. 17th Coastal Eng. Conf.,
Vol. II, pp. 1719-1734.

Abst rac t
The feasibility of a harbor project, which involves dzi. giv9 of an
access channel, may to a large extent depend on the fut-: e maintenance
dredging in the channel. It is therefore important to be atule to
calculate sedimentation in dredged channels with sufficient accuracy.
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In 1974 and 1975, the Danish Hydraulic Institute (DhM) carried
out a study of the most feasible access channel to Warri Port situated
in the Western Niger Delta, Nigeria. Two alternative entrances were
studied, and in conclusion it was recommended to improve the existing
access channel through Escravos Entrance, as this solution would yield
much smaller maintenance dredging quantities as compared to an access
channel through Forcados Entrance.

In 1978, it was decided to improve the accuracy of the
sedimentation estimates for a dredged channel through Forcados
Entrance, and therefore it was recommended by DHI to dredge test pits
in the alignment of the channel and to carry out a pertinent
monitoring program.

The paper presents: (1) The test pit monitoring program and
results, including a discussion of measurement tecnniques, and (2)
calculation of sediment transport in combined currents and waves and

comparison with the monitoring results.
On the basis o' the test pit monitoring and tne measured current

and wave parameters it has been possible to calibrate the sediment
transport rates in combined waves and currents. Tne test pit results
have been used to obtain a satisfactory exprtqsion for tne sedument
diffusion coefficient s and hence the concentration profile.

Using the calibrated transport rates, tne tncoretical
sedimentation model, and the wave and current statistics, it has been
possible to calculate the expected annual 3edimentation in the dredged
channel. Further, it has been possible to predict tne consequences of
changes in the depth ratio Dj/D 2 and in tne cnannel widtti and
hence to produce an optimal design of tne channel.

In conclusion, the sedimentation model nas proved itself to be a
very useful tool for studies of expected sedimentation quantities,
particularly if the transport rates can be calibrated through
pertinent field studies.

Minorsky, V. U. (1977), "Grounding Probability Studies," Final Report
on Task IV, Feb. 76 - Jan. 77, prepared for U.S. Maritime
Administration by George C. Sharp, Inc., New York.

Authcr's Abstract
Grounding statistics for vessels over 6000 G.T. were compiled for the

6 years 1970-1975. Results were analyzed for tankers and non-tanKers,
each in four gross tonnage groups as to location, cause, and result.

Groundings were studied in detail on proposed nuclear vessel routes
with an approximate calculation of casualty probability based on route
casualties and ship traffic flow.

U i A
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Recommendations are given to help reduce the frequency of

groundings for the nuclear vessels.

Muir, William C., G. D. Pence, and J. R. Pomponio (1981), "Deepening

the Hampton Roads--The EIS Process," Proc. l4tn Annual Dredging

Seminar (College Station, Tex.: Texas A&M University).

Abstract

Since 1973 the foreign demand for coal has risen dramatically. The

oil embargo of that year forced Europe and Japan to convert most of

their energy demands from oil to coal. That demand for coal nas

stimulated growth in many U.S. ports, the greatest of which is the

Hampton Roads complex. Last year over half of the nation's coal

exports, approximately 50 million tons, came trom Newport News,

Norfolk, and Portsmouth which make up the Hampton Roads complex. Over

the next five years, that volume is expected to double.

The existing channel depth in the Hampton Roads is 45 tt. This

depth severely limits the ability of larger coal colliers, greater

than 80,000 DWT, to load. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE)

extensively studied the feasibility of deepening the channel to 55 ft

and found it economically justifiable. In 1980 the COE prepared a

Draft Environmental Impact Statement which proposed expansion of the

channel to 55 ft but which presented a myriad of environmental

concerns. The-'e included such considerations as filling b000 acres of

the Dismal Swamp, the potential contamination of groundwater supplies

from spoil disposal, and the changes in salinity in the tributaries to
the Hampton Roads.

Through the efforts of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

ani the Fish and Wildlife Service working with the COE, an extensively

modified Final Environmental Impact Statement nas been prepared. The

final plan relies upon a mixture of dredged material disposal

alternatives, including beach nourishment 6F clean sand, containment

of contaminated sediments, and ocean disposal of the remaining

material, most of which is uncontaminated. Channel deepening induced

salinity changes should be more thoroughly understood as a result of

extensive modeling required prior to dredging. Monitoring programs

will be established to gain further insight into chemical and physical

changes associatod with the project.

Nederlof, L. (197)), "Sailing Through Water Rich in Silt: A Vessel

Behaves Differently but Remains Manageable," Rotterdam Europoort

Delta, pp. 1)-22.

Author's Abstract

The State Waterways Department and the City of Rotterdam recently

completed a study on the behavior of vessels in rivers or ports with

very muidy beds. Sandy beds iiavt a reasonably firm structure and a
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clearly defined surface, but the composition of muddy beds is quite
different. In that case there is no question of any clear profile.

The vessel meets a body of water with floating particles of silt,
which become more dense toward the bed. Finally there is a body of
silt which may be regarded as more or less consolidated.

The composition of such muddy beds had been hard to measure in
the past, but recent new measuring techniques are making it possible
to probe the structures of muddy beds thoroughly. New insiglts
resulted which were related to the maneuvering possibilities of (very
large and deep-drawing) vessels.

The study was part of a joint research project entitled
"Minimization of the Cost of Maintenance Dredging" and nas given birth
to different ideas about the required depths of ports and rivers.

This is of interest to nautical experts because it nas extended
the "available water deptn" notion which from now on should be judged
somewhat differently insofar as muddy beds are concerned. For port
managers the information is important from the viewpoint of fixing thle
time for new dredging.

Nederlof, L., and G. van Bochove (1981), "Maneuvering Benavior of snips
in Muddy Canals and Harbors," The Dock and Harbor Authority,
Netherlands, Vol. LXII, No. 726 (May), pp. 2-6.

Abstract
Maneuverability of mammoth tankers (VLCCs) in silty waters has becn
shown to create many problems in certain harbors tnroughout the
world. A group of researchers and scientists at the Netherlands Ship
Model Basin have conducted a series of tests which are broken up into
three categories or parts. The tests involve the investigation of the
composition of the bed in the approach channel, the investigation of
thle maneuvering pattern of deep-draught tankers when passing over
silt, and the investigation of the maneuvering pattern of deep-draught
tankers above silt in the model tank.

Tests were run to determine the composition of thle bed using a
radioactive density indicator, and the results showed that deposition
of silt was particularly heavy in the period toward the end of the
year.

Test results of a deep-draft tanker when passing over silt snowed
that the passing vessel sets up a stern wave at the interface of water
and silt, the density of the silt does not change during the passage,
and when thle ship is passing, a layer of silt is brought into
suspension.

The model results i.owed that the resistance is much greater in
silt and requires higher propeller revolutions, the stopping distance
is reduced, the squ-at ind trim are less, the effectiveness of the
rudder increases sharply, and the effectiveness of the propellers is
not constant.
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Ottevanger, G. (1979), "Dredging Operations in the Approaches to

Rotterdam," Land and Water International, pp. 27-32.

Abstract

The advantages of the trailing-suction hopper dredger over dredging

equipment used prior to 1957 in the Nieuwe Maas and the Rotterdam

Waterway are discussed in detail. A description of the electronic

position-fixing equipment used on these dredgers is presented.

Details are given of the execution of the dredging and disposal

operations, as well as of the supervision of the maintenance

dredging. New developments for trailing-suction hopper dredgers

include the recording of positional and loading data on magnetic tape
for computer analysis, and a probe which continuously monitors the

loading pattern of the dredger. Survey echo sounders and systems for

position-fixing of the draghead are now being developed.

Trawle, M. J. (1981a), "Prediction of Shoaling Rates for Deepened

Estuarine Navigation Channels," Proc. l4tn Annual Dredging

Seminar (College Station, Tex.: Texas A&M University).

Abstract

This paper presents an empirical method of shoaling analysis based on

historical dredging and shoaling records that results in reliable
predictions of future shoaling for deepened channel conditions

occurring either from an increase in authorized channel depth or from

advance maintenance. The method presented was designed to De general

enough that it can be applied to most navigation projects without
difficulty. To demonstrate how the method would be applied to real

navigation projects, the Texas City Channel in Galveston Bay, Texas,

was evaluated and results were discussed.

Trawle, M. J. (1931b), "Effects of Depth on Dredging Frequency: Methods

of Estuarine Shoaling Analysis, Technical Report H-78-5

(Vicksburg, Miss.: U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment

Station).

Autnor's Abstract

Whenever deepening of a dredged channel is under investigation, a

prediction must be made as to the effect of the deepening on the

existing dredging requirements. If the deepening is related to
ad-.ance maintenance dredging rather than to an increase in authorized
depth, the prediction becomes even more difficult because the project

is allowed to shoal over a wide range of depth. Currently, a variety

of arbitrary, rule-of-thumb procedures are used for predicting the

effect of increasing depth on dredging requirements.

The overall objective of this investigation was to e" late the

effectiveness of advance maintenance dredging in reducing dradging
frequency and/or costs in the maintenance of coastal channels and

i
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harbors and to establish necessary guidelines for governing the
practice. This report, the second of a series, presents an empirical
method of shoaling analysis based on historical dredging and shoaling
records that results in reliable predictions of future shoaling for
deepened channel conditions resulting either from an increase in
authorized channel depth or from advance maintenance. The method
presented was designed to be general enough that it can be applied to
most navigation projects without difficulty. The p-ocedure was
described step-by-step using an example (fictitious) project. To
demonstrate how the method would be applied to real navigation
projects and to point out problems that occur when evaluating real
projects, selected Galveston Bay, Texas, navigation projects were
evaluated and tne results discussed.

Trawle, M. J., and J. B. Herbich (1980), "Prediction of Snoaiing Rates
in offshore Navigation Channels," Center for Dredging Studies,
Department of Civil Engineering Report No. 232 (College Station,
Tex.: Texas A&M University).

Abstract
This report discusses several techniques in use for prediction of

future dredging requirements whenever enlargement of estuarine/coastal
entrance channels is considered. The dredging requirements of six
selected entrance channels for both the existing dimensions and the
immediately previous dimensions were determined to evaluate tne
"9volume of cut" prediction technique. The six projects, selected on
the basis of availability of historical dredging data, were tne

Wilmington Harbor entrance channel in North Carolina, the Pascagoula
Harbor entrance channel in Mississippi, the Calcasieu River entrance
channel in Louisiana, the Sabine-Neches entrance channel and tne
Galveston Harbor entrance channel in Texas, and the Yaquina B~ay and
Harbor channel in Oregon. The adequacy of the "volume of cut"
technique is investigated by predicting the dredging requirements for

the existing project from the previous project dredging requirements.
The results, although based only on a limited number of projects,
suggest that the "volume of cut" technique can be a valuable tool
during the preliminary analysis of a proposed entrance channel
enlargement.

While the "volume of cut" procedure for predicting future
dredging requirements for enlarged entrance channels, as described by
the limited investigation conducted for this paper, is a rather
simplistic approach to a very complex problem, analysis of the data
does indicate a significant correlation between "volume of cut" and

dredging requirements. A more detailed examination of the reliability
of this method of prediction would necessitate the inclusion of other

factors, not considered here, which can affect shoaling in an
estuarine/coastal environment. Such factors include the effects of
tidal action, channel alignment, littoral drift, storms, and wave
action. The results of this report indicate that even a basic
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analysis using the "volume of cut" procedure, without considering any
of the above-mentioned factors, would aid significantly for prediction

purposes in the preliminary stages of project design.

Troesch, A. W., and S. Cohen (1980), "Relationship of Underkeel

Clearance and Vessel Speed to Grounding," Report No. 017999, Ship
Hydrodynamics Lab, University of Michigan.

Abstract
The sinkage, trim and underkeel clearance of the lead barges in a 3 x
3 barge train were measured. The barges represented typical
Mississippi River barges. The tests were conducted in response to a

USCG request to investigate groundings due to channel depth

decreases. The water depth varied from 2.6 to 1.05 times the barges'
draft. There were two bottom contours: one with constant depth and
one with an underwater obstacle in the form of a step. The speed of

the barge train was varied from 2 kn to 8 kn, full scale.

Turner, H. D. (1978), "Physical Model Study for improved Navigation

Channel Design," 26th Proc., Annual ASCE Hydraulic Div. Spec.
Conf.: Verification of Math. and Phys. Models in Hydraulic Eng.,

University of Maryland, August 9-11, pp. 265-272.

Abstract
The U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) is

conducting a study to determine the minimum dimensions of deep-draft
navigation channels for safe and efficient navigation. The model
study is focused on the improvement of navigation channel design
methods and uses free-running, remote-controlled scale models of

prototype ships as a means of evaluating the channels being tested.
Present navigation channel design criteria in the United States

were formulated in 1965 and are based on the 1948 tests during the

Panama Canal sea level project. The width allowance is from 2.8 to
5.0 times the design ship's beam for one-way traffic and 5.2 to 8.0

times the beam for two-way traffic. The width criterion depends on
Judgment factors relative to design ship controllability, strength of
yawing forces, quality of navigation aids, type of channel, and bank

orientation. The depth allowance is the sum of ship draft, salinity
effects, wave action, squat, and underkeel clearance. The design of
navigation channels is influenced by many factors, such as ship
dimensions, ship power to weight ratio, ship rudder and propeller
assemblies, type of traffic (i.e., one-way, two-way, overtaking), ship
speed, pilot ability, and environmental conditions (i.e., wind, waves,
fog).

In the model testing program, changes in ship draft, ship speed,
channel width, and channel depth will be evaluated. The testing
facility consists of two straight channel reaches connected with a
typical bend in the middle and a turning basin at each end. Later in
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the study, wind generators and a wave generator will be placed in the
turning basin to simulate wind and wave effects on navigation at
entrance channels. During a typical test run, time-based data such as
ship speed, rudder angle and ship heading will be collected and
analyzed to determine the safety of the channel. A test channel will
be declared unsafe if an excessive amount of rudder is required to
successfully navigate the cannel or if the model ship comes too close
to either the side or the bottom of the channel. The test results
will be compiled and used to construct design curves which define both
channel and ship parameters. Similar design curves will be developed
for various types of traffic, ships, navigation aids, pilot skill, and
environmental conditions.

van de Ridder (1979), "Rotterdam and the Harbor Silt," Land and Water
International, pp. 23-26.

Abstract
Maintenance dredging in the Rotterdam harbor basins is carried out by
two methods: (1) bucket dredger operations and storage of spoil
ashore and (2) trailing-suction dredger operations and dumping at
sea. This paper describes the technical aspec- , of both of these
methods.

The advantages of bucket dredgers are discussed, and the
increased production obtained after introduction of density
measurement instruments for determining nautical depth is outlined.
The transportation of the spoil to the discharge area by barges and
pipelines is also discussed.

Trailing-suction dredging operations are described for the period
from 1963 to 1977 in the Europoort and Botlek areas. The problems
involved in utilizing the full hopper capacity in both the winter and
the summer months and in disposing of silt contaminated by pollutants
are also discussed.

van Donselaar, H., et al. (1981), "The Maritime impact of Liquid Energy
Gases--the Planning and operational Aspects," Maritime Ports and
Seaways, Vol. I, Permanent International Association of
Navigational Congresses, XXV, Sec. II.

Abstract
This report treats a certain number of aspects concerning the
large-scale importation of liquefied gas into the Netherlands. The
world's energy situation is briefly described, and arguments are
presented for the importation of energy gases by the Netherlands. The
risks involved in the transport of liquefied gases by seagoing vessels
are discussed, and the factors governing the dimensions of channels
and harbors are outlined. Information is given on the relationship
between the ship behavior and the dimensions of the navigation
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channel. operational aspects, such as the regulation of traffic and
ship-related safety measures and procedures are also considered. The

results of traffic simulations of ships transporting liquefied gas are
presented. Various implementation aspects are discussed with
reference to existing harbors, a new shore-based harbor and an
offshore harbor. The report concludes with some comments on dredging
aspects of the activities involved with the adaptation of existing
harbors or the construction of new ones.

van Oostrum, W. H. A. (1979a), "Maintenance Dredging in Soft-Bedded
Navigation,"~ Control Dredging Association (CDEA) Conf.,
Netherlands.

Abstract

This paper describes the problems and solutions inl the process of
maintenance dredging. The discussion includes the siltation process
and the concept uf nautical depth in a soft-bedded channel. A
comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of density measuring
probes and echo sounders is presented. The automation of data

collection, data handling, and data presentation is discussed for the
dredging and surveying operations. The dredging program and dredging
decision are considered in terms of a programmed decision making
model. The final item considered is the marketing policy, especially
the ways in which to acquire the necessary capacity for dredging.

van Oostrum, W. H. A. (1979b), "MXO Project," Land and Water
International, pp. 17-19.

Abstract
The aim of the MXo project is to study scientific, technical and
economic possibilities for reducing the costs of maintenance dredging
operations. The research project has been divided into three main

parts: (1) studies of the morphological--and otiier--aspects of
sedimentation, (2) research into dredging tec~hniques, and (3) research
into marketing and business economics. This paper considers part I in
detail and briefly discusses part 2.

The sediment transport balance in the waterway area is analyzed,
and several means of reducing the amount of sediment to be dredged are
suggested. The effects of a silt trap placed at the mouth of
Europoort are described, and the methods of measuring the density of
silt deposits are outlined. The paper indicates possible solutions to
the problem of recirculation of silt from the dumping ground at sea to
the hartir entrance. A brief discussion of the programming dredging
method and continuous hopper measurement system is included.

... .. .
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van Qostrum, W. H. A. (1979c), "Operations Research in Dredging," Terra

et Aqua, 18: 2-15.

Author's Abstract
Modern dredging equipment constitutes a large capital outlay and is
expensive to run. Therefore attempts are being made continuously to
boost and to raise efficiency. In particular, attention has been
given to improving the mechanical and technical components of the
dredging system. During the last decade more and more electronics
have entered dredging technology. Parallel to this, extensive
developments have taken place in the field of hydrographical
surveying. More recently attempts have been made to raise output in
paid m3 by improvement of the management of dredging operations.
Computerized data-handling systems form the unavoidable basis for a
further integration of the basic activities of dredging work.

The large capital and maintenance dredging works in the
Rotterdam-Europoort area form an ideal test field to develop more
efficient dredging methods. operations research techniques are
playing an increasingly important role and several projects in this
field have already led to practical results such as programmed
dredging, flight recorders, survey and positioning automation routing
programs and navigation programming. As a binding element,
computerized data-flow connects all these applications.

Although most applications are related to dredging works executed
by self-propelled suction hopper dredgers, the methods are suitable
for stationary dredging as well.

van Oostrum, W. H. A., W. R. Parker, and R. Kirby (1980), "Maintenance

Dredging in Fluid Mud Areas," Third Int. Symp. Dredging Tech.,
Bordeaux, France, pp. 177-190.

Author's Abstract
Recent work has shown that rn~st mud dredging problems arise from the
penetration of harbor basins and channels by dense mobile near-bed
layers. When these layers stagnate, rapid deposition occurs, forming
fluid mud layers which exhibit characteristics transitional between
true seawater and the seabed.* These deposits present particular

dredging problems and cannot be dredged efficiently at the present
time.

As a result of the inefficiency of conventional maintenance
dredging other alternatives may be adopted to decrease the dredging
requirement. Examples discussed are the location of port facilities
in zones of low sedimentation or prevention of silt penetration using
locks, bubble curtains or removable barriers. Where siltation cannot
be avoided it may be handled more efficiently, depending on local
circumstances, by other concentration into traps or spreading. in

many areas of very high sedimentation the only way to cope with the

large sediment flux is by agitation dredging.
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In fluid areas still dredged by conventional trailer-sucti.on
dredgers, increases in efficiency and production must be sought in

improvements in surveying methods and in the design of dredging

plant. In this connection density measurements are replacing
conventional echo sounding surveys. The value of density surveys is
that they provide repeatable information on seabed characteristics
which are directly applicable to dredging requirements and to the
navigation of ships. Complementary developments of dredging systems

directed both to trailer-suction dredgers themselves and also to the
development of novel concepts such as stationary dredgers with the

complete removal of spoil from the local water circulation, point the
way to major increases in efficieiicy.

van Qostrum, W. H. A., et al.. (1981), "Dutch Efforts for Optimization

of Marine Dredging," Proc. XXV Int. Nay. Cong., Inland and

Maritime Waterways and Ports, PIANC, Section 11, Vol. 2,
Edinburgh, Scotland, May 10-16.

Abstract

A review of the present state-of-the-art in various fields of the

dredging industry is presented. The discussion includes surveying
methods, the nautical depth concept, overdredging, positioning system,

sampling techniques, dredging automation, and cost estimates.

Wang, S. (1980), "Full-Scale Measurements and Statistical Analyses of

Ship Motions in a Navigational Channel," Marine Tech., 17:
351-370.

Author's Abstract
Due to the trend of large dry and liquid bulk carrier construction in

recent years, safe navigation in ports and channels has been a great
concern to both the governmental regulatory agencies and the maritime
industries. This paper presents the results of a study on motions of
deep-draft vessels in a navigation channel. The objective of this

study was through measurement and analysis of the vessel motions to
4 validate the design assumptions for a specific channel as well as to

establish the general design information on channel width and depth
requirements, with respect to the ship characteristics and channel
environments.

Full-scale measurements of motion characteristics for 29 vessel

transits through the Columbia River Entrance Channel have been
conducted. The measurements include pitch, heave and roll motions,
vessel heading angles and position tracks. Analyses of the measured
data have been conducted with the objective to derive both the
short-term and long-term statistics. For short-term correlations, all

the motion variations have been assumed stationary, and comparisons of
the histograms of motion amplitudes with the theoretical Rayleigh
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distribution have been conducted and found satisfactory. As to the
long-term statistics, it is found that the measured data can be very
well represented by the log-normal distribution.

Waugh, Richard G., Jr. (1971), "Water Depths Required for Ship
Navigation," J. Waterways, Harbors and Coastal Eng., Proc. ASCE,
97(WW3): 455-47-3.

Abstract
The state-of-the-art in the selection of channel depth is briefly
reviewed to emphasize the fact that channel depth design in the United
States has been more a matter of judgment than one of rigorous
engineering analysis. The factors influencing the choice of channel
depth are discussed in detail. The recent increase in ship sizes is
outlined and a tabulation of channel depths in world ports is
presented in the Appendix. While the largest man-made federal
navigation channel in the United States to accommodate bulk commerce
has an effective depth of 45 ft, excluding additional clearances over
the ocean bar, several dredged channels in foreign ports have depths
exceeding 60 ft.

Changes in water salinity and temperature influence the density
of water and vessel draft. The trim of the vessel as loaded must also
be considered in channel depth design. For many vessels, trims of I
ft to 2 ft at rest are not uncommon. Normally, a I ft allowance is
provided in selecting the channel depth.

Vessel squat is a function of the vessel speed, water depth,
wetted cross section of the vessel, and the width and section of the
waterway. It can be shown that squat is also affected by the location
of the vessel in the waterway, the trimness of the vessel's lines, and
the presence of other vessels in the same cross-section. Although
vessel squat can be computed accurately in well-defined, regular
sections, little is known of vessel squat in deep and wide waterways.

Changes in trim while under way may cause the stern of the vessel
to slam the bottom as its speed increases. As the vessel approaches
the channel banks, its squat will tend to increase. The presence of
passing vessels will also increase the squat due to the reduction of
water area. The influence of waves on the ship motion and draft must
be taken into consideration, particularly in the ocean entrance
channels.

After allowances have been made for increases in a vessel's draft
due to squat, trim, freshwater densityand wave motion, an additional
allowance is added by the Corps of Engineers. The general practice
has been to provide 2 ft of clearance between the vessel's keel and
the channel bottom in soft material and from 3 ft to 4 ft where rock
is encoantered. Although primarily for safety, this clearance
increases vessel operating efficiency because under shallow water
conditions, the speed decreases, the resistance increases, and the
rudder response becomes more sluggish.
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The information available is inadequate to determine the safe
navigation depth required for vessels moving in restricted channels.
It is believed that the most critical single factor in channel depth
design is vessel squat. While some data have been accumulated for
vessels in canals, little is known of the vessel phenomena that take
place in irregular-shaped channels and estuaries.

Wicker, C. F. (1971), "Economic Channels and Maneuvering Areas for
Ships," J. Waterways, Harbors and Coastal Eng., Proc. ASCE,
97(WW3): 443-454.

Abstract
The state-of-the-art involved in the design of a ship channel is
briefly reviewed to stress the lack of knowledge concerning the
channel depths, widths, and alignments necessary for safe navigation.
The selection of the channel depth depends on factors such as squat,
changes in draft, due to differences in water density, ship response
to waves, and underkeel clearanceF' required for large vessels to
maintain a given speed in shallow depths. However, little is known
about squat in narrow, deep channels in estuaries, or the effects of
passing vessels, channel banks, and poor trim on squat. Ship response
to waves and power requirements for large vessels in shallow waters
are also not well defined. The design width of a channel depends on
the handling characteristics of the vessels using the waterway and the
effects of winds, waves, and currents on vessel heading. However,
reliable information on the effects of passing vessels, channel banks
and varying conditions of operation and loading is not provided to
channel designers. The width of the channel at the turns is
considerably wider than the straight reaches. Although the vessel
length, speed of travel, rudder response, and proximity of the banks
should be considered in determining the amount of turn, there are no
data on the coefficients to be applied in the relationship. As a
result, channels are generally planned in accordance with the best
depths in a natural waterway, or to minimize excavation, with little
attention to the needs of navigation.

A comparison of costs for a hypothetical excavation using 2 ft
overdepth with maintenance dredging is made for an overly conservative
channel design and an adequate, safe channel to illustrate the
excessive cost of making the channel wider and deeper than necessary.
Another cost comparison is made between an unsafe channel and an
adequately safe channel, to demonstrate that the apparent savings
involved in a minimal channel are likely to be exceeded by the
potential losses due to accidents, loss of life, loss of vessels,
costs of removal of wrecks, vessel delays, and cleanup of pollution.

A discussion of the factors involved in the design of navigation
channels includes environmental considerations such as the tidal
range, currents, waves, water densities, ice conditions,
meteorological conditions, geometry of the waterway, bottom materials,
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and shoaling potential. Vessel considerations such as length, beam,
static draft, trim, cruising speed, and controllability are also
discussed. Factors to be considered for vessel operation in channels
include speed and spacing regulations, density and frequency of
transits, overtaking or meeting vessels, and mix of vessels in the
traffic pattern. The human factor of pilot decisions must also be
included. Human failures can involve a lack of knowledge of the
channel inadequacies or the vessel peculiarities, a lack of skill, a
tendency to risk-taking, or a lack of complete attention.

With increasing vessel size and cost, navigation channels must be
deepened and widened, and the designer must be provided with the
necessary knowledge to design safe and economic channels.

Yeung, R. W. (1978), "On the Interactions of Slender Ships in Shallow
Water," J. Fluid Mech., 85: 143-159.

Author's Abstract

The unsteady hydrodynamic interaction of two bodies moving in a

shallow fluid is examined by applying slender-body theory. The bodies
are assumed to be in each other's far field and the free surface is
assumed to be rigid. By matched asymptotics, the inner and outer
problems are formulated and a pair of coupled integro-difterential
equations for determining the unknown cross-flows is derived. The
degree of coupling is shown to be related to a bottom-clearance
parameter. Expressions are given for the unsteady sinkage force,
trimming moment, sway force and yaw moment. Numerical calculations
for two weakly-coupled cases are presented. One corresponds to the
interaction of a stationary body with a passing one; the otner to the
interaction of two bodies moving in a steady configuration.
Theoretical results are compared with existing experimental data.

Zahn, A. S. (1977), "Grounding Characteristics and Effects," Final
Report on Task 5, Oct. 76 - Jan. 77, prepared for U.S. Maritime
Administration by George C. Sharp, Inc., New York.

Author's Abstract

Data on the details of 52 groundings were collected from the files of
[W') ind USCG from 1944 to 1975. Cases are identified by number or
lame, flaj, type, tonnage and characteristics. Information lists
repair costs, location of casualty, weather, cause of grounding, speed
<)f impact, information on double bottom condition; damage location,
loscription, length, width and depth; also type of sea bottom.

ITne data have not been analyzed.

- • i r i I - I '



APPENDIX B

SELECTION FROM ENGINEER MANUAL*

CHANNEL AND HARBOR DESIGN

.. :.IANNEL ITIIK, DPTli, ALIGNMENT, AND ORIENTATION. a. Based on navigation
req iirenlers I.

General Channel width is premised on the beam and steering characteristics of the
design vessels, the traffic density and the characteristics of other vessels encountered in

the channel, the characteristics of the waves likely to be experienced in the several reaches,
as well as the characteristics of the banks. Channel depth is determined by the in-motion

draft of the design vessel, the density of the water, wave characteristics, the tidal character-
istics, the characteristics of the bottom, and the economics of greater depth as a factor in
reducing powcr rtequirements for the propulsion of the design vessel. Channel alignment
and orientation from the viewpoint of navigation are determined on the basis of the length
of the design ves.el, the characteristics of the waves in the several reaches, and the
strength and direction of the currents. It will be noted that the characteristics of the
design vessel enter into every aspect of channel design.

The design vessel. It is well known that there are nationwide and worldwide trends

towards larger general cargo and bulk-carrying vessels. Similar trends may or may not
be applicable to traffic on the waterway under consideration, due to peculiarities of the
commerce that is expected. For example, if the existing depths in the other ports of call
involved in the prospective commerce are not likely to be increased, then it is probable
that the characteristics of the vessels will remain constant throughout the economic life

of the project The selection of the design vessel will be made realistically, as it would be
wastefuil to pro,,ide a channel of greater depth and width, or a better alignment, than is
necessary to accommodate the vessels likely to use it. The initial step should consist of an
txamination of general trends in the classes of vessels involved, then determinations may
be mad., a. to their applicability. Data on general trends may be seen in "General Cargo
Vessels-Trends and Characteristics," '- "Study of Trends in Petroleum Supply and Re-
quirements and Tanker Fleets and Characteristics." " and "Trends in Dry Rulk Carriers." 1"

('ha~rtl dcpth. The design depth of the channel will be premised upon the drafts
of the design vessel while in motion, including the effect of squat, rolling, and pitching;
plus a nominal clearance of 2 or more feet; plus an allowance for frequent low tides that
are below mean low water, when vessel delay is uneconomical, or minus an allowance
for some stage above mean low water when the resulting delay of vessels is not uneconomic.
Consideration will be given to the provision of greater depths than those r-'quired for safe
navigation, as determined by the foregoing considerations, when it can be shown that the

reduced power required to propel the vessel at a maximum safe speed at the greater depths
produces savings commensurate with the costs of providing the greater depths.

The draft of a vessel in motion is determined by the static draft of the vessel in
water of the density of that which will be in the channel to be designed; the speed of
the vessel relative to water, in the channel to be designed; the distance between the channel
bottom and the vessel keel; the characteristics of the vessel; the characteristics of the
channel, i-e.. whether it is located in open waters or is fully restricted; the likelihood that
the vessel will meet and pass other large vessels; and the amount of the roll and pitch of
the vessel due to wave action. The draft of the vessel while transiting the channel to be
designed may vary from reach to reach depending on the safe speeds for the various
reaches, water speed variations, water density variations, and variations of the geometry

of the waterway and the navigation channel.

*U.S. Army Corps of Enqineers (1965), Tidal Hydraulics, Engineer Manual

EM 1110-2-10-7 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers), pp. 7-12.

'I
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The static draft of the design vessel will not necessarily be assumed to be thal in
its fully loaded condition. In many instances, it has been found that the draft f.. both
arrivals and departures is less than that of the fully loaded ship. On the other hand, it may
be found that the as-loaded condition results in a greater draft aft than forward, or
vice versa. The static drafts taken for channel design purposes will be those considered
to be normal for the particular operations of the design vessel in the channel under
consideration.

The static draft of a ship is usually stated with reference to its flotation in "summer
salt water." in passing from sea water of normal ocean salinity to fresh water, a ship
having a static draft of 35 feet in sea water at 15 degrees centigrade (density 1.026) will
have a static draft of 35.9 feet in fresh water at the same temperature. If the channel to be
designed traverses a waterway having brackish or fresh water, care will be taken to
assure that the static draft to be used in the design of the channel is commensurate with
the normal density of the water in the proposed channel. In some waterways, the density
may vary from mouth to head of tide.

The increased draft of a vessel while under way, or "squat," as it is more commonly
known, is a variable depending on many factors including the characteristics of the vessel
itself. It must be evaluated based on conditions likely to be experienced in the operations
proposed in the channel to be designed. It sometimes happens that the owners of the
design vessel have data on its squat under various conditions, but it is likely that dependence
will have to be placed on estimates. Chapter X of Reference 4 provides information that
will facilitate making estimates of the squat, and References 19, 20, and 21 go into the
theory of the phenomenon. A squat of about 3 feet is likely to be the maximum.

The speed at which the design vessel will be operated in the proposed channel
should be selected very carefully. It will normally be less than the full speed possible in the
open ocean, as both squat and vessel-generated waves become excessive at high speeds
in a relatively shallow and narrow waterway. It is unlikely that it will be economic to
design a channel of such depth and width as to permit full speed of the design vessel,
and such speed in most waterways would not be permitted because of the hazards. Large
waves may damage shore establishments and moored vessels, and they could be very
hazardous for small craft.

The rolling and pitching of vessels due to wave action causes parts of the vessel to
descend to depths greater than that due to squat alone. For example, a 5-degree roll of a
vessel with a 100-foot beam would increase the draft of the vessel about 3.5 feet. The increase
in draft due to pitching could be even greater, depending on the height and length of the
waves experienced, and the length of the vessel. Consultation with masters of ships
similar to the design vessel may yield reliable information on the amount of roll and pitch
under conditions likely to be experienced" in the channel under design. This subject has
been given considerable study; see "On the Motion of Floating Bodies," - or "The Motion
of a Ship, as a Floating Rigid Body." -

Determination of minimal channel' depths will be premised on the drafts of the
design vessel under normal operating conditions in the channel. They will include allow-
anc(-s for sinkage due to fresh or brackish water, squat, rolling, and pitching. In addition.
an allowance of 2 feet will normally be added to the draft of the vessel while in motion,
including increments due to rolling and pitching. As a safety precaution, this clearance4between the keel and the bottom will be increased to 3 or more feet if the bottom is rock.

, )
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Examples of the computations that should be made for several reaches of a
hype, hetical channel follow

Reach 1. Entrance channel, full speed permitted, severe wave action possible, sea water

of normal ocean salinity, sandy bottom.
Design vessel static draft 2901 feet (Summer sea water)
Squat for economic speed .. 3 0 feet
Rolling and pitching ........ . 6o fet
C ara ce .... . . .. ...... 2 0t feet

Required channel depth .... . ...... 4110 fet

Reach 2. Intermediate reach, shoreline undeveloped, traffic density low, full speed per-
mitted, moderate wave action, water of half-normal sea water salinity, sandy
bottom.

D)tcig-n vessel static draft . 2'1 feet (Summer sea water)
Sinkage due to brackish water . ..... t
Squat for economic speed . . .. 0 feet
Rhling and pitching 2.5 feet
Clearance . ......... 2.0 feet

Required channel depth ... ..... ..... 37J) feet

Reach .. Terminal section, shoreline highly developed, traffic density great, reduced speed

required, no wave action, fresh water, rock bottom.
go vessel static draft ................. 29 0 fk,,t iSummer sea water)

,Zi:ka ue lue to fresh w ater . . ' f.',t
Sp..at fir safe and econonic speed 2,, feet
RHl:ng and pitching ti foot
('hc, rarice . .. ..... 3.0 feet

RVI) red channel depth . ,5.' feet

The depths thus determined may be referred to mean low water (or mean lower low
water on the Pacific coast of the Unittd States) or above or behw these datums. In cases
where design .essel traffic will be low, it may be in order to provide a channel of the design
depth when the tide is, say, at half tide level. Where the number of transits of the design
vessel and other vesse!s of comparable draft will be large, and the frequency of tides below
mlw tir milw also is large, consideration will be given to the provision of the design depth
when the tide is at some stage be-)w mlw or mllw. In all cases, the basis of the decision
will ie an economic analysis involving the delays that will be experienced by vessels and
the saving in dredging costs. In making such an analysis, it must be kept in mind that a
vessel can ,ordinarily carry a given tidal stage throughout most of its journey upstream in
the majority i0 f cstuarits of the United States, but this cannot be done during downstream
passages in the liger estuaries.

In waterwavs whore the selected plane of reference for providing the design depths
varies signifiantly in absolute elevation from reach to reach, the waterway should be
sectionalized and a separate datum used for each section rather than a single datum for
the entire waterway. In some cases, local mean low water is as much as a foot higher in
the upstream reaches as compared with the lower sections. If the design depth is excavated
relative to a common datum throughout such a waterway, the resulting depth would be
1 foot greater in the upper gection than would exist in the lower section. This useless
increment of depth could be very costly.

,4
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ChonnetC uidth. The width of the channel is measured at the bottom of the side
slopes, i.e., at the design depth. The design width depends on whether the design vessel
is likely to meet and pass other vessels that must stay in the main navigation channel,
whether the channel is in a wide waterway, the characteristics of the bed and banks, the
design depth, the existence of yawing forces such as currents and waves at angles to the
channel, and the characteristics of the vessels and their operators. There is no formula for
evaluating all of these factors and their complicated interrelationships, but Reference 4
should be consulted for guidance. In addition, study of other waterways having commerce
similar to that expected in the channel being designed may be helpful. However, it should
not be assumed that the proper width is necessarily that of an accident-free channel in
another waterway with similar characteristics; it may be that that channel is uneconomically
wide.

Cl~awiel atignmcnt. Knowledge pertaining to this area of channel designing is
presently inadequate. Experience has shown that it is more difficult to navigate a vessel
on a curve than in a tangent reach; that the difficulty increases as the radius of curvature
decreases, also as the size of the deflection angle increases; that reverse curvL.- are
undesirable ; and that sighting distances in the curve must be adequate for the safe passing
of other vessels in the curve. It is thought that the radius of curvature should be related
to the lengths of the larger vessels expected to use the waterway, but there is little experi-
mental or theoretical data available for determinations of limiting values for the radiLIS
of curvature?, the deflection angle, the tangent length between curves, and the sighting
distance. In Reference 19, it will be found that conclusion-, were reached, based on judgment
alone, that the minimum radius of the proposed sea-level Panama Canal should be 12.500
fee-t, the maximum deflection angle 26 degrees, the minimum tangent length 4.2 miles, and
the minimumn sighting distance 1.52 miles. Channel widening at turns should be accomn-
plished in accordance wvith the criteria presented in chapter X of Reference 4.

It is notevor'.hv that the channel alignments of important existing projects in the
United States are often inferior to those proposed by the Panama Canal engineers. In brief,
if curves must be used, the best practice will be to lay out the channel with the maxima radii
and the minima deflection angles, and the maximum tangent distances that the physical
conditions permit, without incurring excessive first or annual costs. A radius of less than
5000 feet appears undesirable for major commercial waterways for vessels over 500 feet
in length.

(Thjmic1 oricntatior. The orientation of the channel within the waterway depends
largely on the orientation of the natural deep reaches. In general, these follow the direction
of the currents, which is desirable from the viewpoint of navigators. If the current is
at an angle to the channel, steering will be somewhat more difficult. The orientation of
entrance channels should be such as to head them into the direction of storm waves, if
practicable.

b. Channel iidth, depth, alignment, and orientation bar-ed on cast of maintenance.

Greirral. The design of a channel for ease of maintenance must of course go hand
in hand with design in the interest of navigation. It is rare that the channel which is most
favorable to navigation is also the one that requires the least maintenance, and it is there-
fore sometimes necessary to consider a channel that is less than the optimum, from the

L viewpoint of navigation, to keep annual costs of maintenance within reasonable bounds.
For example, channels that do not follow the natural thalweg usually are more subject to
shoaling than those that are located generally along its course but a-, the thalweg is often
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somewhat sinuous, it is more difficult to navigate than a channel with longer tangents. Com-
mercial or recreational needs often indicate the desirability of extending a channel into
the upper limits of the estuary, or into coves, tributary streams, or interior basins, but it
often happens that such channels shoal much more rapidly than the existing downstream
channel.

Channel depth. The construction of a channel that is appreciably deeper than the
natural depths along the course of the thalweg, or the deepening of an existing channel, may
engender a difficult maintenance problem. After the depth required for safe navigation of
the design vessel has been determined, it may be found that such a channel cannot be justi-
fied. Consideration will then be given to channels of lesser depths that would be suitable
for the design vessel when advantage is taken of the tide. The governing considerations
frequently are the natural depths of the thalweg, the depths beyond the limits of the pro-
posed channel, the magnitudes of the changes in the cross sections of the estuary if the pro-
posed channel is constructed, and the kinds of material available in the waterway beyond
the limits of the channel for transport into the channel by density flows and by the tidal
currents. For example, the shoaling rate of a channel of a given width and 40-foot depth
located in a relatively very wide waterway may not be appreciably greater than that of a
channel of the same width but 37 feet deep. The resulting cross sectional areas created by
the two channels may not be significantly different. On the other hand, if the range of tide
is large it may be possible to serve the design vessel reasonably well with a channel depth
of 30 feet instead of the optimum of 40 feet. In this case, the resulting cross sectional area
may be suticiently closer to the natural or pre-improvement cross sectional area to effect
a considerable saving of maintenance costs. Similarly, if the natural depths along the thalweg
are 10 feet and a channel of 40-foot depth is the optimum, it is unlikely that there would
be much difference in maintenance costs between a 40- and a 37-foot channel, other factors
being equal, but the difference could e appreciably between 40- and 30-foot channels.

Channel depth sometimes has a profound effect on the distribution of shoaling as well
as the rate of shealing. For example, a channel 40 feet in depth may cause the bulk of the
shoaling to occur in a place where there are no disposal areas, while a channel depth of 35
feet may shift the location of the heaviest shoaling to a location downstream, where disposal
areas are phntiful, or the effects of the two depths could be reversed from those discussed
here. Distance of the disposal area from the bulk of the shoaling is. of course, a factor in
the cost of maintenance. Channel depth helps determine the location where the upstream
predominance of bottom currents over downstream bottom currents occurs. References 8
and 15 si ,uld be consulted ior additional information on this matter.

('haooel width. While channel width and channel depth are factors of equal signifi-
cance insofar as cross sectional area is concerned, it appears that inadequate depths are much
more hazardous than inadequate widths, and they cause greater delay to vessels. On the
other hand, a choice between the provision of a channel of width adequate to permit two-way
traffic and inadequate depths at low tide, as compared with a channel suitable for one-way
trarfic of design vessels and of adequate depth even at low tide, must take cognizance of the
possibility that the greater depth may cause a shift in the location of the bulk of the shoaling.

Chanow'l alio rncnt. Channels should be located as closely to the alignment of the
thalweg as is practicable, keeping in mind that the larger vessels cannot navigate the sharp
bends that sometimes are characteristic of the alignment of the thalweg. In cases where
there are two deep areas of approximately equal depth, the relative merits of each should
be considered before selecting one of them for improvement. When it is found that the align-
ment of a channel located on the thalweg would be too sinuous to serve the design vessel
reasonably, consideration will be given to the use of training works having for their pur-

, I
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pose the shifting of the current, and with it the location of the natural thalweg, more nearly
to conform with the necessary alignment of the channel for navigation. Local interests may
desire to have the channel located adjacent to the inside bank of the waterway in order to
permit development of the frontage for docking facilities. This is fundamentally unsound;
both the channel and the water areas adjacent to the docks will shoal rapidly and there is
generally no satisfactory remedy.

Entrance or approach channels to tributary streams, harbor areas in coves or in
canals, and docks located on the inside of curves, must be aligned across the currents of
the main waterway. If the natural depths along the course of such channels are inadequate
to serve the navigation for which the facility is designed, it must be expected that the dredged
channel will be subject to rapid shoaling. As it is unlikely that a practicable remedy for this
shoaling can be found, the channel may as well be aligned to follow the shortest path to the
facility, consistent with the needs of navigation.

c. Channel w~idth, depth, alignment, and orientation based on effect of water qualit.
Changes in the geometry of tidal waterways caused by deepening, widening, or extending
channels in the interest of navigation may have an important and far-reaching effect on
the salinity of the water and on the flushing and dispersal characteristics of the regimen.
These effects may cause pollution of water that formerly was used for domestic and indus-
trial purposes, and thereby cause a severe economic loss. The change in the salinity may af-
fect the hydraulics of the waterway in a manner that wil! cause shoaling.

These possibilities should be evaluated very carefully in formulating conclusions as
to the advisability of modifying a channel. References 4, 8, and 15 should be consulted for
guidance in setting up the study. In the event it is found that a channel modification of the
nature most desirable for navigation will have adverse effects on the quality of the water
and hencv, on its value as a source of water supply, further study may consider possible reduc-
tions o' the dimensions and/or extent of the channel, barriers to exclude salinity, upland
reservoirs to enhance low fresh water flows, or the provision of an alternatlvv source of
water supply to replace the tidal waterway as a source of water supply.
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APPENDIX D

Description of Mathematical Mo~del

The navigation channel design model is intended to simulate the
reactions of the design vessel(s) in a given set of conditions. The
model is composed of several modules intended to evaluate squat, bank
suction, vessel attitude, thrust for a specified stopping distance,

and ship-generated waves (Figure D-1). The modular construction
allows for changes to be made with relative ease as advances are made
in an area of analysis.

As specified by the control cards, data are read in and
distributed by the main msodule to the respective modules. After the

specified modules have completed their evaluation, control is
transferred back to the main module.

T1-' input data consist of eight cards. The purpose of each card
is liste below:

Card #1 specifies the analysis to be performed and the azimuth of
the inbound vessel. In addition, it specifies whether an
inbound, an outbound, or a combination analysis is to be
performed.

Card *2 specifies title information which would identify the
channel analysis being performed.

Card #3 specifies the section geometry for the channel under
consideration.

Card #4 specifies the magnitude and direction of both the current
and the wind. In addition, the water density and
temperature are given.

Card #5 specifies the navigable channel limits, the thickness of
the channel boundary layer, and the bank elevations.

Card *6 specifies the primary vessel characteristics, e.g.,
c.2aft, beam, length, minimum and maximum speeds, vessel
boundary layer thickness, position from centerline,
maximum rudder angle, wind area, displacement, and
stopping distance.

Card *7 specifies the secondary vessel characteristics, if the
passing condition has been specified.

Card *8 specifies the entrance length of the primary vessel.

D- 1
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F Data

Vessel
Attitude hip-Generated

Waves

Bank Control
Suction

Stopping
Distance

NeutralRequiredNeutral

Steering
Line

Squat

Boundary alinity Area
Layer

Figure D-1 Channel design evaluation model
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Description of Modules

Squat computation module The squat module checks the salinity of the

water to determine if vessel draft needs to be adjusted. Squat is
computed for the primary vessel at various speeds for the
on-centerline or passing case (or both). The basic equation (Gartnune
et al., 1948; Tothill, 1966) is

2 A 2
Ad = V (A-) - 1

22.6 -

where Ad = squat (in ft)

V = velocity (in kts) 2
A = cross-sectional area of flow in channel, absent vessel (in ft

A' = cross-sectional area of flow with ship in channel section,
experiencing squat

The computation terminates when the incremental speed reaches one
of the following:

o maximum vessel speed;
o critical velocity; or
o vessel touches bottom.

In the development of the model, calculated values were compared
to field measurements and found to agree satisfactorily (Figure D-2).
Figures D-3(a) through D-3(l) illustrate results for squat in nine
channels selected by the panel.

Neutral Steering Line and Bank Suction Module If bank suction is
required, then the neutral steering line is calculated. This is the
sailing line of a vessel along which lateral forces and turning
moments owing to bank suction are balanced. If the channel
cross-section is symmetrical, the neutral steering line is the channel
centerline; if asymmetrical, the module calculates the distance from
centerline to neutral steering line, adding this value algebraically
to the distance from the centerline of the ship's position. These
values are then used in the bank suction computations, which encompass
lateral forces and moments due to bank suction effects for various
speeds, using the method proposed by Schoenherr (1960). In validation
of the model, computed and measured values (from model tests) were in
satisfactory agreement for symmetric and asymmetric cross-sections of
channels.

Vessel Attitude Module This module computes the additional forces due
to current and wind and adds these values to the forces calculated in
the bank suction module. The rudder and drift angles required to
neutralize the total forces and moments are then calculated for
selected speeds, based on the method described by Bindel (1960), and
the addition of an off-centerline coefficient.

A

_ ... % - rU -- --
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A _AA

2.0 A.-

AA
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0 1.0 2.0

Measured Squat (ft)

Figure D-2 Comparison of computed

and measured squat
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Ship-Generated Waves Module The principal purpose of this module is
to determine the effects of ship-generated waves on barge trains, but
it also gives a general indication of other effects that may be
expected in particular channels from ship-generated waves--for
example, bank erosion--and may suggest operational or design changes.
The module computes (for selected speeds) the ship wave height at the
vessel, and the wave height at each cusp on lines of propagation. The
methods are based on those suggested by Saunders (1957) and Havelock
(Wigley, 1963). There are few measurement data for comparison.

Stopping Power Computation Module This module computes the reverse
thrusts needed to bring the vessel (sailing at selected speeds) to a
standstill in a specified distance. The computational procedure
suggested by D'Arcangelo (1957) was adjusted in consultations with
pilots, ship masters, and other sources of information about the
behavior of ships in restricted waters.

4
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